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Tactile Perception And Visuotactile Integration For Robotic Exploration
Abstract
As the close perceptual sibling of vision, the sense of touch has historically received less than deserved
attention in both human psychology and robotics. In robotics, this may be attributed to at least two reasons.
First, it suffers from the vicious cycle of immature sensor technology, which causes industry demand to be
low, and then there is even less incentive to make existing sensors in research labs easy to manufacture and
marketable. Second, the situation stems from a fear of making contact with the environment, avoided in every
way so that visually perceived states do not change before a carefully estimated and ballistically executed
physical interaction. Fortunately, the latter viewpoint is starting to change. Work in interactive perception and
contact-rich manipulation are on the rise. Good reasons are steering the manipulation and locomotion
communities’ attention towards deliberate physical interaction with the environment prior to, during, and
after a task.
We approach the problem of perception prior to manipulation, using the sense of touch, for the purpose of
understanding the surroundings of an autonomous robot. The overwhelming majority of work in perception
for manipulation is based on vision. While vision is a fast and global modality, it is insufficient as the sole
modality, especially in environments where the ambient light or the objects therein do not lend themselves to
vision, such as in darkness, smoky or dusty rooms in search and rescue, underwater, transparent and reflective
objects, and retrieving items inside a bag. Even in normal lighting conditions, during a manipulation task, the
target object and fingers are usually occluded from view by the gripper. Moreover, vision-based grasp
planners, typically trained in simulation, often make errors that cannot be foreseen until contact. As a step
towards addressing these problems, we present first a global shape-based feature descriptor for object
recognition using non-prehensile tactile probing alone. Then, we investigate in making the tactile modality,
local and slow by nature, more efficient for the task by predicting the most cost-effective moves using active
exploration. To combine the local and physical advantages of touch and the fast and global advantages of
vision, we propose and evaluate a learning-based method for visuotactile integration for grasping.
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ABSTRACT
TACTILE PERCEPTION AND VISUOTACTILE INTEGRATION
FOR ROBOTIC EXPLORATION
Mabel Mengzi Zhang
Kostas Daniilidis
As the close perceptual sibling of vision, the sense of touch has historically received
less than deserved attention in both human psychology and robotics. In robotics, this may
be attributed to at least two reasons. First, it suffers from the vicious cycle of immature
sensor technology, which causes industry demand to be low, and then there is even less
incentive to make existing sensors in research labs easy to manufacture and marketable.
Second, the situation stems from a fear of making contact with the environment, avoided
in every way so that visually perceived states do not change before a carefully estimated
and ballistically executed physical interaction. Fortunately, the latter viewpoint is starting
to change. Work in interactive perception and contact-rich manipulation are on the rise.
Good reasons are steering the manipulation and locomotion communities’ attention towards
deliberate physical interaction with the environment prior to, during, and after a task.
We approach the problem of perception prior to manipulation, using the sense of touch,
for the purpose of understanding the surroundings of an autonomous robot. The overwhelm-
ing majority of work in perception for manipulation is based on vision. While vision is a
fast and global modality, it is insufficient as the sole modality, especially in environments
where the ambient light or the objects therein do not lend themselves to vision, such as in
darkness, smoky or dusty rooms in search and rescue, underwater, transparent and reflec-
tive objects, and retrieving items inside a bag. Even in normal lighting conditions, during
a manipulation task, the target object and fingers are usually occluded from view by the
gripper. Moreover, vision-based grasp planners, typically trained in simulation, often make
errors that cannot be foreseen until contact. As a step towards addressing these problems,
we present first a global shape-based feature descriptor for object recognition using non-
prehensile tactile probing alone. Then, we investigate in making the tactile modality, local
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and slow by nature, more efficient for the task by predicting the most cost-effective moves
using active exploration. To combine the local and physical advantages of touch and the
fast and global advantages of vision, we propose and evaluate a learning-based method for
visuotactile integration for grasping.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Imagine through an infant’s eyes – when she opens her eyes and reaches out, what goes on
in her mind? Can she feel the texture and geometry of her surroundings with her hand,
the way we know it? Can she correlate between what she sees and what she feels? Does
hand-eye coordination come innately to her, or how long does it take to develop?
Similar questions can be asked of a robot, since some might think of a newborn as a
“badly adjusted robot” [273], though the discovery of the answers is arguably easier. Upon
entering a new environment, the first task that a human or a robot is required to do is
perception. On a robot, this might be split into two parts: sensing on the hardware side
measures physical quantities, and perception on the software side interprets the measure-
ments into higher level understanding. In a human, for some time in the past, this was
similarly the case. It used to be thought that sensation and perception are separate sys-
tems, sensation being the stimulation of end organs, and perception being the correlations
in the brain through experience. In recent decades, this view had become archaic, and both
parts are considered within the perceptual system [302].
Traditionally, the human is said to have five senses, visual, auditory, olfactory, gusta-
tory, and tactual. The tactual system includes oral, manual, and other parts of the body
with tactile receptors. We are mainly concerned with the manual tactual modality and its
interaction with vision.
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Indeed, tactile perceptual development and visuotactile coordination in the first few
months of human life has attracted much interest in developmental psychology. This area
has been approached from many directions, such as motor development and visuomotor
coordination, visu-oral perception, visuomanual perception, to name a few.
Initially, much emphasis was on the motor development direction, because motor re-
sponse is easy to observe, and visuomotor coordination is observable in infants as young
as 1-to-3-month-old [273]. Born with the palmar grasp reflex, the infant starts out her life
with motor capabilities, such as bringing the hand to the mouth at the trigger of a sug-
ary solution [250, 32]. However, this perceptuomotor coordination is temporary and will
disintegrate at around 2 months of age. From 2 to 5 months, while finer manipulation ca-
pabilities are being developed, the baby temporarily does not seem to show any visuotactile
coordination, until these two modalities are studied separately. Then, it was found that
with tactual perception only, infants of 2- and 5-month-old could discriminate object shapes
[279, 280, 272] just as well as vision alone, and 3-month-olds are able to perceive material
properties [285].
At 5 to 6 months, refined manipulation emerges, and visuotactile coordination returns,
this time with sophisticated handling. This enables the baby to do such things as running
fingers over an object, transferring it from hand to hand, carrying it to the mouth, and
rotating it [152, 279, 254]. At 7 to 8 months, the baby starts to realize that her actions
have an effect on the world, such as deforming objects, making a sound in squeeze toys,
and ripping paper [152]. At 10 months, the baby can perform goal-oriented actions, such
as opening a box with one hand and removing the contents with the other [152].
Where do robots stand today? We have certainly not surpassed the coordinated manip-
ulation that emerges at 5 months. A fair estimation might place today’s tactually controlled
robotic manipulation to be at around 2–3 months of the human infant. Much of today’s
robots still operate open-loop, corresponding to ballistic movements exhibited by infants
prior to 5 months of age. Robots equipped with high-end tactile sensors can perceive mate-
rial properties like 3-month-old infants do, but cannot carry out the motor functions neces-
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sary to discriminate between object shapes like 2-month-olds can. Although such “hold and
feel” motor functions are crude for the human infant, they are considered fine manipulation
for the present-day robot. On the bright side, touch-to-vision intermodal transfer that is
present in 2-month-old infants [272, 278] can be done on the robot using straight-forward
point cloud representation.
The full potential of tactile perception is still largely neglected in robotics, much like
it had been in human developmental research [90]. Before we dive into tactile perception
on the robot – which might be viewed as an untrained baby – it is beneficial to familiarize
ourselves with the biological origins of touch in humans; develop an intuition for why and
how the sense of touch is useful; understand its necessity and its role in sensory substitution,
in particular, substitution of the visual modality; and begin to develop some insight in the
interaction between touch and vision. These help to better understand why we care about
this sensory modality and how best to take advantage of it in robotics application scenarios.
Then, we will be ready to delve into tactile perception, active tactile exploration, and its
interaction with vision on a robot.
1.1 The Human Touch
From birth, can a human infant feel the textures and shapes of objects? In the human baby,
two types of tactile perception are being developed, oral and manual. In the past, it had
been believed for a long time that in infants under 5 months old, the grasp reflex, crude and
uncontrollable, nullifies any useful manual tactile perception [273]. As a result, the emphasis
had been placed on oral tactile perception [44, 58, 57, 250, 48, 253, 32, 247, 43], and the
manual kind was thought to provide no valuable information worthwhile of perception
research.
However, in the recent few decades, researchers began to realize that even though
the grasp reflex is involuntary, infants do not lose tactile perception in the hand and can
tactually discriminate among objects just as well as vision, as demonstrated in Streri’s
experiments [272, 279, 280].
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This development in direction is important, because the manual and oral tactile modal-
ities are not functionally identical [248, 253]. The oral perceptual function gradually fades
away after 9–12 months [227, 254], when the nutritional function of the mouth is developed.
From then on, the hands become the dominant tactile modality, like those in an adult.
Therefore, to more effectively study the tactile perception in adult humans, the manual
tactile modality in infant development is of closer relevance.
1.1.1 Development of Touch in an Infant
In 1688, the Irish scientist and politician William Molyneux posed the famous question [93]
in a letter to John Locke: Suppose a man is born blind and learned by touch to distinguish
between a cube and a sphere. If this man now recovers his vision, will he be able to tell
between the cube and a sphere by sight, before touching them?
Several processes are involved in this question. For the first part of his life, the man
performs intramodal tactile discrimination. When his vision is restored, the information
learned from touch only is seamlessly applied to sight, enabling a touch-to-vision transfer for
shape discrimination. Finally, the intramodal visual discrimination is carried out by sight
only. The underlying problem to Molyneux’s question is how the information is represented
in one modality and across modalities. This section will focus on the development of
intramodal tactile perception in infants, and Section 1.1.3 will address intermodal transfer
between touch and vision.
Human infants exhibit tactile perception first by putting objects into the mouth. Mouthing
is often considered a type of haptic exploration [249, 203], even though its development and
function are quite different from manual exploration [248, 253]. As Rochat [249] found,
infants use the mouth for object exploration at 2–3 months of age. By 4 months, vision
becomes the initial modality of exploration, though the mouth continues to be used. The
hands are not used for tactile sensing at this stage; they are primarily used to transport
the object between the field of view and the mouth, which alternatively perceive the object
by vision and touch. At 4 months, fingering behavior emerges, and bimanual actions take
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over object exploration from the mouth, freeing the mouth to vocalize and to consume solid
food. During this time, the visu-oral relationship also undergoes a change, as the function of
the mouth evolves from perceptual mouthing exploration to nutritional feeding. Mouthing
behavior decreases at around 9–12 months, at which time manual exploration has been
developed and replaces this function of the mouth [227, 254].
A study of oral tactile perception on 1-month-old babies shed a light on Molyneux’s
question in early human life. Meltzoff and Borton’s experiment [203] in 1979, later replicated
by Gibson and Walker [89] in 1984, showed the existence of oral-touch-to-vision transfer in
1-month-old babies, in a two-stage experiment. In the first stage (oral familiarization),
babies were given an object to explore orally, without seeing it. In the second stage, the
familiarized object and a new object were presented to the baby visually. The objects were
spheres, either with or without bumps. Due to the small buccal cavity and the immature
visual system in the 1-month-old infant, the sizes and material of the objects for oral and
visual presentation were different. Rubber dummies were used orally, and larger wooden
counterparts were used visually. The babies were able to visually recognize the orally
familiarized object. Familiarization is measured by more than 50% difference in time spent
between looking at the familiarized and the new object 1.
The results are remarkable because despite the differences in size and material, the
babies were able to establish an equivalence relationship between the objects across modal-
ities. Its further significance is that this capability to discriminate between different surface
textures exists as early as one month into life. This seems to suggest that the ability does
not require significant period of simultaneous bimodal exploration and learning, as it was
historically believed and supported by those such as Piaget [233], before being challenged
by Bower et al. [40].
Since the study by Meltzoff and Borton [203], advances in technology and experiment
design have enabled studies on even younger infants – newborns – in the manual tactual
modality. Stréri et al. [284], following their earlier work on 2-month-olds [272] and 5-
1Time is a standard measurement of familiarization [273], the familiarity is shown by a drop in interest
to the familiar object and a relatively higher interest to a new object [168].
5
month-olds [279, 281], found that newborns exhibit haptic habituation and discrimination
for object shape, even when they are only capable of enclosure grasps [169]. Furthermore,
this ability persists in 2-month-olds and 5-month-olds. These are significant points in time,
between when the initial visuotactile coordination at birth disintegrates after 1 month, and
before finer manual motor capabilities are developed at 5 months [273].
From 2 to 5 months of age, the visuotactile coordination undergoes an interruption, as
vision is being rapidly developed, and manual perception evolves towards fine manipulation
but is not developed yet [273]. Between 1 and 3 months of age, there is a decrease in
reaching the arm towards a visually seen object (vision to touch), noticeable in that the
palm is closed during the reach, not opened like in the newborn. Holding an object in the
hand also does not trigger bringing the object to the mouth or to view (touch to vision).
Before the finer manual skills are developed at 5 months, it used to be thought that the
involuntary grasp reflex is too strong for any useful perceptual information to be gathered.
Nevertheless, Stréri [272] found that 2-month-olds are able to tactually discriminate between
object shapes using their hands just as well as visual perception. Striano and Bushnell [285]
also found that 3-month-old infants are able to discriminate between shapes of different
texture, temperature, compliance, and weight, using only touch in the pitch dark. Curiously,
this effect does not hold when the room is lit. This finding is similar to that of Stréri [272],
who were only able to expose the perceptual function of manual touch in 2-month-olds when
touch is separated from vision. A review of haptic abilities from the newborn to 5 months
of age can be found in Stréri and Féron [275].
So far, we have mentioned visu-oral and visuomanual perception. Another important
interaction of functions during infant development is that of the perceptuomotor coordina-
tion. Hatwell [106] provides a review and analysis of the relationship between the perceptual
and sensorimotor systems. The hand has two functions, perceptual information gathering
and action execution, e.g. transporting. It is found that the perceptual function of the
hand is consistently under-used by humans of all ages, except for very young infants. After
5–6 months of age, the visually-guided manual manipulation becomes so dominant that it
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overrides the use of hand as a purely perceptual organ. Subjects start to use the hands as
mainly executive organs to carry out sensorimotor functions and become unaware of the
exact tactile information perceived by hand. Instead, the information is gathered visually.
This phenomenon is explained by Hatwell, using Piaget [232]’s notions of “succeeding”
and “understanding.” Piaget’s idea was that succeeding at motor tasks may not precede the
understanding of the physical rules of the world. It is through attempts that succeed, that
the rules of the world become conceptualized into reasoning. This reasoning then transcends
the specific trials of successes, in that it can generalize to the infinite possibilities of the
world to be applied to other trials that use the same physical rules.
Using this idea, Hatwell [106] explains that while subjects succeed at a sensorimotor
goal without awareness of the actual manual perceptual information gathered, they have a
high-level cognitive understanding of the spatial relationships that allowed them to succeed.
This spatial understanding is learned through vision, which is used as the main perceptual
modality. Hatwell further implies that this is an economical choice of organ functions, using
eyes for perception and hands for execution, as opposed to both competing to be perceptual
organs.
Stréri and Pineau [281] tested this hindrance of motor function on perceptual function
of the hand in 5-month-old infants. A sphere and a cube were each attached to the end of
the handles of two music boxes. The boxes were muted so as to not distract the subjects.
The infants were tested on two tasks: tactually discriminating between the sphere and the
cube (perception), and turning the handle in a circular motion (motor). The experiment
was in two stages. In the first stage, the task is carried out; in the second stage, the music
box with the other shape is presented to the infant, and the infant-controlled 2 exploration
time is recorded to determine whether habituation occurred. The results showed that when
the infants had to turn the handle (with gentle help), they did not discriminate between the
2The infant-controlled procedure means that an exploration period starts as soon as the infant grasps the
object, and terminates when the infant drops the object. This measure is used as an advantageous alternative
to the fixed-time exploration, because the latter does not take into consideration individual differences. In
fixed-time exploration, some infants may need longer than the given time to effectively explore an object,
and thus never having enough time to extract the necessary information, leaving ambiguity in results when
tactual habituation is not present.
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shapes. In contrast, when they were given full attention to tactually exploring the shapes,
discrimination between the explored and the new shape was present. This confirms the
dominance of motor goal over perception in the hand.
1.1.2 Visuomotor Coordination
Recall at the beginning of this chapter, we asked whether hand-eye coordination might
come innately to an infant. As alluded to in Section 1.1.1 with Hatwell [106]’s observations,
visually-guided manual movement starts to dominate the perceptive function of the hand
at 5–6 months of age, at which time the hand gives in as a perceptive organ and becomes
a mainly executive one. How does this visuomotor coordination affect movement? In other
words, how does movement differ before and after this coordination is developed?
In the well-known kitten carousel study by Held and Hein [115], it was found that in
order for normal visually-guided behavior to develop, visual feedback must be concurrent
and dependent on self-produced movement. In the experiment, two neonatal kittens reared
mostly in darkness were placed on a carousel. One kitten was allowed to move freely (active),
and the other was held immobilized in a carriage (passive) and only moved as the active
kitten’s movement pulls it along. Both kittens received visual feedback of the surrounding
scene, the inside of a cylinder with alternating black and white vertical stripes. Given this
setup, the active kitten’s visual feedback matched its own motion, while the passive kitten’s
did not. Neither kitten was allowed to see its paws, other body parts, or the other kitten.
Ten pairs of kittens were tested. After exposure to the carousel, the kittens were tested
in visually guided paw placement and visual cliff, among other tests. The active kittens
behaved like normal kittens. On the contrary, the passive kittens failed the tests. After
48 hours of free movement in an illuminated room, the passive kittens were retested and
succeeded at all trials.
These results reveal that without visual feedback that matches self-generated motion,
subjects do not learn visuomotor coordination. In a later study, Hein and Held [113] further
found that 4-week-old kittens deprived of the sight of their front limbs had an impaired
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extension reflex on an uneven surface. Held and Bauer [114] found similar results in monkeys
for visually-guided reaching.
In humans, visual feedback is just as important for motor actions. The human infant
exhibits several stages of visuomotor coordination. Before 4 months of age, the infant’s arm
movement is ballistic. Though it may be triggered by vision, vision does not guide through
the motion. Bower [39] pointed out that in infants 4–5 months old, to correct for a reaching
motion, they restart the motion from the beginning. This suggests a ballistic motion that
is planned before it starts and is not flexible to adjustments along the way.
Indeed, before 5 months of age, when babies’ ability to see their hands is suppressed,
their movements are not affected. In Bower [38]’s experiment, 5-months-old babies were
presented with an object within reach, then the room immediately turns pitch dark. The
number of successful approaches was not affected. In Lasky [165], babies aged 2.5 to 6.5
months were tested. During the movement, the arm and hand of the baby were blocked by
an opaque screen. This only affected the oldest babies, particularly at 5.5 months, and not
the youngest ones. In McDonnell [201], babies aged 4 to 10 months wore prismatic glasses
that shifted the object by 7 centimeters. The younger babies were unaffected and scored
90% success rate in reaching. Babies aged 4 to 5 months altered their path once their hands
missed the target. This suggests that their trajectory is decided at the beginning ballisti-
cally. Older babies adjusted their hands along the way during the movement, indicating
that their movements are visually-guided. However, the visual guiding decreases from 9
months on, and a ballistic movement similar to that of an adult replaces it. Bushnell [45]
interpreted this occurrence as the result of better motor control.
In adults, Jeannerod and Prablanc [143] found that when subjects could not see their
hands (no feedback), there were major errors in aiming for a visual target. When there
was visual feedback, the duration of movement was increased by 150 milliseconds. This
increase in time was attributed to the final correction phase, which was not present in the
no-feedback situation. This correction phase was clearly distinct from the reaching phase
in [142]. The reaching phase is a directional movement to the visual target, whereas the
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fine adjustment prior to prehension (grasping) is a response to object properties. Jeannerod
[141] further found that in trajectories with prehension at the end, the trajectory is similar
to any aiming trajectory, with a high-velocity initial stage and a low-velocity final stage.
The fast stage is for hand transportation to the target. The slow stage starts at about
75% of the movement, regardless of target location. Finger grip formation in anticipation
of contact is highly correlated with the start of the slow stage. These two stages occurred
whether or not the subjects had visual feedback of the moving limb. This suggests that as
far as motor ability is concerned, adults are not impeded by the inability to see their limbs
during trajectory movement, unlike the infant of 5–9 months.
To answer the question at the beginning of this section, we know that before visuomotor
coordination at 5 months, movement is ballistic, unguided by vision. Once the coordination
is present in the 5–9 months period, it helps in the development of motor skills. After 9
months, ballistic movements are exhibited again, resembling that of an adult, whose motor
skills are mature. We also know from Section 1.1.1 that, at 5–6 months, the fine tactile
manipulation skills of the fingers are developed. This is a critical stage for the perceptual
system, when manual touch, now controllable and free from the palmar grasp reflex, is
mature enough to be re-integrated with vision.
1.1.3 Visuotactile Intermodal Transfer
Can an infant correlate between what she sees and what she feels? How consistently?
Let us come back to Molyneux’s question [93] brought up in Section 1.1.1. We have
discussed the intramodal tactile perception part of the question, and now we will take a
look at the intermodal transfer between touch and vision. Recall that the question only
asks whether the man can transfer his tactile discrimination to vision. We will look at both
directions of the transfer, touch to vision and vision to touch.
An interesting experiment was conducted on Rhesus monkeys by Cowey and Weikrantz
[56], to look for touch-to-vision transfer in object shapes. In the evening, the animal was
placed in the dark. Two shapes, 20 pieces each, are scattered in its cage. One shape was
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made from edible food powder, and the other shape had sand mixed in. In the morning,
the experimenters recorded which shapes were not eaten, without the animal being able to
see the shapes. After five nights, in the morning, the animal was presented with one piece
of each shape, and its choice was recorded. This was repeated for 60 shape pairings with 6
monkeys. In two out of three cases, on the last morning, the animal chose the edible pieces.
This indicated a touch-to-vision transfer in higher primates.
In humans, recall that Meltzoff and Borton [203] found in 1-month-old infants the
positive transfer from oral touch to vision. However, it remains unanswered whether this
ability exists from birth. J. J. Gibson [91, 92] suggested that the system that processes sensor
receptor feedback is amodal. In other words, the sensor processing system is independent
of sensing modalities. E. J. Gibson [87] extended this to an amodal perceptual system,
where invariances are not specific to any single modality, but are observed in multiple
modalities. The idea is that all modalities feed information to this system and retrieve it
directly, without a middleman that converts information between modalities. While E. J.
Gibson made the distinction between cross-modal transfer and amodal properties, she noted
that if cross-modal discrimination were learned based on detecting invariances in different
modalities, then it is no different from amodal properties. Another perspective, credited to
Bernstein [25], is that every action has a functional objective, and that there is a central
system with memory that links between modalities. Specifically, the motor system is the
integrative link between vision and touch. For example, in order for a functional action to
succeed, the motor command that prepositions the hand must correspond to the visually
seen target.
Vision is a spatial modality for perception only. Manual touch is both a spatial percep-
tual modality that is free to explore, and a functional one that is capable of changing the
environment and is enacted to achieve a sensorimotor goal. Two types of coordination exist
between the two modalities, interperceptual and perceptuomotor [273]. Interperceptual is
the coordination for the purpose of perception only. Perceptuomotor is the coordination
between eye and hand for the purpose of a goal, such as carrying or grasping an object.
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Perhaps unexpectedly, these two types of coordination are hindering to each other, in
that only one can be the main objective at a given time [106, 281]. They may be turned on
and off depending on context. When touch is used in the perceptive mode, the interpercep-
tual coordination is activated, and information retrieved from touch is transferable to vision.
The transfer from vision to touch may be temporarily blocked, as is the perceptuomotor
coordination. Conversely, when touch is used in the functional mode, the perceptuomo-
tor coordination is activated, and information from touch is transferable to vision (as in
the visuomotor coordination for reaching in Section 1.1.2), but the other direction may be
blocked, as well as interperceptual coordination.
During manual exploration, the action is leisurely carried out to perceive object prop-
erties using fine manipulation, such as running fingers over the object or rotating the object
[152]. During goal execution, perception is secondary and only used to facilitate the goal.
For example, the location of the object is verified, only for the sake of successfully reaching
it. Once sufficient information for the goal is gathered, exploration stops; any additional
perception that might have been gained is ignored.
This phenomenon is not only observed in infants under a year of age, but also in
preschool children, school-age children, and adults [273]. It is described with different
terminology depending on the writer. Hatwell [106] calls them the perceptual hand and
executive hand. Van der Kamp et al. [296] calls the perception-oriented motion explicit
learning or vision for perception, and goal-oriented motion implicit learning or vision for
action.
Van der Kamp et al. [296] extended Gibson’s ecological perspective on visual control
of movement to more recent work in the 1990s. They proposed a purified idea, which
attributes the difference between vision-for-action and vision-for-perception to differences
in information type, rather than in cognitive processing. This distinction seeks to keep
in line with Gibson’s original ecological perspective, where there is a direct mapping from
stimulus to response. A difference in cognitive processing would imply the existence of a
central system, which diverges from that view. Therefore, the difference must be placed
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elsewhere, e.g. the information type.
Both Gibson’s and Bernstein’s ideas have been supported by experiments. Stréri [273]
provides a comprehensive review of all intermodal studies between touch and vision up to
1991. However, in order for the Gibson perspective to hold, a necessary condition is that the
transfer between vision and touch be equivalent and bidirectional [273]. This has not been
successfully shown to date. There is much evidence of a touch-to-vision transfer even in the
newborns [276, 277, 260], but not in the opposite direction (vision-to-touch) [272, 278] until
5 months of age [280].
Furthermore, it seems that tactual information is converted into the visual domain in
the infant, child, and even adult [106]. In a review, Hatwell [106] observed that subjects
convert the tactile information, gathered by the hand during sensorimotor actions, into the
visual domain and store it as so. This converted visual information allows the subjects to
maintain a high-level cognitive understanding of the world. Whereas tactile information is
converted to visual, visual information is retained in the original form.
Specifically, the asymmetry of intermodal transfer is exhibited in the disappearance of
vision-to-touch transfer in 2-month-olds, and the disappearance of transfer in the oppo-
site direction (touch-to-vision) in 5-month-olds [280, 272]. In 11-month-olds, Bushnell and
Weinberger [47] found an inconsistent vision-to-touch transfer, such that infants did not
detect discrepancies in shape when they saw a cube and felt a cross, and in texture when
they saw a cube and felt a furry cube. This is in comparison to their correct detection of
discrepancies when they saw an egg and felt a cube, and when they saw a cross and felt
a furry cube. In Brown and Gottfried [41], results possibly suggested that oral-to-visual
and manual-to-visual transfer for object shapes had occurred in 3-month-olds. However,
the authors concluded the results were contradictory and transfer did not occur, because
babies looked at the orally familiarized object for a longer time, but looked at the man-
ually familiarized object for a shorter time. These are contradictory results to conclude
touch-to-vision transfer.
Different conjectures have been proposed to account for the inconsistencies found in
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these studies. Stréri [273] analyzed that the asymmetry is due to the asynchronous de-
velopment of the visual and tactual systems, especially in the 2- to 5-month-old infants.
During this period, visual system develops rapidly, which might prompt the infant to ex-
plore this new ability more, lending to positive touch-to-vision transfer. The development
of the tactual system is sluggish during this time. Together with the grasp reflex, the un-
derdevelopment could make the baby explore less tactually, which could account for the
missing evidence that visual knowledge transfers to the tactual modality.
Bushnell and Boudreau [46] suggested a different reason for the contradiction. Using
the work of Lederman and Klatzky [169, 170] on adult haptic perception, Bushnell and
Boudreau reasoned that past studies have not analyzed the infants’ tactile explorations in
terms of exploratory procedures (EPs). They therefore suggested that infants at different
ages could be missing the motor abilities to perform EPs corresponding to certain object
properties, which would account for the missing vision-to-touch transfer for tasks such as
tactile shape discrimination.
Despite the ambiguous results in vision-to-touch transfer, we know that touch-to-vision
transfer has been shown to occur at all ages except very young infants. This makes a good
cause for sensory substitution of touch to vision for the blind.
Notably, when haptic functions are involved, there is a marked difference in sensory
organization between congenitally blind and late blind [106]. In the late blind, even when
blindness occurs as early as 2 or 3 years of age, the spatial relationship between visual
and haptic perception is sufficiently established. This relationship is used later in life for
spatial cognitive tasks, in which the late blind show less impairment than the congenitally
blind. When blindness occurs, the dominance of the execution function of the hand over the
perceptual function has to be reorganized, since the execution function was always comple-
mented by visual perception. In the absence of visual perception, visually-guided manual
action is impossible, and the complementary pairing of perception by the eye and execution
by the hand is lost. Both functions are now burdened on the hand. The congenitally blind
does not undergo this transition, as the visual and haptic correlation is never established.
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1.1.4 Sensory Substitution
Bach-y-Rita et al. [19], the pioneer of methodological research in sensory substitution, ex-
plained that the act of seeing is done by the brain, not by the eyes. The latter is simply a
peripheral sensory organ that carries the information to be encoded and perceived in the
brain [16]. It is the brain’s plasticity, e.g. its ability to adapt to changes in the peripheral
sensory loss and reorganize, that enables the late blind to continue seeing.
It is generally known that the blind can use touch in place of vision to effectively explore
their surroundings, given sufficient training and familiarization. Révész [242] had thoroughly
analyzed the visual and haptic forms of perception and their connections concerning the
blind. Heller [118, 117] had further investigated in the relationship between blindness and
haptic perception, and tactile interfaces for learning and perception for the blind. Many
studies have been done in sensory substitution for the blind, by stimulating central visual
images through other peripheral sensory systems than vision, such as the auditory system
and the tactile system, the latter through fingertips [146], tongue [18, 259, 163, 240], back
[17, 302, 12], abdomen [54], and thigh. Different parts of the human body have different
levels of sensitivity to touch [117]. Interestingly, reminiscent of the human infant’s initial
tactile exhibition in the oral mode, the tongue is found to have several advantages over the
skin. Compared to the skin, the tongue is highly sensitive, requires less voltage and current,
and conduction is ensured by saliva [18, 14]. Kaczmarek et al. [147] provides a review of
various substitution methods, tactile vision substitution, tactile auditory substitution, and
remote tactile sensing.
Bach-y-Rita [14] pointed out that the most challenging problem in sensory substitution
is the brain-machine interface, or sending the visual information to the brain, as opposed
to sensor array technology. In order for cognitive perception to occur, both the sensory
and motor components in the sensorimotor loop are required. The motor component is the
initiating action that gives the subject the ability to locate in space. The sensory component
is the feedback that tells the subject what information is there. Artificial receptors, such
as electrodes or vibrators, only simulate the sensory component. The motor component is
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also needed, in order for the subject to locate in space where the sensory feedback comes
from. Without this, sensory feedback is received but has no spatial correlation to what has
previously been received. This is particularly evident in the experiment by White et al.
[302], described in the next section. Bach-y-Rita and Kercel [15] suggested that the motor
component can be simulated by a virtual movement, of which only the initiation needs to
be observed, and the rest imagined by the brain to create a mental movement sufficient for
spatial correlation.
Sensory substitution is particularly relevant to Molyneux’s question and visuotactile
integration. If subjects are able to tactually perceive not only local characteristics, but
also 3D visual relations, such as of object arrangements as found in [302], then regardless
of the differences in the sensory systems, the perceptual and cognitive processing is shared
between vision and touch. This is expanded by Pacherie [223], who made a contemporary
update to Molyneux’s problem and termed the update Bach-y-Rita’s problem. In light of the
separation of sensory and perceptual systems as evidenced in Bach-y-Rita’s work, Pacherie
conjectured that if spatial invariants can be detected in the dynamic structure of stimuli,
and that structure is the same across all modalities, then the perceptual representations
of the invariants are similar, or in other words, amodal, as suggested by Gibson [91, 87].
Pacherie thereby concludes that the answer to Molyneux’s question is possibly positive.
More findings from experimental psychology, cognitive science, and philosophy in relation
to Molyneux’s question can be found in the book by Proust [239], where contributions are
from the such as Stréri [274], Bach-y-Rita [13], and Pacherie [223].
Amodal or not, touch and vision at the sensory level have their specificities, as shown
time and again by experimental evidence. Dopjans et al. [70] intentionally limited the visual
sense, in a way similar to the sensory overload described in [16, 302], to compare between
the two senses. Bach-y-Rita and Kercel [16] and White et al. [302] described that human
vision thrives on the flooding in of data and can filter out the majority to extract a few
relevant pieces of information. It is when vision is artificially given maximally discriminable
information, such as looking at the world through a tube, that vision is found to be limited.
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Dopjans artificially limited the field of view, to compare between the holistic exploration
of vision and the serial exploration of touch. She found that the visual modality has a
holistic encoding, while the haptic modality has a sequential one. She concluded that this
difference in encoding contribute to their differences in performance, namely that touch is
not as efficient as vision in exploration tasks.
Negative answers to Molyneux’s question have also been found. In 2011, Held et al.
[116] attempted a direct empirical answer, working with five congenitally blind patients
who are treated at the ages of 8–17 years in a developing country. Such cases are rare
in Western countries, because medicine is more accessible and the patients would have
been treated in infancy. The authors found that 2 days after the eye surgery, the patients
performed near ceiling for the intramodal visual (92%) and tactile (98%) discrimination
of LEGO blocks, but performed barely above chance (58%) for touch-to-vision transfer. 5
days after the initial test, the subjects’ performances significantly improved on novel objects.
This means that the subjects could not immediately perform the touch-to-vision transfer
without further bimodal experience. The authors therefore concluded that the answer to
Molyneux’s question is negative, like Molyneux and Locke themselves had.
A similarly negative answer was found by Ostrovsky et al. [222] in 2009, with subjects
in the same project (Project Prakash) for eye surgery in developing countries. Weeks and
months after surgery, subjects were presented with minimally complex visual stimuli, such
as photos of one or few everyday objects. They were unable to correctly say how many
objects they were seeing, over-segmenting the objects into meaningless regions based on
low-level image attributes such as hues and luminances. This suggests that subjects are
unable to construct robust object representation even up to 18 months after surgery.
In 2014, Maidenbaum et al. [194] provided a review on sensory substitution devices,
which were started by Bach-y-Rita’s pioneer work. Maidenbaum observes that with sensory
substitution devices, the time required for visual rehabilitation in patients such as those
in Held et al. [116] and Ostrovsky et al. [222] would decrease, especially with an active
sensorimotor loop.
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1.1.5 Active Exploration
As alluded to above, in the experiments by White et al. [302] and Bach-y-Rita et al. [17] and
reproduced in [12], blind and sighted-and-blindfolded adult subjects were able to tactually
identify objects based on electronically stimulated vibrators on their back, provided that
they are in active control of the exploration. 400 solenoid vibrators were installed in a
20×20 matrix on the back of a dental chair, in which subjects sat. Signals from a camera
were electronically transformed to activate the vibrators in illuminated regions of the image.
Subjects were allowed to pan the camera. 25 congenitally blind men and women were tested,
in addition to 5 blinded later in childhood and 50 sighted subjects. The subjects were able to
discriminate between horizontal and vertical lines and grills (parallel black and white lines),
simple shapes (circle, square, and triangle), orientations of diagonal stripes and curves, and
identify and describe the three-dimensional arrangement of 25 everyday objects (e.g. coffee
cup, telephone, stuffed animal).
Being able to control the camera was crucial for quick and correct discrimination. Active
control accounted for the improvement in accuracy from 60% to 100%, and in response time
from 6 seconds to ≤ 1 second for shape identification, compared to a fixed camera. With
the ability to control the camera, the subjects reported externally localized objects in front
of them, rather than on their backs, even though the sensors were on their backs. The self-
generated camera motion is comparable to the motor action of the eye movement, which
is followed by tactile feedback. The next motor action is adapted accordingly, which then
generates a new tactile feedback, and so on. This sensorimotor loop allows the subjects to
virtually see [14].
How did the subjects decide what motor action to take, in order to gather useful
information in addition to what they had already felt? J. J. Gibson [92] supported a direct
mapping from sensory input to motor response. That is to say, the sensory information
directly triggers a motor response. The link that connects between stimulus and response
is affordance, which is a term that Gibson [92] coined to mean what the environment
ecologically provides animals for existence, such as that the ground affords walking and a
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cup affords drinking. E. J. Gibson [88] expanded the idea of affordance to the learning of
it through exploratory behavior in infant development. She stated that the perception of
affordance is not innate, but rather requires the infant to spend nearly all of the first year
learning. Toward 12 months of age, exploration of sensory-perceptual feedback, such as
banging objects on a wall, becomes functional exploration, such as drinking from a cup.
Furthermore, E. J. Gibson [88] emphasized that exploratory behavior is an essential part
of perception. In the visual domain, vision is never static, because the process of images
streaming into the perceptual, and then cognitive system, is continuous. Therefore, vision is
by nature active. “We don’t simply see, we look.” For the sense of touch, this is even more
so. J. J. Gibson [90] made the distinction between active touch, what is ordinarily called
touching, and passive touch, or being touched. Active touch is an exploratory process,
whereas passive touch is merely receptive.
Bernstein [25] offers another perspective on active perception. Instead of a direct link
between perception and action, he favors the existence of a central command system that
controls the modulable action system. Moreover, the action system has an objective. The
action is adjusted according to perception and what must be done to achieve the objective.
As such, subjects must be continually active, perceiving and adjusting their action to satisfy
the goal. The action serves both a corrective and translation purpose for perception, cor-
rective in that perception is verified in reality, and translation in that the motor command
determined based on perception to achieve the goal is put into effect in reality.
Reed [241] combines the notion of visual affordance in Gibson [91, 92] and the adjustable
control in Bernstein [25]. Rejecting the direct stimulus-activated response supported by
Gibson, Reed proposed action systems, which have a sensory and a motor component and are
organized into adjustable movements and postures. The movements can be actively adapt
to changes in the environment. He developed a taxonomy of actions by their distinctive
functions, categorized by the kinds of affordances that the actions realize.
In robotics, approaches to active exploration typically take the side of the central con-
trol system that adapts to the environment with a single given goal. The goal may be tem-
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porarily shifted from goal-oriented action to perception, especially towards the beginning of
movements. The trade-off between the two is evaluated between actions, and perception is
favored until certain conditions are met that indicate the information gathered is sufficient
to complete the goal. Then the action is adapted to favor the goal. If the action towards
completing the goal fails, the trade-off should be re-evaluated, and the process may be it-
erated. This comprises the motor and action decision side. On the sensory side, having
seen tactile apparatus for substituting human visual sensory system, we will next move onto
tactile sensing technology for the robot.
1.1.6 Summary and Connection to Robotics
During the initial stages of learning about the world, the human infant first uses touch
to explore its surroundings, as touch is a sense that appears even prior to birth. Though
it appears early, the tactile system develops slowly, whereas the visual systems appears
later but develops rapidly in the first weeks of life. By 2–3 months, the saccadic system
(eye movements), tracking reflex, and binocular convergence are well developed [8]. As
the visual system develops, the baby is able to extract tactile perceptual information alone
(touch-only) and transfer to vision (touch-to-vision), while her actions triggered by visual-
manual coordination, such as reaching for and carrying an object (vision-to-touch), are
inhibited until 5 months of age. At 4 months, arm movements that were ballistic start to
become visually-guided throughout the trajectory. At 5–6 months, the grasp reflex retires,
and fine manual manipulation such as fingering emerges. At 9 months, motion becomes
more ballistic again as visuomotor abilities mature, resembling that of the adult.
Table 1 shows a summary of work in human touch and visuotactile transfer. It is not
an exhaustive list of all the work mentioned thus far, but a selected set that can be clearly
categorized and are the most relevant to manual touch and intermodal transfer. Stréri [273]
has a thorough analysis of work in oral and manual touch, visuomotor development, and
intermodal transfer in both directions of vision and touch, in the first year of an infant’s
life, up to 1991. Bushnell and Boudreau [46] offered a review from another perspective up
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Oral
Touch
Manual
Touch
Touch
→Vision
Vision
→Touch Motor
Active
Exploration
Newborn Butterworth 1988 [48] 3 3
Stréri 2000 [284] 3
Stréri 2003 [276] 3
Stréri 2004 [277] 3
Sann 2008 [260] 3
1 mo. Meltzoff 1979 [203] 3 3
Gibson 1984 [89] 3 3
1–2 mo. Pêcheux 1988 [226] 3 3
2 mo. Stréri 1987 [272] 3 3 3
Stréri 1988 [278] 3
3 mo. Brown 1986 [41] 3 3
Striano 2005 [285] 3
0–3 mo. Rochat 1987 [248] 3 3
4 mo. Stréri 1988 [282] 3
Stréri 1989 [283] 3
2–5 mo. Rochat 1989 [249] 3 3 3 3
5 mo. Stréri 1986 [279] 3
Stréri 1986 [280] 3 3
Coubart 2015 [55] 3 3
0–6 mo. Bower 1970 [40] 3 3
5–6 mo. Hatwell 1987 [106] 3
Stréri 1988 [281] 3
0–10 mo. Karniol 1989 [152] 3
11 mo. Bushnell 1987 [47] 3
6–12 mo. Peters 1983 [227] 3 3
Ruff 1984 [254] 3 3
adult Gibson 1962 [90] 3
Bernstein 1967 [25] 3
White 1970 [302] 3 3
Reed 1982 [241] 3
Heller 1991 [117] 3 3
Kaczmarek 1991 [147] 3
Proust 1997 [239] 3
Bach-y-Rita 2002 [15] 3 3
Kaczmarek 2003 [146] 3
Bach-y-Rita 2003 [19] 3
Held 2011 [116] 3 3
Gaißert 2011 [84] 3
Dopjans 2012 [70] 3 3 3 3
Heller 2013 [118] 3 3
Paterson 2016 [225] 3 3
Table 1: Highlight of work in human perception and visuotactile transfer in the first 12 months and
in adults.
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to 1991. Ruff [253] surveyed work up to 1989 and developed an analysis for patterns in the
visual and haptic systems, including oral touch and active exploration, for infants of 5–12
months. Lederman and Klatzky [169] defined a set of exploratory procedures (EPs) for
human grasp behavior. Lewkowicz and Lickliter [176] brought together various intermodal
relationships in the human and animals. Stréri and Féron [275] provided a newer survey of
haptic development from the newborn to 5 months of age up to 2005. Heller [118, 117] and
Paterson [225] investigated in the psychology of touch and its effect on the blind, based on
findings up to 2016.
The interworking of vision and touch, and the brain plasticity that allows substitution
of vision by touch [16], demonstrate the miraculous work of the human sensory, perceptual,
and cognitive systems. Can such a system be borrowed to robots? In practice, literal
translation from biological mechanisms to machines do not immediately yield good results,
until many modifications and adaptations have been made for the machine and application.
Nevertheless, at the conceptual level, human perception has been an inspiration for machine
perception. For example, Serre et al. [264] demonstrated successful object recognition in
computer vision using image processing that imitates human cortical processing, including
the absence of geometric information. Neural networks stem from neuroscience, in an
attempt to model neurons [200].
In a survey, Dahiya et al. [59] summarized the human tactile sensory system, includ-
ing the physiology, encoding, and transfer, as a basis for design tips for robotics tactile
sensing arrays and skins. In light of the human tactile system, Dahiya gives a thorough re-
view of robotic tactile sensors, including resistive, capacitive, optical, ultrasonic, magnetic,
piezoelectric, and other types of sensors.
1.2 Robotic Tactile Sensing Technology
In order to discuss tactile perception, tactile sensing technology, a pre-condition which
perception relies on, must be briefly reviewed. The difference between tactile perception
and tactile sensing is that perception is an abstract cognitive-level organization, whereas
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sensing is the hardware measurement of physical properties and conversion into low-level
inputs to the cognitive system.
The success of tactile perception is highly dependent on the advancement of sensing
technology. Comprehensive surveys of tactile sensors can be found in Dahiya et al. [60]
and Yousef et al. [307]. Unlike visual sensing, tactile sensing is still in its infancy, in the
sense of the number of sensors commercially available, the types of physical properties
measured, resolution, size, accuracy, affordability, reliability, robustness, modularity and
transferability between different robots, manufacturing reproducibility, and a number of
other issues. Given this state of sensing technology, algorithms for tactile perception are not
easily reproducible, and research effort is still scattered, springing from groups traditionally
represented by areas such as visual perception and manipulation.
A small number of tactile sensors are commercially available. Force- and pressure-
sensing arrays are the most common. The RightHand Robotics ReFlex TakkTile hand use
MEMS barometers encased in rubber to sense the magnitude and distribution of force in
the fingers. The sensors are 5 mm × 3 mm × 1.2 mm, spaced roughly 8 mm to 10 mm
apart [290]. The ReFlex Beta version had 9 sensors per finger on three fingers and reported
integral values. Its drawback is the coarse resolution and the drift to temperature given
the nature of barometers. The BarrettHand has tactile sensing arrays of a total of 96 cells,
mapping pressure distribution across the fingers and the palm [23].
Finer resolution pressure pads exist. Weiss Robotics [301] had produced 14 × 6 tactile
arrays that are 51 mm × 24 mm in dimensions and 3.4 mm × 3.4 mm in per-sensor
resolution. It has been used for object recognition with image feature extraction methods
from computer vision [262, 187]. A fingertip version, the WTS-FT, has an 4 × 8 array
and scans up to 400 frames per second. Tekscan pressure mapping systems use a thin and
flexible sensor to map surface force and pressure distribution [289]. It can be configured to
customized shapes, sizes, resolution, and pressure ranges. Different configurations have been
used on the Shadow Hand for contact shape recognition from a 512-D feature vector [183],
and on a legged robot for terrain surface classification [267]. PPS produces capacitive tactile
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sensing pads [238]. The DigiTacts tactile sensing pads consist of 12–24 sensors that measure
pressure in configurable ranges. The TactArray pressure sensing pads provide different
materials that are deformable or stretchable, and measure contact pressure distribution. It
reports to provide high-resolution sensing and repeatability.
On the more sophisticated end, multimodal tactile sensors measure beyond the tra-
ditional force and pressure. The BioTac sensor aims to mimic human fingertip tactile
capabilities [81, 287]. It is in the form of a finger-sized shell, which protects electrodes
inside that sense force, vibration, and temperature. The BioTac is often used for low-level
material recognition by vibration feedback in response to a rubbing motion [123].
A greater number of tactile sensors have been developed in research labs but are not
commercially available, due to the level of technology maturity and market demand. A few
recent examples are summarized here. Tomo et al. [293] developed the uSkin, a 3-axis force-
sensing soft dome fingertip made from flexible PCB, covered by a silicone skin embedded
with magnets. Magnetic field changes are converted to forces. It can also be molded into
covers for the phalanges and the palm [292]. Sherman et al. [265] adapted the TakkTile
sensors [290] into a dome with five TakkTile sensors inside a soft body, to enable contact
localization on the dome. The CoRo Lab tactile sensor comes in a fine-resolution array of
4×7, designed for the fingers of the Robotiq hand. It senses pressure, contact location, and
vibration [246].
Other than sensors for the fingers and the hand, tactile skins have been developed
in efforts toward humanoids and human-robot interaction. A comprehensive survey from
Dahiya et al. [60] covers tactile skins. Here, a few recent notable ones are mentioned.
Mittendorfer et al. developed the HEX-O-SKIN [207] and CellulARSkin [208, 24], which
mimic the human skin with multimodal sensing capabilities, including proximity (for col-
lisions), 3-axis accelerometer (for vibrations, motion acceleration, and orientation towards
gravity), temperature, and normal force. In the work of Maiolino et al. [195] and Albini
et al. [2], capacitive modular triangle sensors are tiled into a tactile skin integrated on the
forearm of humanoids, capable of distinguishing between different types of human interac-
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tions, such as moving, twisting, and of the robot arm. Kadowaki et al. [148] developed a
soft marshmallow-like sensor embedded with a multi-axis deformable sensor that deforms
with the exterior and detects 3D deformation. The sensors are arranged in discrete arrays
onto the full body of a humanoid, to detect contacts, rotations, and deformations of large
objects against the robot body [162]. Bhattacharjee et al. [26] used a tactile forearm sleeve
with a capacitive pressure-sensing array, based on the capacitive sensor developed by Ulmen
and Cutkosky [295].
Optical tactile sensors, based on the camera, is another trend beyond traditional force
sensors. The GelSight sensor is a high-resolution sensor based on colored LEDs emitted
from different inclined angles onto a gel surface, captured by an RGB camera. LEDs of red,
green blue, and white are positioned in known directions of the camera, and the resulting
image is decomposed by RGB color shading to reconstruct the xyz components of contact
force [310, 68, 180]. Because of the high resolution in camera input, the resulting force
field resolution is higher than any traditional force sensors. The sensor measures normal
force, in-plane torque, tilt torque, shear, slip [308], and has been used to estimate object
hardness [309, 312], fabric material [311]. In an improved compact version of the GelSight,
the GelSlim from Donlon et al. [69] uses two parallel rays of neutral white light guided by
mirrors and reflections to graze across the gel surface and reflect into the camera. This
enabled a more slim sensor. The TacTip family of sensors are 3D printed fingertips with a
camera inside [172, 299]. Pins in a regular pattern line the interior of the fingertip, which
is observed by the camera for pin positions and deflections. The fingertip is filled with
silicone gel to give it compliance. TacTip has been used for dexterous manipulation tasks
such as reorienting cylinders in hand [300]. FingerVision by Yamaguchi and Atkeson [305]
is a transparent sensor that seeks to measure proximity, vibration, and force, using image
processing. Other examples of optical tactile sensors are Knoop and Rossiter [156], Ito et al.
[136].
In some cases, force-torque sensors can be used to measure similar physical quantities
to tactile sensors. However, these are typically coarser in spatial resolution in both sensor
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arrangement and measurement units. Six-axis force-torque sensors in the shape of a disc
mounted at the wrist before the end-effector can be used to measure the weight of an object
in the hand, object location with respect to the robot, and the torque, which can be used for
maintaining equilibrium while carrying a weight. Examples are the ATI 6-axis force-torque
sensor [11], OptoForce HEX 6-axis force-torque sensor [220], and Robotiq FT 300 [246].
Smaller force-torque sensors can be mounted at the fingertip, such as the ATI Nano17 [11],
which has been used for tasks such as in-hand pose estimation [29, 30] and tactile exploration
[131]. Another force sensor for the fingertip is the dome-shaped OptoForce OMD 3D force
sensors [220], which have capacities of 10 to 100 Newtons depending on sensor diameter.
Inevitably, each sensor is designed for certain goals, and this makes different sensors
suitable for different types of perception. Depending on the design goal, some functionalities
may not be prioritized by the designers and remain absent. The BioTac is suitable for
and has often been used for material recognition, because of its fine level of detail and
multiple modalities. Sensors with a sparse nature, such as the TakkTile, are designed for
simple contact. High-resolution tactile “images” are unattainable from such sensors. Direct
association with physical quantities, such as Newtons of force, cannot be obtained from
calibration.
On the hardware itself, hysteresis is a common concern, which happens when the sensor
has been continuously activated for a duration of time, and upon release, the reading does
not restore all the way to zero. This can be avoided in practice by re-zeroing the sensor
with respect to the reading when it is removed from contact. However, frequent hysteresis
or deformation of sensor surface overtime are undesired and must be resolved during sensor
development. This can create a dilemma, because the softer the sensor surface, the more
compliant and sensitive it can be to minor changes in surface contact; however, softer
materials also tend to be more fragile and prone to deformation.
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1.2.1 Implications for Tactile Perception
Given such limitations and short availability of reliable sensors today, tactile perception,
unlike visual perception, does not have the luxury of abundant high-resolution signals given
by robust and affordable cameras that are widely available. Undoubtedly, this limits the
sophistication of tactile perception in comparison to visual perception. However, on the
bright side, recall the remark by [106], that in an ideal perceptual system such as that
of the human, the more economical choice is for vision and touch to be complementary,
as opposed to competing, modalities. Therefore, it could be the case that robots do not
need tactile sensors to be as sophisticated as visual sensors to achieve, say, the relative
performance ratio of touch and vision in the human. Indeed, Flanagan et al. [82] found
that the key to sophisticated manipulation in the human hand lies more in the accurate
prediction of motor commands and outcomes than in rapid sensing. It is such prediction
and feedback that forms the sensorimotor loop deemed so valuable by Bach-y-Rita [14],
who placed the biggest challenge of sensory substitution on simulating the sensorimotor
loop rather than on sensor technology (Section 1.1.4) 3.
Nevertheless, humans might not be the best example for robots to model after. The
sensory signals received by humans and robots differ substantially (continuous vs. discrete),
and biologically-inspired systems never work without significant change to adapt to the en-
gineering system. Recall that [106] noted the under-employment of the perceptive function
of the hand even in the adult. While humans may not have the attention span or memory
to perform the perceptive and executive functions at the same time, and are thus forced
to drop the perceptual information while executing for a goal, memory is an undebated
advantage of the computer. Other than in embedded systems where memory is limited, a
robot tethered to a full-scale computer, as are humanoids and arms, has the potential to
both perceive and execute on information gathered at the same time.
For example, instead of ballistically moving the hand into a pregrasp pose, as is typ-
3albeit Bach-y-Rita also suggested that the coarse resolution of the tactile stimulus may be partially
compensated by the much faster information transmission in the tactile mode than in the visual mode,
which does not apply to robots.
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ical today, the robot can perform a tentative non-prehensile cage to gauge for the object
size, material, and shape, before adapting to a final prehensile grasp. This sort of dexter-
ous manipulation is in a very early stage and far from pervasive even within the research
community. Its maturation would likely eliminate most grasping failures at the present,
which are ballistically attempted. The failures most often result from weakness in the grasp
planner itself or the object slipping away upon contact, which are not mutually exclusive.
Both can be resolved by dynamic perception and correction. Even the visual mode can
benefit. Instead of ballistically moving the arm to a grasping target, the robot can observe
its environment during the motion trajectory, and change its course if a dynamic obstacle
or a better path is detected.
A small step toward the dynamic anticipation of change is the discrete re-evaluation
of information gathered towards a goal, when multiple steps of information gathering is
necessary, such as inherent in the touch modality. We present our effort in this direction,
first, in a common perception task (object recognition) by touch only (Chapter 3), then,
in active tactile exploration that anticipates and predicts actions to perceive information
towards accomplishing a goal (Chapter 4), followed by visuotactile integration (Chapter 5),
and finally, visuotactile exploration (Chapter ??).
1.3 Outline
Now that we have discussed the human perceptual system and the robot sensory system
for touch, we are ready to discuss the robot perceptual system for touch. The parallels
between the two are all too apparent. All of the infant developmental topics discussed
above, vision-free ballistic movements, visuotactile coordination and intermodal transfer,
and exploration, have counterparts in robotics. A few loose connections are made at the
beginning of Chapter 1 and in Section 1.2.1. Though unique in their own ways, human
capabilities have never ceased to be an inspiration for robotic development.
The next chapters are organized as follows.
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Chapter 2. Related work
An overview of work related to tactile perception pertaining to robot manipulation.
Related topics include object recognition and localization, shape reconstruction, active ex-
ploration, multi-modal integration, and perception for manipulation.
Chapter 3. Object recognition by touch only
Our work on touch-only object recognition [317] is presented in detail. Lying at its
core is a 2D visual shape concept that is extended to 3D space, measurable by touch, to
describe the holistic geometry of a 3D object. The descriptor uses only relative quantities
within the object, thereby achieving invariance to object pose.
The significance of this approach is that we deliberately did not wish to take the con-
venient route of reconstructing the object’s shape, because object recognition is a trivial
matter once the shape is known. Even with partial shape, one could have one’s pick through
an abundance of methods in the existing computer vision literature and a variety of off-the-
shelf methods [256] such as model matching and iterative closest point (ICP).
Instead, we sought to find a direct method that is suitable and designed for touch, to
maximally exploit and benefit from this neglected modality.
Chapter 4. Active exploration for object recognition by touch only
The greatest disadvantage of the aforementioned descriptor was that it required hun-
dreds of movements to capture the full characteristics of an object, as far as a low-resolution
hand is concerned. The hand we tested on, though affordable, had 27 sensors total, each
1 centimeter apart, and at most 3–5 sensors were activated per touch. Thus the high re-
quired number of movements. Although we could bypass the question and argue that in
time, with improved resolution and affordability in tactile hardware, the number of contacts
would decrease accordingly, we wondered if the capability of a low-resolution hand could
not be pushed further.
Therefore, we set out in a different direction to approach the problem of object recog-
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nition by touch. This time, we prioritized the inherent weaknesses of touch, namely, low in
resolution (as compared to vision) and local in reach (hence more costly in time to cover a
large area). To address these weaknesses, we sought to predict the next moves, instead of
moving in a systematic way, so as to maximize the quality of object characteristics gathered
towards recognition, and at the same time, minimize the number of moves. For example, on
a symmetric object, features that inform us of the same curviness only need to be gathered
a small number of times.
We demonstrated this process in an active exploration framework and were able to
recognize objects in a fraction of moves as before [318]. In addition, we tested the idea on a
completely different kind of robot, a pneumatically actuated soft manipulator, with a slight
tweak in the descriptor to take advantage of the unconventional robot construction [196].
We obtained favorable results, which shows the adaptability of both the descriptor and the
exploration approach.
Chapter 5. Visuotactile integration for grasping
From the two previous efforts toward touch-only recognition, we learned that even a
sparse tactile sensor has a surprising level of versatility when we were willing to respect it as
a self-sufficient modality as much as possible. Too often, as it had been in human psychology,
the touch modality is treated as a negligible modality in favor of vision. Perhaps in the
majority of areas in robotics, it is an irrelevant modality, and even a modality to be feared
and avoided, as it changes the environment irreversibly. In manipulation, quite to the
contrary, it is an inevitable necessity, as acknowledged in the manipulation and locomotion
communities in the last few years. Indeed, more than a necessity, it is to be capitalized
on, because it gives physical information about the real world that otherwise cannot be
perceived in the absence of physical contact.
Using what we learned from focusing on the sense of touch alone, we were ready to
combine it with our more familiar modality, vision. A preliminary scheme for combining
non-prehensile enclosure contact with an existing vision method for grasping is brainstormed
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and probed [319]. A more learning-oriented visuotactile representation is tested on 2D data
in [320]. Based on the results and the shortcomings of these two preliminary work, we
designed a more rapid process for 3D 6DOF visuotactile grasp collection in simulation for
large-scale learning. This data set is novel in that almost all existing grasping datasets are
captured from an overhead camera perpendicular to a surface, where 2D planar grasps are
executed. In addition, they do not supply tactile data. Our dataset contains spatially cor-
responded visuotactile data for 3D 6DOF grasps, with the object in various 3D orientations
to the camera. Using this data, we evaluated our visuotactile representation.
We will use the term multimodal integration [125] to refer to the combination of vision
and touch at the perceptual level. We will leave the term sensor fusion for the sensory or
signal level. The difference between the perceptual system and the sensory system on a
robot have been noted earlier (see beginning of Chapter 1), even though the line between
them may be thin in living organisms.
1.4 Publications
Parts of this thesis have been previously published:
[320] M. M. Zhang, A. ten Pas, R. Detry, and K. Daniilidis. Tactile-visual integration for
task-aware grasping. In Pioneers Workshop, Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS),
Pittsburgh, PA, USA, 26–30 Jun 2018
[319] M. M. Zhang, R. Detry, L. Matthies, and K. Daniilidis. Tactile-Vision Integration
for Task-Compatible Fine-Part Manipulation. In Workshop on Revisiting Contact -
Turning a Problem into a Solution, Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS), Cambridge,
MA, USA, 12–16 Jul 2017
[318] M. M. Zhang, N. Atanasov, and K. Daniilidis. Active End-Effector Pose Selection
for Tactile Object Recognition through Monte Carlo Tree Search. In IEEE/RSJ
International Conference On Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pages 3258–
3265, Vancouver, BC, Canada, Sept. 2017. doi: 10.1109/IROS.2017.8206161
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[196] H. Mao*, M. M. Zhang*, J. Xiao, and K. Daniilidis (*equal contribution). Shape-
based Object Classification and Recognition through Continuum Manipulation. In
IEEE/RSJ International Conference On Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), Van-
couver, BC, Canada, Sept. 2017. doi: 10.1109/IROS.2017.8202193
[317] M. M. Zhang, M. Kennedy, M. A. Hsieh, and K. Daniilidis. A Triangle Histogram
for Object Classification by Tactile Sensing. In IEEE/RSJ International Conference
On Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), pages 4931–4938, Daejeon, South Korea,
Oct. 2016. doi: 10.1109/IROS.2016.7759724
[316] M. M. Zhang, J. Choi, K. Daniilidis, M. T. Wolf, , and C. Kanan. VAIS: A Dataset for
Recognizing Maritime Imagery in the Visible and Infrared Spectrums. In Workshop on
Perception Beyond the Visible Spectrum (PBVS), Conference on Computer Vision and
Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Boston, MA, USA, June 2015. doi: 10.1109/CVPRW.
2015.7301291
[322] M. Zhu, K. G. Derpanis, Y. Yang, S. Brahmbhatt, M. Zhang, C. Phillips, M. Lecce, and
K. Daniilidis. Single Image 3D Object Detection and Pose Estimation for Grasping.
In IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), pages 3936–
3943, Hong Kong, China, June 2014. IEEE. doi: 10.1109/ICRA.2014.6907430
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Chapter 2
Related Work
As we have seen in human infants (Section 1.1), vision and touch are perceptually similar.
Not surprisingly, much of the work in machine vision can be borrowed to the tactile modality.
This includes signal processing, feature representation, feature learning, object modeling,
and other standard approaches in computer vision.
We will primarily consider tactile sensors on the fingers and the hand for manipulation,
as opposed to large-area tactile skins for humanoids. Typically, manual tactile sensor inputs
are in the form of either point contact, which can be modeled in a point cloud, or tactile
array, a two-dimensional matrix like that of an image. Point cloud processing and image
processing have been well studied in computer vision. Given such input formats, it is quick
to see how vision methods apply readily to touch. For example, Lancaster et al. [164]
integrated vision and pre-touch data using point cloud registration. Falco et al. [77] also
used point cloud for both modalities, but did not register them because of the difference in
density and partiality in the data from the two modalities. Instead, they equalized the two
modalities of data in density and partiality using voxel filters and extracted features that
are invariant to translation and rotation.
Similarly, with image-like high-resolution 2D tactile arrays, simple image processing
techniques like image moments can be used to determine properties such as the area and
center of an activated contact region, as in Strub et al. [286]. Higher-level feature extraction
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and modeling can also be applied, such as bag of features, a well-known representation
in computer vision, used for tactile recognition in Pezzementi et al. [230]. With recent
development of camera-based tactile sensors, the adaptation of vision methods to touch is
even more natural, such as in Yuan et al. [311], where convolutional neural networks were
used to combine visual and camera-based tactile inputs for fabric material recognition.
Other types of sensor input, such as force, pressure, and temperature, are more de-
viated from visual input, but can also benefit from standard signal processing techniques.
Moreover, theoretically, temperature can be detected in thermal cameras, and force and
pressure distribution can be characterized by indentations and directional decomposition in
camera-based tactile sensors like [310].
Nevertheless, as pointed out by Stréri [273] and demonstrated by empirical evidence
like in Dopjans et al. [70] (see Sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4), the sense of touch is similar to vision
but has its specificities. Therefore, as easily as vision methods transplant to touch, there
are still unique challenges in the tactile modality that such methods need to be adapted to
and address.
Here we will give an overview of work in the most relevant areas to the rest of this
document, namely, touch-based object-level recognition (Section 2.1), active tactile explo-
ration (Section 2.2), visuotactile integration (Section 2.3), under the general umbrella of
perception for grasping and manipulation (Section 2.4). The first three topics mainly fall
in the perception category, however, given the nature of touch, they inevitably intersect
with manipulation. The fourth topic is more strongly associated with manipulation and
has grasping or manipulation as an explicit goal. Methods with this direct goal will also be
mentioned.
2.1 Tactile Recognition
Recognition, localization, and reconstruction are traditionally problems solved by vision.
The first question one might wonder is, why bother solving these problems by touch? After
all, they have been well studied in computer vision, and good solutions under different con-
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ditions have been long been known. In addition, using images offer unmatched advantages
over tactile data, including but not limited to resolution, global area of coverage, frame
rate, hardware availability, affordability, ease of use, availability of software that are freely
downloadable and work out of the box, community support, and other practical benefits.
Why would anyone turn a blind eye to these benefits and instead pursue the touch
modality? The answer cannot be more obvious, if we think about the natural process of
manipulation in unconstrained environments, and the current state of robotic manipulation.
Currently, intelligent robotic manipulation relies heavily on vision. In the broad area of
perception for manipulation, it is usually understood that by perception, we mean vision.
In humans, which robotics development has continually taken inspiration from, this is rarely
the case. We already saw that the human brain, with some time and training, is capable
of substituting one sensory system (e.g. touch) for another (e.g. vision), without losing the
essential ability to discriminate between shapes, object identity, and 3D perceptual relations
[302] (see Section 1.1.4). In fact, the blind relies heavily on the sense of touch [242, 118].
In a real-world environment where vision is inadequate, such as in a smoke-filled room,
underwater, reaching into a bag, or even in normal lighting conditions but with object
clutter and occlusion, robots need an alternative modality. The touch modality is the
most natural for manipulation tasks, because it verifies the sensed environment and gives
feedback on erroneous perception. Note that touch need not be for manipulation, but is
also useful for locomotion, especially in cases of a smoke-filled room, underwater, and even
regular situations where no other sensor input informs us of the terrain type [266, 267] and
evenness. In this document, we will focus on manipulation.
For the various problems mentioned solved by vision, tactile sensor technology in the
past decade have enabled investigations in tactile alternatives. Solving these problems by
touch is not new. On the contrary, ideas such as tactile recognition and localization [85, 98,
268] and tactile reconstruction [5] have been around as early as the 1980s. However, ideas a
few decades ago were blocked by primitive sensor development, and the more sophisticated
ideas could not be tested. That is likely part of the reason the ideas in [5] were limited to
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axisymmetric objects. A recent survey of tactile perception of object properties is given
by Luo et al. (2017) [188], which includes the topics on feature representation, material
recognition, shape perception, pose estimation, and sensor fusion.
A recent survey specifically for tactile object recognition is given by Liu et al. (2017)
[185]. Standard vision techniques such as bag of features have achieved success in the
tactile modality. Schneider et al. [262] used bag of features with vocabularies learned from
k-means clustering of inputs from two 14 × 6 tactile arrays on two fingers. Observations
were represented as k-bin histograms of the k words in the vocabulary. At test time,
similarity measured by histogram intersection distance between the current histogram and
the reference histograms in the codebook is used for recognition. Pezzementi et al. [230,
231, 229] used bag of features on features such as the raw pixel vector from a 6× 6 tactile
image, SIFT, image moments, and other vision-based descriptors. The representation was
used for occupancy grid mapping, recognition, and 3DOF pose estimation of letter shapes
in the real world and complex 3D models in simulation.
Other well-known techniques in vision have also been adapted to touch. Luo et al.
[187] used k-means clustering and a codebook similar to that in [262] and adapted iterative
closest point (ICP), a method for point cloud pose estimation by matching alignment with
a reference cloud, to the tactile modality for object recognition by shape. For clarification,
the ICP-like method is not applied to tactile point clouds; rather, they are applied to
abstract feature vectors based on the dictionary. Luo et al. [186] used SIFT features, the
long standing state-of-the-art image descriptor before convolutional neural networks made
its breakthrough into computer vision, on tactile images. Hollis et al. [124] applied an image
compression technique from computer vision to large tactile images (128 mm × 128 mm)
in simulation for object recognition.
While these approaches employing 2D vision techniques have been successful, they did
not take direct advantage of a crucial difference between image and tactile data – that is,
tactile data is by nature a 3D modality, while images are 2D. Information is inevitably lost
when one treats the tactile images purely as images. Features that do take advantage of 3D
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information are such as the Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [257], which encodes 3D
normals and relationship between neighboring points. Such features take into account the
rich spatial relationships in 3D and better characterize 3D shapes.
In Chapter 3, we present a novel descriptor [317] designed specifically for the tactile
modality, taking advantage of 3D spatial relationships. The descriptor is a histogram and
stems from representation ideas in vision, but does not directly transplant existing 2D vision
methods to 3D space. In addition, unlike many tactile recognition approaches that focus
only on the sensor and the object, namely, with a human operator placing the object into
the robot’s hand, or manually manipulating the robot’s fingers onto the object, our method
is implemented as a full package on a robot, first semi-autonomous and later autonomous
[318]. By autonomous, we mean the robot makes tactile measurements by moving on its
own, including collision-aware motion planning, without human intervention.
2.2 Active Tactile Exploration
2.2.1 The Why
We have seen in Chapter 1 that visuomotor development (Section 1.1.2) and visuotactile
coordination (Sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4) play an important role in achieving normal capabil-
ities in humans and animals. In humans, ballistic movements that are visually triggered
before 5 months of age evolve into visually guided movements at around 5 months, which
decreases again at 9 months and is replaced by ballistic movements similar to that of an
adult [201]. The latter replacement was explained as the result of better motor control [45].
In robots, most movements at the present day are ballistic, even though visual servoing
has been textbook material for a long time. This is justifiable by two reasons. First,
robots constructed with high-quality motors and joint sensors are able to actuate motor
commands to a very high accuracy after calibration. In a controlled environment such as in
manufacturing, where unexpected events, such as obstacles suddenly blocking in the motion
trajectory, do not happen, ballistic movements are sufficient for accomplishing high-accuracy
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tasks. Second, visual servoing and active sensing increase the cost in terms of running time
and hardware cost, as well as adding overhead in software development and training.
However, robotics research and development has begun to venture into the “wild,” in
other words, uncontrolled settings such as human environments, where signals are noisy,
users are untrained, and events are unexpected. Safe assistive robots have been developed
to work alongside the human, such as the Baxter and the KUKA Intelligent Industrial Work
Assistant (iiwa). They are set up, by default or configurable, to anticipate obstacles in the
motion trajectory and halt if such events are detected. This capability takes care of the
minimum safety concern. However, these reactions are usually minimal – the robot simply
halts in the middle of its action, as opposed to changing its course of action to continue to
accomplish the given task. Such abilities need to be programmed by the developer. In order
for the robot to do such adjustments and replanning, its awareness of the surrounding, or
exteroception, is important. It not only needs to know about the preset static environment
or the environment state before it started movement, it also needs to know dynamic changes
in its proximity. This awareness requires active sensing and perception.
Human perceptual system is very good at information reduction. Our visual perception
is regularly flooded with information, and it is able to filter out the majority to extract
what is needed for the situation, without sensory overload [302, 14]. Unfortunately, robot
hardware at the present does not automatically perform this information reduction. It must
be dealt with algorithmically in software, which needs to reason about what information
is needed, and to decide on actions to efficiently seek out and perceive that information.
Hence the necessity of active perception and exploration.
Active perception can take on as many modalities as there are sensory modalities. The
visual modality is the most studied to date in robotics, and active visual perception such as
active viewpoint selection has therefore had the most literature [150, 245, 6, 297, 65, 252,
10, 49, 7, 144, 71]. A very recent survey of historical and latest work in active perception
can be found in Bajcsy et al. (2018) [22].
Active tactile perception is significantly less studied, just as is tactile perception. For
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the touch modality, active touch is essential. Gibson [90] made the distinction between
active touch, what is ordinarily called touching, and passive touch, or being touched. Touch
is an interactive modality that receives constant dynamic physical feedback during the
interaction. Without the sensorimotor loop that drives the touching, signals from the touch
cannot be registered with information already perceived [302].
Again, it is necessary to be clearly aware of distinctions between vision and touch,
to develop the most effective and efficient methods that take full advantage of the touch
modality, and not simply transplant directly from vision. For example, vision is by nature a
passive modality, in that it does not change the environment. In contrast, touch can make
irreversible changes to the environment, such as moving an object, but at the same time,
it retrieves physical information that vision can never hope to perceive. These differences
should be used to the advantage of touch, not to its demise.
As recent as the last few years, there has been a push toward intentional contact with
the environment in the manipulation and locomotion communities, shown by contribution
to contact-related workshops at every major conference. Forsaking the traditional avoid-
ance of making contact with the environment, which stemmed from the fear that it would
unintentionally change the perceived state and void actions planned from a static state,
the community is beginning to encourage engaging in deliberate contact to learn about
the environment. Bohg et al. [37] provides a survey on approaches that fall into interactive
perception, defined as any action that exerts a force on the environment. Eppner and Brock
[76] presented a contact-exploiting grasp strategy, which visually sought out contact can-
didates for grasping under different environment constraints using a soft compliant hand.
Other recent efforts on dynamic reaction and decision-making in response to contact, in
both the manipulation and locomotion areas, are in progress [126, 224, 298].
2.2.2 The What
Now that we have addressed why robots should explore, what should they explore? Should
the robot first map out an entire building, just to figure out how to go a specific room on
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the third floor? Should the robot tactually map out everything on the tabletop, just to
manipulate one specific object somewhere on it? Such questions have been asked in an ab-
stract manner in the generative and discriminative models in machine learning. Generative
methods model the entire space, before making a decision about data within the space. In
contrast, discriminative methods model a small aspect of the space, for as much as it needs
to make a decision, and then make the decision. Discriminative models are more efficient in
time and space and perform well in practice. Most of the time, modeling the information
in a generative way is unnecessary and inefficient.
Similarly, exploration should be selective and purposeful. In other words, the informa-
tion to be explored should depend on the goal. The goal may very well be perception itself,
or it may be to execute a task, not unlike the process in the human infant (see Section 1.1.1
and [106]). In human infants, exploration of sensory-perceptual feedback, such as banging
objects on a wall, is followed by functional exploration towards 12 months of age, such as
drinking from a cup [88].
This leads to why we did not pursue shape reconstruction for object recognition in our
approach [318] to active exploration, which is presented in Chapter 4. The rationale is that,
it is unnecessary to reconstruct the entire object, especially with a modality as local and
slow as touch, just to be able to discriminate it from other objects. We could very well
have delved on how to trace the surface contour of each object to build a 3D point cloud for
recognition, but there are more efficient ways to model objects, such as by characterizing
their salient parts and overlooking the unnecessary and redundant information.
2.2.3 The How
Humans use a number of different exploratory procedures (EPs) with their hands on objects,
depending on the type of property they wish to explore [169]. Unfortunately, autonomous
robots of today do not have manipulation skills anywhere nearly as advanced as running
fingers over an object, contour following, or bimanual manipulation. While there have
been work on tactile recognition by rubbing or other such controlled repeated motion on an
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object, the motion is usually either executed by a human holding the robot end-effector, or a
human putting the object into the gripper before commanding the contact motion. As far as
autonomous robots and manipulation in a controlled manner, grasping (the enclosure EP)
is about all that a practical robot can do, whether by gripping, suction, or other prehensile
(immobilizing) manipulation. Custom-built end-effectors may be able to do rolling contact,
but such cases are few and usually built for specific purposes in research labs. Dexterous
manipulation is still a beginning area of research. Nonprehensile manipulation is largely
analytical and not ready for the wild. Bimanual manipulation is even less ventured. As such,
autonomous robots need a different approach to tactile exploration from that of humans,
at least today.
2.2.3.1 Greedy Methods
Many active exploration approaches take an information-theoretic approach, searching for
actions that maximize information gain or minimize the entropy [189]. The information
gain is defined as a reduction in entropy,
IG(X, z) = H(X)−H(X|z) (2.1)
where X is the state; z is an observation; and H is the entropy. The entropy is defined as
H(X) = E[I(X)] = E[− log p(X)] (2.2)
where X is a random variable; I is the information content of X and a random variable itself,
and can thus be expressed as a probability distribution function. Maximizing a probability
distribution p is equivalent to minimizing its opposite value, and the logarithm makes the
function grow slower and more numerically stable.
For discrete variables with a finite set of possible values, the expected value expands
into
H(X) =
n∑
i=1
p(xi)I(xi) = −
n∑
i=1
p(xi) log p(xi) (2.3)
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The first step expands the expected value of X, and the second step expands the expected
value of I(X). For continuous variables,
H(X) =
∫
x
p(x)I(x)dx = −
∫
x
p(x) log p(x)dx (2.4)
The conditional entropy is defined for discrete and continuous variables respectively as
H(X|Z) = −
∑
i,j
p(xi, zj) log
p(xi, zj)
p(zj)
H(X|Z) = −
∫
x
∫
z
p(x, z) log
p(x, z)
p(z)
dz dx
(2.5)
Such approaches greedily select the next action by maximizing the information gained as
a result of the action, given some application-dependent distribution p(ẑ|a) that associates
the action with a hypothetical observation that would result from the action:
a∗ = arg max
a
(IG(X, ẑ)− C) (2.6)
where C is some cost that can be optionally added to trade off between the information
gain and and the cost of action [21].
For example, Schneider et al. [262] maximized the information gain to select grasp
actions, which give raw tactile images as observations. The observations are used for object
identification in a bag of words approach, and the identification stops when no actions
provide a reduction in entropy. They omitted the cost of time, which was assumed to
be equal, needed to execute each action. Hebert et al. [112] maximized the information
gain to schedule simple pre-defined actions, such as touching from above or touching from
the side, for localizing a door handle, localizing a screwdriver and determining its radius,
and recognizing between a mug and a cup. Saal et al. [258] used information gain to select
different shaking frequency and object orientation angles to determine liquid viscosity within
bottles.
Other approaches have used Gaussian Process. These methods select actions that
corresponding to the variance (uncertainty). Björkman et al. [31] guided the robot hand
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toward points where the variance of the Gaussian Process that models the object surfaces
is high, for shape-based visuotactile object recognition. Dragiev et al. [72] minimized a cost
defined in terms of Gaussian Process variances at multiple body points, to determine joint
angles for uncertainty-aware tactile exploration for grasping. Yi et al. [306] maximized the
variance of contact points to find the next contact point for shape reconstruction.
The drawback of the mentioned approaches is that they are greedy. Greedy algorithms
have the nature of being easy to compute but only consider the immediate next state. They
cannot predict many steps into the future and therefore have the fallacy that the greedy
choice may not be optimal in the long term.
In Chapter 4, we present an exploration algorithm for tactile object recognition that
considers a horizon of multiple steps into the future [318]. This lookahead allows us to find
a sequence of touches that are more robust in the long run. Optionally, we can still use
the greedy approach by setting the horizon to zero-step lookahead. This is accomplished
by computing a value associated with each future step, and maximizing a discounted value
over multiple future time steps. The farther on over the horizon, the more discounted the
reward.
Values in the future can either be known in advance or predicted each step of the way.
In the case that observations and values can be computed ahead of time for all the time
steps, and they are polynomial in terms of the size of the state space, dynamic programming
can be used to find the optimal sequence of actions that maximize the final value over the
horizon [236]. Otherwise, such as in the case of observations that grow exponentially into
the future, observations must be generated at each step of the way, and the best action be
predicted per-step based on the generated observations. The background literature can be
found in active learning and classical reinforcement learning [149]. Next, we summarize one
of the latter ways, as background for Chapter ??.
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2.2.3.2 Value Iteration: Q-Learning
Given a Markov Decision Process (MDP), it can be represented by a graph, in which states
x ∈ X are represented by nodes, actions a ∈ A are represented by edges, and transition
function T : X ×A → X defines the traversal from one node to another. A value V (x) can
be defined for each node. Each edge, or each action taken at a state, can be associated with
a reward r(x, a).
As the MDP advances from state to state, rewards are accrued at each traversed edge.
At any given state, the value of the state is given by the sum of values in the potential
future states. Since the future is uncertain, the more futuristic, the less the value counts.
This leads us to a discounted value:
V π(x) = Eπ(r0 + γr1 + γ2r2 + . . . |x) (2.7)
where the discount factor 0 ≤ γ < 1, and π : X → A is the policy that determines which
action to take from a given state.
The Markov assumption applies:
p(zt+1|zt, at, zt−1, at−1, . . . , z0, a0) = p(zt+1|zt, at)
p(rt+1|zt, at, zt−1, at−1, . . . , z0, a0) = p(rt+1|zt, at)
(2.8)
That is, given the current state, the next state is independent of all states previous to the
current state. The relationship of the next observation and reward to ones in the previous
time steps thus follow.
The value for a policy at each state can thus be defined as
V π(x) = r(x, π(x)) + γ
∑
x′
T (x, π(x), x′)V π(x′), ∀x ∈ X (2.9)
the reward at the current state, plus the discounted value at the next state. The optimal
value at the state is then the maximal of the values across policies, and the optimal policy
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follows:
∀x ∈ X
V ∗(x) = max
a
(r(x, a) + γ
∑
x′
T (x, a, x′)V ∗(x′))
π∗(x) = arg max
a
(r(x, a) + γ
∑
x′
T (x, a, x′)V ∗(x′))
(2.10)
In Q-learning, the value is not only associated with the state, but also each action at
the state:
Q(x, a) = r(x, a) + γ
∑
x′
T (x, a, x′)V (x′)
V ∗(x) = max
a
Q(x, a)
π∗(x) = arg max
a
Q(x, a)
(2.11)
The optimal policy policy is one that maximizes the Q-value.
2.3 Visuotactile Integration
We saw in Section 1.1.2 the crucial role that the touch sense plays in the success at the final
enclosure stage of the human grasping motion. Compare it with the often-witnessed failure
of robots enclosing a grasp ballistically, it is clear to see that tactile sensing is important
for simple grasping, and even more so for advanced manipulation. In humans, vision and
touch are combined during a grasp. The reaching stage is visually guided, and the enclosing
stage is first visually guided for adjusting the distance between fingers, and then tactually
guided for whether and how to finish the enclosure.
Other than grasping, visuotactile perception helps to pave the way to reactive nonpre-
hensile manipulation, which cannot succeed without closed-loop perception. The reciprocal
relationship of action for perception and perception for action is especially pronounced in
nonprehensile manipulation (Section 2.4.3), the two directions interdependent and tightly
coupled throughout the interaction.
The trend of visuotactile integration is on the rise. It has been studied for a variety of
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tasks, including localization, reconstruction, recognition, grasping, and in-hand adaptation.
Eppner and Brock [76] exploited contacts with the environment for grasping with a soft com-
pliant hand, guided by a depth camera and a wrist-mounted force torque sensor. Features
extracted from the depth image determine the environment constraint, edge constrained,
surface constrained, or wall constrained, to select the appropriate grasp strategy. The grasp
strategies made extensive use of contacts, such as pushing an object to the edge of a table
to place fingers underneath the object, or pushing the object toward a wall and grasp upon
a second contact (of the object with the wall) is detected. This is a representative example
of the trend towards contact-rich manipulation.
Falco et al. [77] combined visual and tactile point cloud data, preprocessing to equalize
the partiality and density of the point clouds from the two modalities before recognition.
Ilonen et al. [134, 133] first estimated the full 3D shape of a symmetric object by vision,
then grasped the object with tactile sensors to refine the shape for 3D reconstruction. The
contacted points are registered with the existing point cloud, using expectation maximiza-
tion (EM) to estimate whether a point corresponds to an activated taxel. Hang et al.
[104, 178, 177] combined visual point cloud, tactile readings, and proprioceptive data for
grasp planning and in-hand grasp adaptation. The tactile readings are used in their raw
form, after dimensionality reduction by principal component analysis (PCA). The contacts
are used to model the uncertainty of fingertip grasp stability space by Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM), in order to make decisions on adaptation for a stable grasp. Bimbo et al.
[30, 29] estimated the in-hand object pose first using vision, then using fingertip force-torque
sensors to refine the pose, such that the points on the object as a result of the transforma-
tion are coherent with sensor measurements. Hebert et al. [111] combined stereo camera
images, force-torque readings, and joint angles by concatenating the estimated vectors and
passing them through extended Kalman filters for in-hand object localization.
Multimodal integration using deep learning was first proposed by Ngiam et al. [216] to
learn the correlation between audio and visual data for phonemes and visemes in speech.
Deep learning has been used for visuotactile integration on several accounts so far. Yuan
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et al. [311] combined RGB and depth camera images and camera-based tactile sensor images
for fabric material recognition. Three network architectures are compared. In the first, three
independent CNNs whose embedded outputs are used to compute a distance measure. In the
second, supervised classification is added at the end of each of the three CNNs, to enforce
closer distance for the same fabric. In the third, the tactile CNN is replaced by three
independent CNNs, each taking a different tactile image of the same fabric. The intuition
is that humans touch a fabric multiple times to confident perception. The element-wise
maximum of the class probabilities is taken from the three CNNs, to be embedded in an
extra fully connected layer that outputs the final touch-based classification.
Calandra et al. [50] combined RGB and camera-based tactile sensor images in a neural
network for grasping. Images from an in-hand RGB camera and two tactile sensors, one on
each of two fingers, are taken before and during the grasp, for a total of six images. Each
pair of images is fed into a separate CNN, whose outputs are concatenated and input into a
fully connected network, which outputs grasp success. In an extended version [51], an action
input is added to the network to enable adjustments to an existing grasp by regrasping.
Lancaster et al. [164] registered the point clouds from a head-mounted RGBD camera and
fingertip pre-touch sensors using iterative closest point (ICP) and performed object pose
estimation.
Bohg et al. [37] gives a broader review of interactive perception, defined as any action
that exerts a force on the environment. It surveys topics of visuomotor learning, manipu-
lation for scene understanding, and manipulation-driven vision.
In Chapter 5, we present our work on visuotactile grasping.
2.4 Perception for Grasping and Manipulation
In the end, the nature of touch lends tactile sensing to much more than a pure perception
modality like vision. It is directly intertwined with manipulation, as work referenced in
Section 2.3 such as that of Eppner and Brock [76] and Hang et al. [104] may have suggested.
Tactile perception work such as localization, recognition, and exploration, at the end of the
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day, for the most part, are for the purpose of facilitating manipulation. We give a brief
overview of the bigger picture of perception for manipulation to put the previous sections
into perspective.
2.4.1 Grasping or Prehensile Manipulation
Prehensile manipulation, or grasping, can be approached from an analytical or a data-
driven perspective. A classical approach, analytical theory-based grasping uses physics, e.g.
force analysis and rigid body dynamics, to estimate grasp stability. For simple objects,
that is, of very simple known geometry, known mass, known friction coefficient, uniform
surface material, unchanging center of mass (so not a bottle half full of water), and other
such assumptions, analytical grasps may suffice. However, make the situation slightly more
complex, such as real world objects with different friction coefficients and geometry more
complex than primitives, or faster dynamics such as slipping, then the analytical calculations
will not work. While analytical solutions are theoretically sound, they do not perform well
in practice, because of dynamically changing object pose during contact, friction, and other
physical properties that are difficult to comprehensively model or cannot be computed in
real-time. Their applications are limited to the controlled environment, such as a lab or an
industrial factory. Early work in this approach can be found in Mason and Salisbury Jr.
[199]. More recent examples of physics-based grasp planning are Kim et al. [154], Rodriguez
et al. [251], Horowitz and Burdick [127], Kazemi et al. [153], Gopalakrishnan and Goldberg
[97].
From a data-driven perspective, grasps are planned based on rules statistically learned.
These can be from 3D mesh models, point clouds, or images, from which geometry can be
used to infer grasp stability, and appearance can be used for detection of areas suitable
for grasping. Typically, grasp planners are trained using synthetic data in simulation,
which allows for arbitrary physical manipulation, interaction of the mesh models of the
gripper and the object, and provides physical quantities to test actual grasp stability. This,
however, amounts to the drawback of present-day grasp planners. Because of the inability of
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simulators to accurately simulate dynamics and friction, planners trained in simulation are
prone to mistakes when executed in the real world, due to unpredictable friction between the
gripper fingers and the object, uneven distribution of weight, center of mass different from
that assumed in training, fast interactions, etc. The de facto off-the-shelf grasp planner of
known objects in the last decade has been GraspIt! [206, 94, 205]. It trains grasps using
3D mesh models in simulation, computing a quality measure based on contact analysis
of the collision between the gripper model and the object model. Newer grasp planning
methods have since been developed, but none have surpassed the full software package
offered by GraspIt! to become mainstream. GraspIt! has been extended to a pipeline that
is readily usable from training grasps on objects in a database to object recognition and
grasp execution on a real robot.
More modern data-driven grasp planners have skipped the physics analysis entirely,
learning grasps based on geometry and appearance given by a camera. These methods tend
to learn grasps based on object parts, rather than a full model of the object, and have
the potential to generalize to objects unseen in training and identity unknown. As such,
they eliminate the possibility of error propagation if the object identity or pose is estimated
incorrectly, which GraspIt! is prone to. Saxena et al. [261] learned grasps directly from
synthetic images with labels of grasp area, without building a 3D model of the object. The
method is then applied to novel objects in the real world. Bohg and Kragic [34] learned
grasps from image labels, using a global shape contour feature descriptor as opposed to
the local appearance considered in [261]. Popović et al. [235] used contours and colors to
determine grasps for unknown objects. Detry et al. [66] defined basis shapes for object
parts and matched parts of a point cloud at test time to the bases to determine grasps.
Herzog et al. [121] used shape template matching to learn grasps on new objects based on
grasps of similarly shaped objects previously demonstrated by a human. Kopicki et al. [160]
learned five grasp types from human demonstration of grasps on an object, the full point
cloud of which is captured. A contact model and a hand-configuration model are learned
and generalized to unknown objects. A survey of data-driven grasping is given by Bohg
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et al. [36].
In the last few years, data-driven grasping has evolved to direct mapping between
sensory input and motor commands, bypassing the analysis of geometry and physics. This
can be attributed to the penetration of CNNs into computer vision. Vision-based grasping
has therefore taken advantage of this learning technique. Lenz et al. [171] was the first work
to use deep learning for grasping. They used a system of two networks, a small deep network
that scores grasps and outputs a set of top grasps, and a larger deep network that outputs a
single best grasp from the top grasps. Since then, many more grasping methods using deep
learning quickly emerged [151, 234, 175, 145]. Another popular work on which numerous
subsequent work are based, in terms of data, grasp definition, and code implementation,
is Dex-Net 2.0 from Mahler et al. [193]. It defined parallel-jaw grasps by orienting depth
images such that the middle row of pixels in each 32 × 32 image is aligned with the axis
of a parallel-jaw gripper. Thus, each image defines exactly one 4DOF grasp, parameterized
by the grasp center and angle in a 2D overhead image and depth in 3D. Grasp success is
then predicted by a small 8-layer convolutional network. Morrison et al. [214] performed
per-pixel grasp prediction from the depth image, classifying the optimal grasp quality, grasp
width, and grasp angle at each pixel. Florence∗ et al. [83] performed visual correspondence
learning from dense 3D reconstruction applies to robotic manipulation.
In more complex manipulation tasks, grasp detection based on a single image was no
longer enough. The robot had to execute a trajectory of motion to complete manipulation
tasks beyond a single grasp. Classical reinforcement learning was adapted to deep neural
networks, and deep-learning-based controllers were born. Levine et al. [174, 173] used deep
reinforcement learning with guided policy search that provided supervision to a visuomotor
policy for completing complex manipulation tasks such as stacking blocks, insertions, and
screwing caps. The CNN outputted motor torques directly from images.
Lillicrap et al. [182] extended the Deep-Q Network (DQN) [209, 210] to the continuous
action space. They designed a deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm, a
model-free off-policy actor-critic algorithm that learns policies in the continuous action
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space, for various manipulation and locomotion tasks in simulation. Different from the
work of Levine et al., this method is model-free and does not require knowing a dynamic
model, which can be difficult to define. Gu et al. [100] extended the DQN to the continuous
action space in a simpler way they termed normalized advantage functions (NAF) and tested
it on similar types of tasks in simulation. Gu et al. [101] compared DDPG and NAF on a
real robot for reaching and pulling on the handle to open a door.
James et al. [137] pointed to the possibility of long-horizon multi-stage grasping using
CNNs, demonstrating a pick and place task in which the basket is moved after picking. A
CNN was trained to output joint velocities from RGB images using reinforcement learning.
The robot was able to follow the basket. The authors also explicitly addressed the difficulty
of the transfer from training in simulation and testing in the real world, using randomization
on a variety of quantities to adapt to real-world image and kinematic data.
Unfortunately, all of the deep-learning-based grasping methods thus far are grasps using
an overhead camera and parallel jaw grippers1, an over-simplification of grasps in the real
world. Such scenarios are only useful for pick and place, which happens most often in the
industrial setting.
2.4.2 Semantic Grasping
The drawback of geometry-, appearance-, and physics-based grasp planning is that they
ignore the task that is eventually to be executed after the grasp. Thus, such methods
usually are designed for and applicable for pick and place, and not much else. This is
especially true with overhead parallel-jaw grasps, which not only is always in the same top-
down pose, but also does not lend itself to in-hand grasp adaptation, because of the 1DOF
gripper. Few methods have considered grasping and manipulation together [127, 86]. An
alternative is to consider the task as part of the grasp, so that the grasp can be planned in
a way that not only satisfies physical stability constraints, but also semantic constraints for
the task at hand.
1with few exceptions of work in progress [321]
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2.4.2.1 Affordance-based Grasping
Gibson’s affordance theory [92] has inspired a category of grasping methods that are based
on object affordance, which is determined by the semantics of the intended task at the time,
rather than pure geometry or physics. Dang and Allen [63] defined semantic grasps in terms
of the high-level semantic task label (such as pouring), tactile contacts, and hand configura-
tion. Semantic grasps are associated with each object class, by selecting one representative
object of the class and manually defining the semantic grasps for that object. They then
defined semantic affordance maps in terms of the approach direction of the hand, features
extracted from a depth image, and semantic grasps associated with the approach direction.
Object pose is estimated at test time, and the semantic affordance map is used to select
semantic grasps. Hjelm et al. [122] associated affordance to object attributes and used the
attribute of elongatedness to to encode constraints for high-level tasks such as pouring and
placing.
Nguyen et al. [217] used an encoder-decoder CNN architecture (SegNet [20]) to classify
per-pixel affordance for grasping. Instead of defining specific grasps based on known 3D
models like [63], this method uses RGBD image features and label the image. Detry et al.
[67] also used an encoder-decoder CNN (MultiNet [288]) to classify affordance for pre-
defined high-level tasks, with affordance of object parts supervised by mesh models labeled
with binary affordance. Kokic et al. [159] detects the affordance for fingertip grasping using
two CNNs. One outputs a binary affordance map, and the other outputs the class and
planar orientation of the object. An approach direction is determined from the class and
orientation, and is input along with the binary map to a fingertip grasp planner ([110], an
extension of fingertip spaces in [104]) for grasping.
These methods pay attention to parts of the object that are semantically suitable for
a given task. They differ from geometry- and physics-based in that, one object may have
multiple sets of affordance labels for different parts of the object, depending on the task.
This means the way that the gripper approaches an object can be determined by not the
geometry alone, but also taking into account the desired function of the object. For example,
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a screwdriver may be carried by the shaft or the handle from above for transportation, but
should be gripped by the handle for tool use.
2.4.2.2 Task-driven Grasping
Other than affordance-based methods, other approaches have emerged that are driven by
the functional goal. Li et al. [181] first found grasp candidates by shape, and then pruned
the candidates based on task, by comparing the force exerted by a candidate grasp and the
force required for the given task. Hsiao et al. [131] performed active tactile exploration for
grasping, replacing the entropy reduction in an earlier work [130] with the probability of
task success. Bohg et al. [35] first generated grasp candidates based on object class, and
then labeled the grasps with tasks that they are suitable for. At test time, the object class
is detected, and grasps for the corresponding class are selected based on the given task.
Ghalamzan E. et al. [86] combined grasping and manipulation, by defining task in terms
of post-grasp trajectory. To satisfy the task, the grasp must be done in a manner that
places the gripper in a direction such that it is possible to complete the desired post-grasp
trajectory for the task.
Jang et al. [138] expanded on various previous work on deep-learning-based grasping,
and added a category constraint on the object to be grasped. The grasp is determined by
a CNN that simultaneously categorizes the object. This addressed the major drawback of
deep grasping methods to date, that is, they are unaware of object identity and simply
grasp any object in the clutter.
Fang et al. [78] extended the task-agnostic grasp candidates from Dex-Net 2.0 [193] to
incorporate task-oriented grasp quality, in order to predict action primitives for hammering
and sweeping tasks.
These methods defined task in a variety of ways, by force, by goal grasp pose manually
defined on 3D objects, or by trajectory. They demonstrate alternatives to task definition by
pixels, as in the case with affordance approaches (Section 2.4.2.1). By considering the task
during grasp planning, these semantically driven methods are able to plan grasps that are
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more flexible, in that each object can be grasped in multiple ways, and have more control
over possible motions after the grasp, such as complex manipulation.
2.4.3 Nonprehensile, Dexterous, and Contact-Rich Manipulation
Despite all the effort that have been devoted to grasping, it is a very limited type of
manipulation [167]. Objects can be manipulated in a variety of other ways, such as pushing,
throwing, flipping, etc. [198]. Nonprehensile manipulation, meaning manipulation without
grasping, is more useful when it comes to perception. During nonprehensile manipulation,
action for perception and perception for action happen in a continuous sensorimotor loop.
Naturally, other than vision-based methods, methods that use touch and visuotactile
integration have emerged for both grasping and nonprehensile manipulation. These methods
investigate in the during-grasp or post-grasp details, rather than the pre-grasp scenarios that
vision is limited to. Once a gripper proceeds to a grasp, vision becomes highly occluded as
the gripper blocks out most of the object from camera view. Even in-hand cameras become
too close to the object to perceive the required details of the interaction between fingers
and the object. The most natural modality to use once a contact has been made is touch.
The sense of touch not only verifies visual perception, but also enables the robot to adapt
the grasp if the solution from the grasp planner is imperfect.
Howe [128] gave a review of human tactile sensing, tactile sensing devices, and the use
of tactile sensing in the classical analytical approach, namely, finding contact locations,
forces, local object shape such as normal and curvature, and pressure distribution.
2.4.3.1 Contact-Rich Grasping and Regrasping
The sense of touch have been used for prehensile grasping. Dang and Allen [62] used a bag
of words approach, learning a codebook of tactile contacts by k-means clustering to model
the contact space, and then computing descriptors as histograms of words in this space. The
descriptors are used to predict grasp stability by a support vector machine (SVM). Hyttinen
et al. [132] clustered visually seen object parts into a set of basis shapes for grasping, and
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trained a touch-based grasp stability classifier for each shape. Chebotar et al. [52] used a
spatio-temporal pyramid feature descriptor (ST-HMP [190]) on tactile image data for grasp
stability prediction. When the stability is predicted to fail, a regrasping policy learned from
reinforcement learning is used to place the object down and regrasp. Murali et al. [215]
estimates grasp stability and predicts regrasps based on tactile signals consisting of time
series of force magnitude and direction. Merzic et al. [204] learned a grasping policy for
gripper joint torques, from contact forces on the finger links of a three-finger gripper, using
model-free deep reinforcement learning in a three-layer dense neural network.
Calandra et al. [50] combined images from an RGB camera and two camera-based
tactile sensors, one on each finger, to predict grasp success. The images are taken before
the grasp and at the first contact, for a total of three pairs of images. They are fed to three
separate CNNs, which output to a fully-connected layer to output grasp success. Calandra
et al. [51] extended on [50] by adding an action input, which represents an adjustment to
the current grasp. This enables regrasping and prediction of future grasp success.
2.4.3.2 Contact-Rich Grasp Adaptation
Tactile sensing has also been used for grasp adaptation. Dang and Allen [61] used tactile
sensing to estimate grasp stability and to adjust the hand to an optimal pose. Dang and
Allen [64] extended this to novel objects. Li et al. [177] learned a grasp stability estimator
using tactile data, rest length (distance between fingers to a virtual frame), and grasp stiff-
ness, the last two extracted from an object-level impedance controller. Once the estimator
predicts a grasp to be unstable, the object-level impedance controller adapts the stiffness
or rest length, according to the similarity in tactile readings between the object and train-
ing examples. Hang et al. [104] extended this to include visual point cloud and defined a
hierarchical fingertip space for a new grasp adaptation strategy.
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2.4.3.3 Nonprehensile Manipulation
In the area of nonprehensile manipulation, Meier et al. [202] used 2D tactile images to learn
a CNN classifier to distinguish between two types of slippage, slipping and sliding, during
a pushing task. Hellman [119] used data from the BioTac sensor to learn a reinforcement
learning policy for contour following in a task of closing a deformable Ziplock bag.
Vision has been used in the context of nonprehensile manipulation in a less direct way,
to predict physical outcomes of the object after the manipulation. [1] predicted the poking
location, angle, and length needed to move an object from its location in one input image
to its location in a second input image, by a Siamese CNN. [80] learned to predict the result
image after a pushing motion in an initial image. This knowledge is then used to plan
pushing actions so that the result matches the goal transformation of pixels given by a user.
While the results of these vision-based nonprehensile manipulation have been remarkable,
the manipulation tasks are very primitive. More complex tasks in such an unstructured
environment would require heavy assumptions for vision-only perception to work.
As seen, sophisticated manipulation requires the sense of touch to provide local and
physical information at the immediate contact between the robot and the object. It may
not come as a surprise that closing the sensorimotor loop is not only beneficial for humans,
but for robots as well. Even in tasks other than nonprehensile and dexterous manipulation,
tactile sensing can provide extra information by probing before the goal-completing manip-
ulation starts, correcting any erroneous perception and giving additional cues for successful
task completion. As tactile sensing technology becomes more advanced, perhaps it will
eventually be possible to continuously perceive the environment physically before, during,
and after manipulation, to explore, adjust, and verify task completion, respectively, like
humans do so effortlessly.
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Chapter 3
Tactile Object Recognition
In Section 1.1.1, we saw that Stréri and Féron [275] specifically considered the human
infant’s haptic development in the hand, in isolation of vision, in the first 5 months of life.
Later, if the visual sensory system becomes lost, brain plasticity allows a reorganization
such that another sensory system, such as touch, can replace the visual sensory system [16].
As long as the central perceptual and cognitive systems are in tact, the sensory system of
any specific modality is only a periphery that can be replaced by that of another modality.
Sensory substitution (Section 1.1.4), in the context of engineering, is essentially a form
of redundancy. It is desirable in real-world systems that operate in unknown environments,
such as in search and rescue, where there is non-negligible chance that sensors may be ob-
structed by environmental conditions or fail altogether. We look at the sensory substitution
of vision by touch on an autonomous robot.
An obvious way to transplant vision methods directly to touch is by representing tactile
input as a point cloud. All methods developed for 3D point clouds in computer vision are
then conveniently at one’s disposal. This is an engineering approach that can be applied to
any tactile sensor that gives at least the XYZ location of contact. It is straight-forward, as
the only problem present is the extraction of location from sensor data. Forward kinematics,
frame transformations, and off-the-shelf point cloud methods such as implemented in PCL
[256] would take care of the rest.
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However, unlike vision, touch is inherently a local and possibly sparse modality that
requires considerably more time to cover the same area as a camera. With unlimited time,
it is possible to map out an entire object with tactile sensors, but this is highly impractical
in most situations.
Therefore, we are interested in a representation other than point clouds, to characterize
tactile data in their own right. After all, touch is a full 3D modality, unlike vision, in
which even depth sensing does not cover the entirety of the scene - only the front-facing
portion, while the back side is occluded. In addition, touch gives us the natural advantage
to reach behind objects, and more importantly, to perceive local object properties, including
those perceptible by vision such as shape and appearance, as well as those imperceptible by
vision such as temperature, material texture, slippage. The latter set of properties provide
important cues to whether a physical interaction would succeed.
We present a feature descriptor for tactile 3D object classification [317]. It is invariant
to object movement and simple to construct, using only the relative geometry of points on
the object surface. We demonstrate successful classification of 185 objects in 10 categories,
at sparse to dense surface sampling rate in point cloud simulation, with an accuracy of
77.5% at the sparsest and 90.1% at the densest. In a physics-based simulation, we show
that contact clouds resembling the object shape can be obtained by a series of gripper
closures using a robotic hand equipped with sparse tactile arrays. Despite sparser sampling
of the object’s surface, classification still performs well, at 74.7%. On a real robot, we show
the ability of the descriptor to discriminate among different object instances, using data
collected by a tactile hand.
3.1 Motivation
Recent advances in computer vision have pushed the frontiers of autonomous robotics in
unprecedented ways. In particular, sophisticated and optimized vision algorithms have
enabled powerful scene perception, a necessity prior to task execution. Yet, perception is
more than vision alone.
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While vision is an obvious choice for perception given its efficiency for gathering large
amounts of data, it is not without shortcomings. On the hardware side, vision using RGB
cameras, such as depth from stereo, often assumes appropriate and stable lighting, while
depth from RGB-D sensors can be limited to indoor environments. Analysis of image
data often requires significant processing power and bandwidth and can be impractical for
real-time mobile systems. Moreover, single-robot observers inevitably miss the backside
of objects which can be informative for asymmetric objects. Even for symmetric objects,
translucent and reflective objects are still a challenge to recognize through vision alone.
On the software side, depending on the objective, e.g. segmentation, recognition, or pose
estimation, the processing pipeline often consists of multiple steps between the input image
and the desired output. Each added step lengthens the processing time, propagates noise
and inaccuracies, which can result in significant accumulated error in the final output.
Figure 1: A ReFlex Beta Hand equipped with TakkTile sensors samples a reflective object, a chal-
lenging surface property for recognition algorithms based on vision.
Our work in object classification using touch alone is motivated by the need for robust
perception for accurate manipulation tasks. Under challenging lighting conditions or in
cluttered environments where objects are partially or fully occluded, robust visual percep-
tion becomes difficult. Since tactile perception is independent of lighting, it makes sense to
exploit this modality, especially as tactile hardware becomes more available. Different from
existing work on vision-tactile fusion [4, 271, 111, 313], we present a haptic descriptor for
3D objects that is independent of object pose or motion.
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We propose a 3D histogram of triangles, built by sampling sets of contact points on an
object’s surface. Each set of three points are connected to form a triangle. A rough initial
object position is assumed to ensure contacts can be made. Then, the histogram is con-
structed solely through touch with few interdependent steps, to minimize the propagation
of tracking errors into recognition. The result is a representation that is robust to noise and
has few dependent variables.
Our main contributions are as follows. First, we present an object pose- and motion-
invariant descriptor based solely on relative lengths and angles among points on the object
surface. Such a descriptor is practical for when object movements cannot be restrained.
Since tracking is not required, the descriptor is immune to tracking and calibration errors.
Second, our approach relies on sparse compliant touches on the object using inexpensive
pressure sensors. The only inputs are XYZ contact positions. Since the descriptor does
not need continuous rolling contact or stable grasps, it puts minimal requirement on tactile
hardware and hand motions. Third, the dimensionality of the descriptor used on the robot
is 1,000 per object, much lower than typical image feature vectors. This eliminates the
bottleneck in data processing.
We present two types of simulation results in addition to experimental results using a
robot. We first sampled the surfaces of synthetic objects to build the baseline descriptors and
performed object recognition using a point cloud simulation. We then repeated the process
in a physics simulation and addressed the sampling bias introduced by physical limitations
of the robot gripper. We show that while the physics simulation is an approximation of the
point cloud baseline, recognition still performs reasonably well. Using a real robot hand
equipped with barometric pressure sensors, we collected per-touch contacts to build and
compare the descriptor using a small number of objects. Our results show the descriptor’s
invariance to object movements.
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3.2 Related Work
Object recognition is commonly tackled using vision, with some approaches even integrating
vision with haptic information. However, our work focuses on the less explored problem
of recognition by tactile sensing only. As such, this section provides a summary of related
works most closely aligned with the proposed approach. We refer the reader to [26] and the
references therein for a broader exposition.
Existing work in tactile shape estimation often relies on expensive high-resolution sens-
ing arrays because inexpensive tactile sensors are more susceptible to noise. Existing ap-
proaches to filter the noisy data in low-cost tactile sensors include the use of recursive
Bayesian filter, such as extended Kalman and particle filters [111, 313, 228, 314]. In Hebert
et al. [111] and Zhang and Trinkle [313], tactile sensing was used as a complement to vision
and was not the main sensing mode. While closed-form solutions to contact position exist
[28, 30], they are restricted to elliptical sensor shapes, and exact calculations are unstable
to sensor noise. As such, the use of inexpensive sensors often requires either probabilis-
tic filtering to deal with noisy measurements or has been a secondary sensing to vision.
Unfortunately, filters need time to converge and vision is challenging when dealing with
transparent objects, bad lighting, and occlusion.
Related work in object classification include Soh et al. [270], which classifies objects
using a recursive kernel integrated with a sparse Gaussian Process capable of refining models
and learning new objects. Liu et al. [184] extracts the three principal axes of pressure
distribution on the fingertip tactile array, for a rotation-invariant description of the contact
shape. They classify the object’s shape and pose using a naive Bayes filter. Classification
of rigid and deformable household objects using a flexible piezoresistive tactile array is
performed in Drimus et al. [74] through palpitation maneuvers and k-nearest neighbors. In
Güler et al. [102], food container contents are classified using visual and tactile modalities.
Allen et al. [5] recover shape by pure tactile input on symmetric objects. Madry et
al. [190] present a descriptor that extracts spatio-temporal structures from tactile data
without the need to predefine discriminative characteristics. Grasp stability and object
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instance recognition were evaluated. In Bhattacharjee et al. [26, 27], a tactile forearm is
used to classify objects in clutter and estimate object mobility.
In this work, we extend the chordiogram concept [294] for classifying 2D images to 3D
space. A chord is a segment inside an object and connects any two points on the object
boundary. The chordiogram uses four geometric features of a chord: length, orientation
angle from 0◦, and the angle from the boundary normal at the two endpoints. A natural
extension to 3D is triangles. Other closest related work include classification in [262, 230,
229]. Object classification in Schneider et al. [262] is achieved using multiple grasping
interactions, followed by bag of words and unsupervised clustering. In Pezzementi et al.
[230, 229], PCA is used to extract principal features from the tactile image, which are then
used to cluster and build per-class histograms. While both [262] and [230] address haptic
exploration, Schneider et al. assume the object pose is always known and does not address
the gripping procedure when determining entropy-minimizing grasps during exploration.
Similar to Pezzementi et al. [230, 229], our work focuses on constructing a feature
histogram to best describe an object. However, our histogram consists of purely local
geometric features that, collectively, describe the object uniquely. As such, our approach
enables us to classify similar objects irrespective of pose and is robust to measurement noise.
In the vision domain, triangle histograms have been used to characterize object shape, such
as in Osada et al. [221]. However, while this work employs 1D histograms of triangle areas,
our 3D histograms are defined in terms of triangle side lengths and angles.
Polyhedral objects’ lengths and angles have been used in earlier work on Interpretation
Trees [85, 268]. However, they impose many hand-crafted geometric constraints, based on
the known object’s and hand’s exact polygonal shapes and edge lengths, in order to calculate
the finger-edge-to-object-edge contacts. Objects are constrained to the planar, which greatly
simplifies the problem to a search for valid pairings in a 2D polygon. Moreover, the method
requires stiff fingers and dense sensors. In contrast, our geometric features are solely used to
describe 3D shapes and are decoupled from the hand. Our approach can classify unknown
instances never seen in training and is robust to sensor noise.
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Our goal is to autonomously determine the probing sequence while minimizing the
number of touches required to recognize an object. We begin by investigating a descriptor
that tolerates sparsity and leave the active sensing problem, i.e. determining the appropriate
sequence of probing actions, to be addressed as future work. However, existing approaches
in vision usually match an observation to a database of 3D meshes, and the view angle is
estimated from the best matched mesh. The sequence of movements can be determined by
trading off between movement and misprediction costs [9, 10]. Active tactile sensing can
be similarly accomplished where the trade-off is now between movement and inappropriate
task execution costs [131, 112]. As such, we focus on the recognition problem and will use
the terms recognition and classification interchangeably.
3.3 Triangle Histogram Feature Descriptor
The objective is to recognize an object by a few probing touches with only the contact
positions as inputs. A descriptor for this task must convert discrete touches to a character-
istic signature. We seek to describe objects by a simple geometric property that is general
enough to compute for many object types and discriminative enough for recognition.
Sparse and discrete perception pose a challenging problem because it is more prone to
noise, from both the robot and the object movements, than dense and continuous sensing.
Continuous sensing provides dense local correspondences between time steps, which helps
tracking and pruning out inconsistent estimations. Unfortunately, continuous touches are
hard to achieve using existing robot hardware.
We constructed features from local regions because global features would require the
object to be in a fixed pose or otherwise accurately tracked. Tracking requires vision and/or
in-hand manipulation which can be challenging and prone to sensing and actuation errors
which can lead to recognition errors. We propose a descriptor that samples the object
surface without the need for tracking. These contact points are only dependent on each
other and are thus invariant to object rotations and translations. We chose histograms as
the representation since they are simple to compute, tolerant to noise, and are known for
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their robust performance in practice.
3.3.1 Rationale
A simple and generalizable shape with nice geometric properties is triangles. We propose
as a new descriptor the histogram of triangles generated by sampling sets of three points
on the surface of an object, restricted to a local region reachable by the manipulator in one
move.
Our motivation comes from previous work on sampling point pairs (chords) on 2D object
boundaries [294]. While chords can capture the object shape when sampled exhaustively
over a given boundary, we will only be able to have a limited number of touches. A natural
extension to 3D is to capture the shape sparsely using triangles. While a chord is only
bounded by the surface normals at its two endpoints, a triangle has two additional chords
to further constrain the endpoint angles, bounding them to the object’s shape. Moreover,
the third point in a triangle characterizes 3D size, which a 3D chord does not. Similar
to the chordiogram, the triangle histogram is a holistic shape descriptor as opposed to
representations based on constellations of discriminative parts. While dense distributions
of chords and triangles have been studied in integral and stochastic geometry [120], we focus
on sparse sampling strategies.
Triangles have a few advantages in robotics applications. While holistic, each triangle
is only relative to a local region. This makes them invariant to object pose, movement, and
tracking error. In addition, triangles only require three parameters, quick to compute in
real-time. These parameters are exact, as in they lie on the object surface, and the number
of parameters does not increase with complex object shape or curvature. Note that while
we demonstrate on a three-finger hand, the method works for any hand that has ≥ 3 sensors
that fire non-zero upon contact.
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3.3.2 Histogram of Triangles
Given three contact points sampled from the object surface, we compute a triangle con-
necting the three points. After sampling many triangles, we bin three triangle parameters
into a 3D histogram, one parameter per axis of the histogram. The normalized histogram
is the final object descriptor.
A triangle has six parameters total, three side lengths and three angles, but requires
only three parameters to describe uniquely (with the exception of the angle-angle-angle
combination). We sort the sides and angles, denoting each length as l0, l1, l2 in decreasing
size, and likewise for angles a0, a1, a2. A set of three parameters, which applies to all objects,
is selected for the final 3D histogram.
Once triangle samples have been gathered from an object, we compute the 3D histogram
using the three chosen triangle parameters. We used the same number b of histogram bins for
all three dimensions to show the descriptor’s general applicability and to avoid overfitting.
Finally, we normalize and concatenate the 3D histogram into a row vector of b3 elements for
classification. An analysis of parameter choice is detailed in Section 3.8. Throughout the
paper, we will show examples of interest from different parameters, which will be specified.
3.4 Data Set
Figure 2: Typical objects from the 10 classes. Top to bottom by columns: banana, hammer, bowl,
apple, toilet paper, donut, teapot, mug, cup, bottle.
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We tested the triangle histograms in a classification task of 185 objects in 10 categories:
10 cups, 6 teapots, 12 apples, 6 bananas, 51 bottles, 21 bowls, 10 donuts, 28 hammers, 32
mugs, and 9 toilet paper rolls. Fig. 2 shows one representative object per category. The
last eight categories are from the 3DNet Cat10 training set [303]. We added the first two
extra categories, downloaded from Archive3D 1, to test the stability of the descriptor across
different data sets and to discriminate between very similar objects.
From the downloaded 3D object meshes, we extracted object point clouds using PCL’s
[256] mesh sampling at a leaf size of 2–11 mm, chosen as small as possible before noise
artifacts appear. These point clouds are the inputs to the voxel-based triangle sampling as
shown in Fig. 3. The 3D histograms are then computed using the sampled triangles.
3.5 Point Cloud Simulation
Given the 3D histogram of an object, the goal is to correctly identify the object’s category.
An object’s point cloud can be seen as the baseline of any contact data that could be
obtained by a robot hand. Therefore, we first evaluate the triangle histogram on point
cloud data.
3.5.1 Sampling
3.5.1.1 Sampling Region
To simulate sampling by a robot’s touch on an object’s surface, we define the sampling
region as a spherical volume that encloses the gripper at its maximum extension. When
this sphere is overlaid onto an object, any three points on the object surface within the
sphere simulate a contact triangle. The size of the sphere is calculated using the fact
that three points define a plane, and the largest plane intersecting a sphere is through the
equator. Thus, the three farthest points on a sphere must lie within a hemisphere. On our
three-finger hand with finger lengths l = 16 cm, we assume each finger to cover 14 of the
1http://www.archive3d.net/
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sphere circumference, C = 4l = 2πr. Then, the sphere’s radius is given by r = 2l/π with an
approximate diameter of 20 cm. Sets of three points are sampled within this sphere, which
we refer to as the 20 cm sampling neighborhood.
Figure 3: Visualization of the sampling process in simulation. Green boxes are the voxels; red sphere
is the sampling neighborhood; yellow points and orange segments are vertices and sides, respectively,
of triangles that have been sampled. Best viewed in color.
3.5.1.2 Sampling Frequency
At training time, given an object point cloud, we partition it into voxels and sample at
a 50% overlap between voxels. A voxel is defined as the largest cube that fits inside the
sampling sphere. In our case, the cube has side lengths of 2r
√
3/3. Each voxel is traversed,
and points are sampled from the sphere centered at the voxel center. The 50% voxel overlap
allows sampled points to straddle across neighboring cells of the otherwise exclusive grid.
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3.5.2 Classification Results
We experimented with a range of sampling densities, from 10 to 300 samples per 20 cm
sphere sampling neighborhood. At 10 samples, the minimum, median, and maximum num-
ber of triangles for the objects are 270, 603, and 1,241; at 300 samples, they are 3,504,
12,979, and 19,712. Fig. 4 shows the distribution for a mid-range sampling density of 100
samples.
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Figure 4: Number of triangles in the data set, sampled by point cloud, using a medium sampling
density (100 samples).
The classification accuracy by linear SVM is 77.47% at the sparsest sampling and
90.12% at the densest, the latter analyzed in Fig. 10. The accuracies are the average of
100 random train-test splits, using 50% of each category for training. Fig. 5(a) shows
the confusion matrices for the two densities from a train-test split, using l0, l1, a0, and 10
bins. A cell in row y, column x, reads “Class y is predicted as class x.” A prominent
diagonal shows correct classification. The temperature colors correspond to the percentage
of objects per category. Items with similar overall shapes were often confused, such as cups
and mugs, donuts and apples, toilet papers and mugs, hammers and bottles, and so on.
At the denser sampling rate, most of the confusion disappear. The intuition is that dense
sampling better characterizes complex objects with small salient parts, such as a cup handle
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or a subtle asymmetry. The cup category shown is confused in both plots, but depending
on the random split, the cups can sometimes be mostly correct. This can probably be
improved by adding more representative cups to the data set.
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Figure 5: SVM confusion matrices, each from a random train-test split. Y: truth. X: prediction.
(a). Point cloud simulation with sparse (left) and dense (center) sampling. Both achieve reasonable
accuracy (84.6% and 91.2%), but dense sampling boosts performance. (b). Physics simulation, a
split that yielded 77.6%.
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Figure 6: 5NN and SVM accuracies for different point cloud sampling rates.
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Figure 7: Natural-log scale. Minimum natural-log number of moves required vs. number of contacts
per move (cpm), for different sampling rates on the object with median number of triangles. Unit
of sampling rate is the number of samples per 20 cm neighborhood, with 50% voxel overlap. The
minimum number is computed by number of triangles divided by
(
n
3
)
. At rate 10, 600 moves are
required for 3 cpm; only 1 move is required for over 16 cpm. At rate 300, 12868 moves are required
for 3 cpm; 6 moves required for 25 cpm. Rate on the real robot is relatively sparse (e.g. 10), due to
noise and sampling time. Best viewed in color.
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3.6 Analysis
3.7 Physics Simulation
While the voxel-based sampling of the object point clouds roughly captured the physical
volume of the hand, we need to validate it using triangles from a more physically realistic
sampling process. To this end, we built a simulation stack of a robotic hand in Gazebo
and performed sampling in the physics simulator. We use the RightHand Robotics ReFlex
Beta Hand for all our physics simulation and robot experiment. The three-finger hand
is equipped with 38 barometric pressure sensors, 9 per finger and 11 on the palm. Each
sensor outputs a floating point for its relative pressure. We simulated the hand’s forward
kinematics and sensing, including compliant fingers that stop moving upon contact.
3.7.1 Physically Realistic Sampling
The key challenge to replicating the point cloud sampling while accounting for realistic
physics is obtaining enough samples across the object’s entire surface. Lack of coverage
biases the histograms; however, full coverage results in significant sampling time. The
coverage can be viewed as a topological function that maps the hand kinematics to the
object surface description. For the ReFlex Hand and the triangle descriptor, this map can
be defined as:
F : P ×Q× S → T (3.1)
P and Q are the space of Cartesian wrist positions and orientations, S is the forefingers’
preshape, and T is the triangles space. We separated the position and orientation because
a basic configuration is to translate the hand while maintaining a z-axis that always points
at the object center.
T is infinitely large for a continuous object surface, but it can be shrunk by discretizing
the surface. Given some subset T , if a surjective map F can be found, then the hand
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pose space can be pruned to a one-to-one correspondence to measurements T . This would
minimize the number of hand movements to fully cover the surface, significantly decreasing
sampling time. However, finding F is not trivial, as T is dependent on an object’s shape,
while the set of hand poses for training should be shape-invariant. Furthermore, since
inverse kinematics for fingers is unavailable, it is difficult to predict how much to close each
finger before contact occurs and where the contact on the object will be.
In reality, an evenly distributed full coverage of the object is not necessary. Without
solving for F , we show that an acceptable T can be approximated by densely sampling the
hand space, though it loses the minimizing benefit of F . An alternative is to analyze for
the most discriminative features ∈ T . Then, only the hand poses that produce this feature
subset are needed. However, this still requires knowing F or F−1 to map the subset of T
back to the hand poses. Rather, our approach is to densely sample the hand space.
3.7.2 Approximation of Hand Space
Sampling is done by teleporting the hand to a series of poses, defined by points on an
ellipsoid enclosing the object and clearance space for the hand. The ellipsoid is defined
with knowledge of the object size, location, and upright pose. The ellipsoid is centered at
the object center with respect to a fixed world frame. Its size is defined by the object’s
three dimensions. Wrist positions on the ellipsoid are found using the standard parametric
equations, at 20◦, 25◦, or 30◦ steps depending on the object, which produce 91, 144, or
190 positions. At each wrist position ∈ P, we used different wrist orientations and finger
preshapes to cover Q and S.
The ellipsoid was chosen because it gives the most even coverage around the object.
In training, we recorded the contact points on the fixed object as a point cloud. The
coverage is judged qualitatively by visually inspecting the contact cloud, and quantitatively
by histogram minus histogram intersections between the triangles from the point cloud and
physics simulations. In contrast to spherical shapes, ellipsoidal shapes allow us to define the
grid size by all three dimensions of the object. Circular grids have many points far from the
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object that result in no contacts. Shapes with sharp edges as opposed to smooth curves,
such as cylinders and boxes, do not provide even coverage. A hull extruded a fixed length
from an object may capture the shape perfectly, but it does not generalize to all objects
and cannot be computed without the object model, limiting its realistic applicability.
We used two orientations per hand position. The first one points the hand’s z-axis
toward the object. The xy-orientation is computed by an axis-angle rotation, with the
axis being the cross product between the world z-axis and the goal hand z-axis, and the
angle being the difference. This self-rotates the hand in discrete steps of 360◦ as it moves
around the object. The second is −10◦ in the hand’s y-axis perpendicular to the thumb.
We experimented with fixing fingers parallel to the ground, which produced only horizontal
segments in the contact cloud and biased histograms.
At each pose, the gripper closes until at least one contact per finger is felt. The XYZ
contact positions are recorded. Contact points are defined by the positions of sensors
that passed an empirically-set pressure threshold. Triangles are sampled exhaustively. For
n contacts, we sample at most the binomial coefficient
(
n
3
)
number of triangles or fewer
if no more valid (non-straight-line) and unrepeated triangles are found. Duplicates were
discarded using a noise threshold.
3.7.3 Convergence to Point Cloud Baseline
We will use the point cloud sampling in Section 3.5 as a baseline, which has a visually
near-perfect coverage of the object surface. We show that dense sampling in the physics
simulation produces histograms that converge to the point cloud histograms. Fig. 8 shows
contact points and histograms from the physics simulation and the baseline. We held the
number of wrist positions constant and increased the wrist orientations and finger preshapes
at each position. From left to right, the columns are in increasing sampling density: 1
preshape and 1 orientation, 2 preshapes and 1 orientation, 2 preshapes and 2 orientations,
and the point cloud baseline.
Towards the left of Fig. 8, a bias in the histograms is noticeable given the sharp
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Figure 8: A teapot’s convergence to baseline as the physical sampling density increases. First row
is the contact cloud from a stationary object. Second row is the 3D histogram flattened to the l0
axis for visualization.
peaks and missing data. As the sampling density increases toward the right, the qualitative
and quantitative resemblance of the physics data to the point cloud data increases. This
convergence is significant, because it means that the recognition performance on the point
cloud data can be replicated on the physically realistic data given enough contacts. Lastly,
by correctly capturing the physics, we expect the performance to carry over to a real robot.
3.7.4 Running Time
The main bottleneck is sampling time since histogram computation takes 0.084 seconds per
object for 10 × 10 × 10 bins and SVM takes 0.006 seconds. Sampling time depends on grid
size, defined by the angle step to the ellipsoid. For objects with few contacts, e.g. hammers,
we used a 190-position grid, which takes 40 minutes. For objects with many contacts, we
used 91 positions which lasts 20 minutes. At each position, 4 grasps are made. The number
of contacts also affects sampling time, by the exhaustive
(
n
3
)
triangles. The times are based
on a 3.6 GHz 4-core Intel Xeon desktop.
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3.7.5 Classification Results
We ran classification on the same data set as in the point cloud simulation in Section 3.5.
To create contacts, we used the 3D mesh models instead of point clouds. The sampling
density is two preshapes per orientation and two orientations per wrist position. We accu-
mulated contacts across two wrist positions, producing 0–50 contacts for the
(
n
3
)
sampling.
This accumulation across two moves is not ideal for invariance to object movement, but
because our hardware usually responds with only 3–5 contacts per closure, we needed more
contact points per local region. On a hand with denser sensing arrays or more fingers, this
accumulation may not be required.
The average accuracies across 100 random splits using 50% per class for training are
shown in Fig. 10. The highest is 74.7% from a1, a2, l0 and 20 bins, but histograms using
other triangle parameterizations performed similarly within a small range for 10 or more
bins.
Fig. 5(b) shows the linear SVM result from one random split from a1, a2, l2 and 20 bins
that yielded 77.6%. As expected, categories confused in the point cloud simulation tend
to be confused in the physics one. Fig. 9 shows similarities between hammers and bottles.
If we flatten the 3D histograms to 1D along a triangle length, we can see that hammers
misclassified as bottles usually have a wide peak. Correctly classified hammers tend to have
a distinct peak in bins towards the short lengths. This behavior was observed in both the
physics and the point cloud simulation. Unsurprisingly, this means that the typical learned
hammer is expected to have a uniform short length in the majority of its shape. The learned
typical bottle has a slightly wider range in triangle lengths. Notice that the misclassified
hammer can be seen as a bottle upside-down.
Hammers were the most difficult to physically sample. As the ellipsoid grid is defined
by the object’s dimensions, and the hammerhead is much wider than the handle, the ratio
of occupied to unoccupied space in the object’s bounding box is small. At many poses, the
hand is too far to contact the hammer. For comparison, hammers have around 300 contact
points, while mugs sampled at a sparser grid have around 2,000 contacts. If we decrease
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the ellipsoid’s radii, then the hand penetrates the object after teleportation to some poses.
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Figure 9: From left to right, example of a correct hammer, a hammer incorrectly classified as
bottle, a correct bottle, and a bottle classified as hammer, from different train-test splits. Top
to bottom: input object mesh, contact cloud from physics simulation, histograms from physics
simulation, histograms from point cloud simulation. Histograms are flattened to l0.
A topic of interest is whether we can train point cloud simulation data to classify the
physics simulation data. For example, in Fig. 9, the histograms from the two simulations
are qualitatively similar, and this was the case for many objects. We have attempted this
problem, but the transfer was not straight forward. Most physics objects were recognized
as the thinner objects from the point clouds. Standard distance metrics also showed a
sufficient difference between the two. We conjecture that this is because the discrete physical
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sampling at the current density does not provide enough coverage of the object surface.
Better coverage can potentially be achieved through more randomized hand poses; however,
discrete closures cannot truly cover a continuous surface. As such, the point of the physics
experiment is to show that even with incomplete coverage, recognition is still achievable.
3.8 Parameter Selection
There are two configurations to the histogram, the set of three triangle parameters and
the number of histogram bins to discretize the parameters. Fig. 10 shows a range of
configurations and their corresponding classification accuracies on our data set in both the
point cloud and physics simulations.
The choice of triangle parameters is not expected to make a big impact on the final
result since any valid choice uniquely describes a triangle. Fig. 10 shows the accuracies for
five different parameter choices: (a0, a1, l0), (a1, a2, l2), (l0, l1, a0), (l1, l2, a2), and (l0, l1, l2).
Each parameter choice is shown as a separate curve. The accuracies are within a 4% range
across most of the triangle parameters, from 86% to 90% for the point cloud simulations
and 69% to 73% for the physics simulations. The average standard deviations are 3.86%
and 2.47% respectively. In the physics simulation plot, (l0, l1, l2) performs the worst, likely
due to the lack of angle information, which is critical for shapes beyond 1D.
The 4% accuracy difference is insignificant, shown by the standard deviation error bars.
Although each parameter set can capture different characteristics in an object, we believe a
4% difference is minimal, given around 100 objects at test time. The optimal parameter set
is dataset-dependent and difficult to intuitively deduce, as a parameter good for one object
may not be good for another. Seeking the best parameter in the presence of normal data
variation risks overfitting. Though typically, parameter tuning can be done by running all
parameters on training data in cross validation and selecting the best.
As with histograms in general, the number of bins used can make a difference. In our
work, the number of bins in the histogram depends on the number of triangles. If the average
object has 2,000 triangles, 30 bins per dimension would make a histogram of 27,000 bins to
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Figure 10: Classification accuracies for different triangle parameters and number of bins, on point
cloud 300 sampling rate (top) and physics simulation (bottom) data. All three histogram dimensions
use the same number of bins.
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hold 2,000 points. The resulting descriptor would be sparse and would not appropriately
disambiguate between objects. Fig. 10 also shows the classification accuracies for different
bin choices (6 to 26 bins). The point cloud data performs the best at 10 bins and slightly
worse beyond 16 bins, while the physics data performs similarly across bins 12 and beyond.
The point cloud’s worse performance at more bins is possibly due to overfitting, because
it generates more triangles than the physics simulation. Accuracies for the point clouds
are from a 300 sampling rate, which yields a minimum, median, and maximum number of
triangles of 3,504, 12,979, and 19,712 respectively for all objects. For the physics simulation,
the corresponding numbers are 842, 8,048, and 15,379.
3.9 Experiment
We sampled real objects using the ReFlex Beta Hand mounted on a Baxter robot. We used
a similar sampling process to the physics simulation, except for the teleporting. Because
joint-feasibility checks and collision-aware planning are costly in time, physical movements
increased the sampling time to several hours per object. As such, we employed a very coarse
grid to limit the per-object sampling time to 20–60 minutes. We show that the triangles
are still reasonable.
Note that the time expense is due to a technology limit on the sampling process, not
the proposed histogram itself, which is hardware-independent. Baxter is safe and slow by
design, and ReFlex is one of the softest hands. Given faster robot and motion planning,
e.g. imagine a human hand, sampling can be very fast. In the future, we will predict hand
poses that produce salient features, for efficient sampling.
3.9.1 Sampling Process
We employed a coarse cylinder sampling grid on the actual robot. Even though its perfor-
mance was inferior to the ellipsoidal one in our physics simulation, it is easier to execute with
human assistance. The series of wrist positions were moved to autonomously in open-loop.
To start, the human user supplies the upright object’s size and position with respect to the
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robot frame. Using inverse kinematics, the end-effector moves directly above the object with
its palm facing down in a spherical preshape. Forward kinematics is then used to rotate the
wrist 360◦ in discrete steps to achieve a sampling resolution of 3 cm arc lengths on the grid.
The hand first samples the ceiling, followed by the wall of the cylinder grid, with two pre-
shapes per wrist position. We kept the fingers always parallel to the ground, with the z-axis
pointing towards the object center. Although as noted in Section 3.7.2, this significantly
biases the histogram, it keeps the same elbow-up or elbow-down arm configuration.
3.9.2 Objects Collected
For symmetric objects, we sampled 30◦ along the circumference of the bounding cylinder.
For asymmetric objects, we sampled 30◦ from two orthogonal object orientations by man-
ually rotating the object, without issuing additional information to the robot. Contacts
from a maximum of two consecutive moves were used in situations when a move encounters
less than three contacts. The enclosure stops when all three fingers feel pressures above a
threshold. Though in practice, occasionally, only two contacts are obtained, such as when
a motor does not close the finger fully. This hardware issue can be overcome by a more
actuated hand.
3.9.3 Results
On the left of Fig. 11, we show four objects and their histogram minus histogram inter-
sections, flattened to l2 with 10 bins. Rows and columns have the same order, e.g. row 4
column 1 is the hammer minus its intersection with the mug.
The mug (row 1) is the widest object (except for the bottom of the spray bottle), shown
by its histogram differences peaking toward the right, around 12 cm. The hammer (row 4)
is the skinniest object, shown by its peaks toward the left, around 6 cm. The second and
third objects have in between cross-section widths, so they can peak either on the left or
right, depending on which object is subtracted. The most interesting object is the spray
bottle (row 3), which has a skinny bottleneck and a wide bottom. In row 3 column 1, since
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Figure 11: Four objects collected on real robot. Same ordering on rows and columns. Histogram of
row object minus its histogram intersection with column object, flattened to 1D for intuition. X-axis
in meters, y-axis is count. Diagonal is zeros. Objects (dimensions l×w × h cm, triangle count) are
mug (13× 9× 11, 776), round bottle (8.5× 8.5× 19.5, 825), spray bottle (12× 3.4× 30.6, 2182), and
hammer (12× 5.5× 28.6, 1361).
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Figure 12: Pairwise symmetric χ2 distances for l0, l1, a0, 10 bins.
the bottleneck is skinnier than the mug, the difference is around 6 cm. In row 3 column 4,
since the bottle bottom is wider than the hammer, the peak is around 10 cm.
The most interesting case is the difference between the two bottles shown in row 3
column 2 and row 2 column 3. If we sum the histogram differences between symmetric
pairs in the figure, this pair has the smallest difference (most pronounced in l1 and l2, not
shown), even though the bottles are shaped very differently. This may be because objects
in the same category share similar ratios of triangles across the bins. The ratio can be
observed by the general shape of the histograms (see Fig 9) and explains why classification
works.
On the right of Fig. 11, we show the pairwise χ2 distances among the histograms.
Warmer colors indicate closer distances. As expected, the two bottles are closest to each
other. The hammer is closest to the tall bottles. The mug is closest to the wider bottle.
Other metrics, including L2, histogram intersection, and inner product, showed similar
trends.
We do not run classification on the few robot-acquired objects, as it is not enough data
to train a classifier. As for using the classifiers from the simulations, the real robot samples
yielded 700–2100 triangles, a very different range from the simulations. As is the case with
the physics vs. point cloud simulations, the distances between the robot and simulation
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histograms are large and do not transfer well. However, a full ellipsoid-grid sampling on
the real robot is expected to resemble the physics simulation and be able to be classified by
the physics classifier.
3.10 Discussion and Future Work
We presented a triangle histogram for 3D tactile recognition based only on XYZ contact
positions on an object surface. It relies on relative measurements and is thus invariant to
object movement and pose. The histogram is simple to construct and independent of hand
hardware, as long as the hand has ≥ 3 non-zero sensors upon contact. Before the data
sampling can be done in reasonable time, a sophisticated sparse approximation of the map
F in Eqn. 3.1 is required.
One way to efficiently model F is to actively compute the next hand pose. Typically
in active sensing, the objective trades off between costs of robot movement and misclassifi-
cation. During training, hand poses and observations can be related to the probability of
recognition. At test time, each hand pose should be chosen to maximize recognition and
minimize movement cost. Over time, even a short sequence of hand poses can produce
discriminating triangles. Chapter 4 investigates further in this direction.
Another direction to reduce sampling time is to learn a transfer of histograms from
simulation to the robot. Transfer learning is well studied and typically learns a parametric
mapping between two distributions. This would enable training in simulation and testing
on the robot.
It is perhaps possible to reconstruct a dense model of the object by touch, but that
would defeat the purpose of the compact feature representation, as point clouds can be easily
recognized using computer vision methods. However, we can offer some insight as to the
information preserved in the geometry of our tactile point clouds. According to Lederman
and Klatzky [169], enclosure is an exploratory procedure (EP) that extracts volumetric and
global shape. Since we used only enclosures in the study, it can be expected that detailed
shape features were lost. This bears similarity to human exploration before the age of
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4 months [284], when the infant has not developed manipulation skills to use EPs other
than enclosure. EPs that recover finer shape information would be needed, such as contour
following.
In fact, we initially attempted to recover shape and normals using contour following.
However, this would require specialized hardware, as mainstream grippers are unsuitable
for this purpose. Most general-purpose robot fingers are not constructed for such smooth
tracing, being made from material with high friction to prevent slipping. Fingers with
rolling contact, implemented as a movable ball at the end of a finger, are the closest to this
capability. Such fingers have been studied from a more analytical standpoint, such as in the
work of Moll and Erdmann [211, 212, 213]. More recent attempts of contour following have
been done for 3D reconstruction of simple shapes such as a bowl [73] and small surfaces
[306] using active sensing.
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Chapter 4
Active Tactile Exploration for
Object Recognition
For the sense of touch especially, being active is important. Gibson [90] differentiated be-
tween what is colloquially called touching and being touched, as active and passive touch,
respectively (Section 1.1.5). He suggested that finger movements are like the movements
of the eye, a both perceptive and motor organ. In these sensory systems, the motor part
actuates to achieve some goal, and the perceptive part gives feedback, completing the sen-
sorimotor loop. Without the motor part of the loop, that is, self-generated motion, the
subject would be at a loss as to where the perceptive feedback comes from and would fail
to correlate between tactually perceived events during exploration [302].
More often than not, this self-generated motion is chosen to fulfill some purpose (Section
2.2.2). The purpose can be perception itself, which is essential to an extent for an actuated
motion to succeed at some goal. With vision, the perceptual goal is usually quickly ac-
complished in the beginning, gaining knowledge of the entire environment in a few glances.
With touch, this can quickly become expensive in the time and the energy required for
movement. Therefore, it should be used economically, to seek out information with direct
relevance to the actuation goal, when possible.
We consider the problem of active object recognition using touch only [318]. The focus
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is on adaptively selecting a sequence of wrist poses that achieves accurate recognition by
enclosure grasps1. It seeks to minimize the number of touches and maximize recognition
confidence. The actions are formulated as wrist poses relative to each other, making the
algorithm independent of absolute workspace coordinates. The optimal sequence is approx-
imated by Monte Carlo tree search. We demonstrate results in a physics engine and on a
real robot. In the physics engine, most object instances were recognized in at most 16 enclo-
sures. On a real robot, our method recognized objects in 2–9 enclosures and outperformed
a greedy baseline.
In addition, we tested both the feature descriptor [317] and the exploration algorithm
[318] on a completely different type of robot, a pneumatically actuated soft arm manip-
ulator [196]. We changed the triangles in the descriptor to chords, to take advantage of
the unconventional arm construction. With the same exploration algorithm, we were able
to recognize most objects under three wraps of the arm in simulation. Wraps on a real
pneumatic arm showed high geometric similarity to simulated wraps, indicating real-world
feasibility of the approach.
4.1 Motivation
Tactile sensing for object recognition has been an area of research since the 1980s [85,
98, 5]. Major advances have been slow, partly due to the sparse nature of touch, which
requires more sensing time for a large area coverage, plus motion planning and physical
movement time. Additionally, manipulator hardware is expensive. In comparison, vision-
based recognition has seen major improvement because of the rich data, rapid information
gathering, and low cost.
However, scenarios exist where vision is unreliable, such as dark, dusty, smoky, or
blurry underwater environments, transparent and reflective objects, occluded back sides,
and objects in a bag. In these cases, tactile sensing is a better main modality. Furthermore,
1For simplicity and ease of reading, we will refer to the enclosure touches as grasps, even though these
are technically nonprehensile motions.
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the ultimate goal of manipulation is to contact the object. Starting with contacts early on
provides direct physical exteroception that vision cannot achieve. In fact, physical action
is naturally integrated with perception in animals, who use various active tactile sensing
organs [237]. Humans can recover shapes by touch alone.
While some disadvantages of tactile sensing can be compensated by better hardware,
others can be compensated by efficient planning and exploitation of the limited input. In
fact, Flanagan et al. [82] found that the key to sophisticated manipulation in the human
hand lies more in the accurate prediction of motor commands and outcomes than in rapid
sensing. This learning and prediction are the bases of active sensing. Active tactile sensing
had early work in tandem with passive vision [3, 271, 4] and alone [263]. Active perception,
as noted by Bajcsy and Campos [21], involves a selection strategy that trades off between
task success and the energy to achieve it.
Figure 13: Left: Experiment setup. Right: An adaptively selected pose.
In this paper, we tackle touch-only object recognition by an autonomous active selection
algorithm, which aims to select a minimum number of wrist poses for maximum recognition
likelihood. We formulate the problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and optimize
for such a policy.
Our core idea is that consecutive tactile features observed on an object are related to
the robot movements in between. Local features are not unique, repeating at symmetric
parts and similar curvatures. Discretizing them across objects creates common features
that can be modeled as a probability distribution, which we condition on observations and
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actions, independent of large state space dimensionality.
We focus on the active prediction problem and not the recognition. For recognition,
we use an existing tactile object descriptor [317], the weakness in which is that recognition
required hundreds of systematic touches, unrealistic in practice. Our goal is to eliminate that
weakness by strategically selecting a small number of touches to observe the key features.
We were able to decrease the number by a magnitude.
The novelty of our active approach has three parts. First, unlike typical active models,
ours is independent of the state space, by conditioning on observations and actions. State
space-dependent methods have search times proportional to state dimensionality, posing
a limit on state definition. Second, unlike most active perception approaches, ours is not
greedy. Most active selection algorithm take an information-theoretic approach to minimize
entropy [189]. Third, we solve a high-level perceptual problem as opposed to a low-level
sensor-focused haptic one. We target autonomous object-level recognition with cheap sparse
pressure sensors, in contrast to most tactile recognition work, which are material-level recog-
nition with expensive dense multi-modal sensors and predefined strokes. Our algorithmic
abstraction is not limited to special sensors. We show successful prediction in a physics
engine and on a real robot.
4.2 Related Work
Tactile work has been done for reconstruction, localization, pose estimation, and recognition.
Our work differs from haptic work on material recognition in three major ways. First, we
are solving a perception problem at the object level based on high-level geometry abstracted
from sensor inputs, not at the material level that directly uses tactile vibrations. Second, we
focus on active prediction of the most useful actions, whereas haptic recognition typically
uses predefined motions. Third, we execute the actions autonomously.
Similar to our active end-effector pose selection, active viewpoints have been used to
select camera poses to gather information, such as in Doumanoglou et al. [71]. Sensing with
vision only is considered active perception. Our work is closer to interactive perception,
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which physically contacts the environment [37].
Early work have explored touch-only object recognition not involving active planning.
Klatzky et al. [155] compared human haptic exploratory procedures (EPs) observed by
Lederman and Klatzky [169] to robots, and Allen and Michelman [5] extended them to a
tactile robotic hand. Gaston and Lozano-Perez [85], Grimson and Lozano-Perez [98], and
Siegel [268] used Interpretation Trees for recognition and pose estimation.
Active touch has been coupled with vision to various extents. Allen et al. [3, 4] used
vision to guide active touch to invisible regions and explicitly fused the two for shape
reconstruction. Stansfield [271] used an initial visual phase for rough object properties and
a final haptic phase for detailed surface properties. Others explored solely using active
touch. Schneiter [263] scheduled sensor motions based on [98] for recognition. Maekawa
et al. [191] advanced through grid points for reconstruction as contacts were detected. Hsiao
et al. [129] partitioned the workspace and represented each region as a state in a POMDP
for optimal control policy.
Many recent active learning algorithms greedily maximize information gain (IG) [262,
258, 112, 71] for property estimation or task success. Another recent development is adaptive
submodularity, a diminishing return property [96, 95]. It was shown that entropy can be
submodular and was used to greedily maximize IG for near-optimal touches [140].
Work most related to ours in active recognition are Pezzementi et al. [230] and Hausman
et al. [109]. Both use tree search to select actions. However, Pezzementi’s tree was for motion
planning, with nodes being collision-free configurations. Hausman’s tree nodes were entropy,
which were minimized to find optimal poses to move the object into camera view. Our tree
nodes are tactile observations, and we select end-effector poses to maximize recognition.
Martinez-Hernandez et al. [197], like us, selected the next interesting location in terms of
the probability of object class given the tactile contact, but they use a greedy selection and
thus do not have a future lookahead.
Different from greedy policies, a lookahead policy (e.g. tree search) explicitly optimizes
cost and gain several steps ahead [236]. Its advantage is that it can avoid jumping on
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immediate high gains that are also extremely costly, and instead favor less costly actions
that yield long-term gain.
Solving for lookahead policy directly is impractically costly, as every possible state in
each step ahead needs to be considered. We tackle this in two ways. First, we use a Monte
Carlo optimization method from reinforcement learning literature [149]. Second, instead of
modeling the state space, we formulate a probability dependent only on the observations
and actions. It is considerably lower dimensional and generalizes to any object descriptor
and robot platform.
Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) [42] has become popular for real-time decisions in
AI. It is an online alternative to dynamic programming and uses repeated simulations
to construct a tree in a best-first order. Kocsis and Szepesvári [157] showed that tree
policy using the UCT (Upper Confidence bounds applied to Trees) guarantees asymptotic
optimality. Feldman and Domshlak [79] introduced BRUE, a purely exploring MCTS that
guarantees exponential cost reduction. Silver and Veness [269] extended MCTS to partially-
observable models. MCTS has been used for game solving [103] and belief-space planning
in robotics [107, 218, 166], but has not been applied to manipulation.
4.3 Problem Formulation
Our goal is to adaptively select a minimum sequence of end-effector poses to correctly
recognize an object. The input is contact XYZ only, given by enclosure grasps, useful for
sensing the volume and the global shape of an object [169].
4.3.1 Recognition Descriptor
We focus on optimizing the sequence of poses and use an existing tactile object descriptor
[317] for recognition. We cap the sequence at t = 1 : T poses. At time t, a grasp provides
n contact points, resulting in
(
n
3
)
triangles zt [317]. Observed triangles z1:t are binned into
a 3D histogram ht. The three dimensions represent triangle parameters, e.g. two sides and
an angle. The histogram is the object descriptor input to a classifier.
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4.3.2 Active Probability
In between two consecutive observations zt and zt+1, the end-effector moves by some action
at+1, which we model as a ∈ SE(3), the translation and quaternion from the current wrist
pose to a new one. As the hand moves, the previous ending pose becomes the next starting
pose, hence removing the need for world frame coordinates for both the hand and the object
pose. Let cm(a) ∈ [0, 1] denote the movement cost incurred by a.
To model the recursive chain of zt → at+1 → zt+1 → . . ., we write the probability
distribution p(zt+1|zt, at+1, y). It is in terms of the next observation zt+1, conditioned on
the current observation zt, the next action at+1 that leads to zt+1, and the unknown object
class y.
4.3.3 Training and Test
During training (Alg. 1), two things are learned for each object: its histogram descriptor h
and its p(zt+1|·) distribution above. Training is done by moving the robot hand in a grid
[317] around the object. Actions and observations are recorded to compute the two items.
An action is defined between two wrist poses; n poses yield n2 actions. Additionally, we
train a support vector machine (SVM) classifier (Sec. 4.5.1) on the descriptors. The SVM
gives p(y|h), the probability of class y given a histogram.
Algorithm 1: Training stage
1 for each object do
2 define a grid of wrist poses P wrt object; execute P;
3 store triangle observations {z} from contacts;
4 store tallies of observations {z} per pose;
5 compute histogram descriptor h;
At test time, the robot chooses its next grasp at+1 (Sec. 4.4.2) based on state xt = ht.
Given the current histogram ht, we can obtain the recognition probability p(y|ht).
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4.3.4 Problem Statement: Active Tactile Recognition
Given an object with unknown class y, an initial information state x0, and a planning
horizon of T steps, choose a control policy π to optimize the cost, which trades off between
movement cost and misclassification probability:
min
π
CT (π) ,
λ
T
E
[
T−1∑
t=0
cm(π(xt))
]
+(1−λ)P(ŷT 6= y) (4.1)
where π maps current state xt to next action at+1, and ŷT = arg maxy p(y|hT ) is the max-
imum likelihood estimate of the object class. P(ŷT 6=y)=1−maxy p(y|hT ) is the misclassifi-
cation probability. λ∈[0, 1] determines the relative importance of incurring movement cost
(first term) to gather more information vs. making an incorrect recognition (second term).
4.4 Approach
4.4.1 Markov Decision Process (MDP)
The problem can be represented by a finite-horizon MDP defined by (X ,A, T ,Gt). X is the
state space. A is a finite set of possible actions. The transition function
T (xt, a, xt+1) ,
∑
y
p(zt+1 | zt, a, y)p(y | ht) (4.2)
advances from state xt to xt+1 given action a. Histogram ht ∈ xt; zt is determined by
(xt, a); and ht+1 = (ht, zt+1) initializes xt+1.
Gt(xt, a, xt+1) ,

λ
T cm(a), 0 ≤ t < T
(1− λ)(1−maxy p(y | xt)), t = T
(4.3)
is the stage cost. This corresponds to the two terms in Eqn. 4.1.
An MDP can be represented by a graph. Each state is a node, each action is an edge,
and T describes how to move from one node to another. G is the cost associated with an
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edge. The graph is generated only at test time.
At the start of the process, a random action a0 is selected. This generates observation
z0, which initializes histogram h0 at state x0. Then, we advance through the states by simu-
lating possible actions and following the transitions T to create nodes and edges (Sec. 4.4.2).
Each node’s zt adds to the histogram. Over time, the histogram ht is incrementally filled
and resembles the true histogram from training, at which p(y|ht) would indicate a high
probability.
4.4.1.1 Relating Observations and Actions
When we create a new node with zt at test time, we do not make robot movements to observe
an actual zt, because moving after every edge would require hundreds of movements for the
entire tree, making the search impractically slow. Instead, we rely on observations from
training.
At the core of our approach is the relationship between observations and actions, mod-
eled by p(zt+1|zt, at+1, y), computed from training data (Sec. 4.3.2). We trust this rela-
tionship to be reliable during training and carries over to test time, at which we directly
sample this probability from training. Note that p(zt+1|·) is independent of the state space
X , which is a probability of histograms p(ht), high-dimensional (1000D) and exponential
in search time. This independence and direct sampling from training allows p(zt+1|·) to be
computed quickly at test time (Sec. 4.6.1).
4.4.2 Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
This section describes how we generate a graph for the MDP at test time and select an
optimal policy π from it. We represent the graph by a tree and use a Monte Carlo method.
The reader should refer to [42] for an overview of MCTS and [149] for policy search. The
accompanying video animates the concept. A simple example is shown in Fig. 14 and walked
through in Sec. 4.4.2.3.
An optimal policy π outputs an optimal action sequence, which is defined as a path
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with maximum reward (or equivalently, minimum cost) from the root to a leaf. We seek a
path that minimizes the objective cost in Eqn. 4.1.
After the root is created, Monte Carlo simulations select actions and follow T to create
new edges and nodes. Each simulation creates one new node. After a number of simulations,
the tree is well populated, and the optimal path is selected. Each tree depth is a time step,
with root at t = 0 and leaves at t ≤ T , a defined horizon, or max tree depth.
4.4.2.1 Choosing the Next Action at+1
At time t, node xt, the next action at+1 is selected as follows. In an MDP that allows multiple
actions per node (known as a multi-arm bandit problem [42]), the choice of an action faces
an exploration-exploitation dilemma. Exploring new or less-seen actions generates unseen
parts of the tree, making use of more training data. Re-visiting high-reward actions exploits
branches that at the moment seem more likely to be optimal.
Balancing this dilemma ensures narrowing down the answer while keeping an open mind
to see all of the tree. For contrast, greedy policies always exploit the highest-reward action
and ignore the exploration half. We use the UCT [157] upper confidence bound to select
actions to balance this dilemma. At a node xt at depth t, the next action at+1 is:
at+1 = arg max
a
(
(1− Cta) + c
√
2 lnN
Na
)
(4.4)
where the Cta ∈ [0, 1] is CT (π) in Eqn. 4.1, computed in previous simulations and stored
in node xt. It is the cost of an available action edge a at the xt (see backpropagation in
Sec. 4.4.2.3). 1 − Cta is the reward. N is the number of times the node has been visited,
and Na is the number of times action a has been followed from the node.
The first term is exploitation; it favors actions with a high existing reward. The second
term is exploration; it penalizes actions that have been followed many times. The two
terms are balanced by weight c, picked by hand. The result is a well-explored bushy tree.
In entirety, the bound selects an action at+1 that minimizes cost Cta . Together with other
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actions on a path chosen this way from root to leaf, this minimizes the objective cost CT
in Eqn. 4.1.
4.4.2.2 Inferring the Next Observation
Given an action at+1, the next observation zt+1 is sampled from training data:
zt+1 ∼ p(zt+1|zt, at+1) =
∑
y
p(zt+1|zt, at+1, y)p(y|ht) (4.5)
This reflects the mapping of the MDP transition function T (xt, at+1)→ xt+1. It describes
how to move to the next node xt+1, given the current node xt and next action at+1. The
class y is marginalized out, since the true y is unknown.
4.4.2.3 Tree Search Procedure
Now we put the pieces together and describe the procedure of each tree search simulation
in Algs. 2, 3, 4. Alg. 2 outlines the top-level test stage procedure. Algs. 3 and 4 outline the
tree search and tree policy. We will walk through a 5-node tree in Fig. 14, with horizon
T = 3, the 5 nodes generated from 5 simulations.
Starting with an empty tree, some action is randomly selected and produces obs443
in Fig. 14 from training data. This initializes the root at t = 0, with 1 observation in
histogram h0, which happens to be 0.89 distance from the closest object in training.
We will describe one full simulation. Each simulation starts at the root at depth t = 0
and must traverse a single path downward until the leaves at horizon depth t = T . Each
depth contains actions at and nodes xt. The intuition of a path from root to leaf in the real
world is a sequence of T actions for the robot to execute.
In each simulation, one new node is created via the choice of at+1 and zt+1 (Eqns. 4.4, 4.5),
outlined in Alg. 4 treePolicy. This means early simulations cannot reach depth T via exist-
ing nodes, since the tree is still shallow. In Alg. 3, a recursive function treeSearch traverses
the tree, incrementing in depth t (line 4). As long as a node exists (line 2), the tree policy is
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called (line 3) to continue down. When a desired node does not exist, it is created (line 8),
which concludes the one node created in the current simulation, and this ends the tree
policy. The rollout policy follows (line 9) and continues to depth T by randomly selecting
at+1 at each layer.
Algorithm 2: Test stage
1 object location given;
2 load training probabilities Ptrain;
3 superimpose training poses {po} onto test object;
4 move robot to a pose p0 that contacts object;
5 close grippers; record observation z0; compute histogram h0;
6 for each tree do
7 node0 = initNewTreeRoot (h0);
8 for each simulation do
9 treeSearch (node0, z0);
10 actions = select max-reward root-to-leaf path;
11 for each action at = a1 : aT in actions do
12 move robot to at; close grippers;
13 record observation zt; update histogram ht;
14 z0 = zT ; h0 = hT ;
Algorithm 3: Tree search
1 function treeSearch (nodet, zt);
2 if nodet exists in tree then
3 at+1, zt+1 = treePolicy(nodet, zt);
4 subtreeReward = treeSearch(nodet+1, zt+1);
5 r = (1− cm(at+1))+ subtreeReward // Eqn. 4.1
6 nodet.updateReward (at+1, r);
7 else
8 create nodet;
9 r = rolloutPolicy (nodet, t) // Eqn. 4.1 P(ŷT 6= y)
10 return r;
In Fig. 14, simulation 1, at t = 0, action a1 = p15 is selected and produces z1 = obs3.
Since a node with obs3 at depth t = 1 does not yet exist, it is created, and this ends the tree
policy. The rollout policy selects random a2 and a3 that produce temporary nodes x2 and
x3, not shown. The rollout policy operates on a temporary subtree that will be discarded
at the end of the simulation. When the rollout policy reaches horizon T , the histogram
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Algorithm 4: Tree policy
1 function treePolicy (nodet, zt);
2 at+1 = argmaxa UCT(nodet.Ca, nodet.Na) // Eqn. 4.4
3 ht = nodet.h;
4 for each class y do
5 py = p(zt+1|zt, at+1, y) = sampleFromPtrain(zt, at+1, y);
6 zt+1 = marginalizeY({py}) // Eqn. 4.5
7 return at+1, zt+1;
Figure 14: A small example tree. Max-reward path highlighted. Node label is observation name,
nearest neighbor distance, tree depth t, and number of items in histogram ht. NN distance is
inversely proportional to p(y|ht). Edge label is action name at+1 and reward.
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hT accumulated from observations z0:T on the path we took is fed to the classifier, which
outputs the misclassification cost P(ŷT 6= y) in Eqn. 4.1.
We then trace the path back up to root and backpropagate this cost to store in each
node on the path, as follows. At each depth t, reward 1 − Cta is updated for action a at
node xt. This is computed by a standard discounted reward, Qa = Qa + (ra − Qa)/Na,
where Qa is the node’s existing reward, and ra is the raw subtree reward (Alg. 3 lines 4–6).
In addition to backpropagation, the objective continues to be computed. At each depth
t, edge at is accumulated to movement cost cm(at) in Eqn. 4.1. Intuitively, the reward at
node xt is the sum reward of actions on its current child path. When we arrive back at
the root, the entire objective CT has now been computed and stored to root under action
p15 (Fig. 14). This concludes simulation 1. In the next 4 simulations, 4 more nodes are
created and rewards computed similarly. The more simulations, the bushier the tree, and
the deeper the branches reach.
After many simulations, the tree search ends by extracting the optimal path (Alg. 2
line 10). Starting at the root, simply follow the highest-reward edges downward. This path
defines an action sequence that minimizes CT . The length of the sequence is ≤ T , as some
branches may not reach T , e.g. two right branches in Fig. 14. The optimal sequence is
executed on a robot to obtain actual observations for recognition.
4.4.3 Implementation
The recognition of test objects is performed by alternating between MCTS and robot action
execution. Note that we use the term iteration to refer to one tree search and action
execution, e.g. two iterations means a tree search, an execution, a second tree search, and
a second execution.
The object pose is assumed known and fixed. A first wrist pose is randomly selected
from the training data, which store poses with respect to the object center. The observation
z0 is computed and initializes the root node of the first tree. The tree is generated and
produces a sequence of relative wrist poses. This sequence is executed on the robot, with
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enclosure grasps onto the object at each wrist pose. Actual observations are taken, and a
histogram is built and fed to the classifier. This completes one iteration. Then, the old
tree is discarded, and the latest histogram initializes the root node of a new tree. MCTS is
performed again on the new tree.
In order to generalize across objects, triangle observations zt are discretized to their
histogram bin centers. This is required to compute T , which needs probabilities for the
conditioned zt for every object y. Otherwise, a triangle from one object might not exist in
another to provide this probability. Histogram bin sizes are chosen as in [317].
For the movement cost cm(at), we computed the L2 distance for translation and the
angle for rotation, then normalized each to [0, 1] and weighed both equally. We used c = 1
to weigh exploration and exploitation equally and λ = 0.5 to weigh movement and mispre-
diction costs equally.
Figure 15: Synthetic meshes and their 3D histograms for visual comparison. From training (row 2),
random baseline (row 3), tree policy (row 4). Note shape similarities between cup, teapot, and mug;
bottle and mug; mug and toilet paper. Tree policy results resemble true histograms. Best viewed in
color.
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(a) (b)
Figure 16: Wrist poses selected by (a) random baseline and (b) tree policy for the cup.
4.5 Analysis Using a Physics Engine
We validated the active recognition in a physics engine. The purpose is to analyze the
method itself, without external constraints of a specific robot platform, such as joint and
workspace limits. This lets us evaluate the core algorithm using an end-effector with no
unreachable poses.
The tactile hardware is a RightHand Robotics ReFlex Beta Hand, which has 9 baro-
metric pressure sensors on each of 3 fingers, 27 total. Each enclosure grasp typically gives
non-zero values on 3–6 sensors. Fig. 15 shows objects used.
The XYZ positions of the non-zero sensors are used to compute the descriptor for recog-
nition. We used the 3D histogram of triangles [317] as descriptor, as mentioned in Sec. 4.3.
A triangle requires three parameters to be uniquely described. The three side lengths of
a triangle are denoted l0, l1, l2 from large to small; similarly for the angles a0, a1, a2. The
following results use the l0, l1, a0 parameterization. Because the triangles are a relative
measure, the descriptor is independent of object pose and movement.
For physics engine results, we built a stack in Gazebo for the hand’s tactile capabilities,
including its guarded enclosure, which closes all fingers and stops each finger when a sensor
on the finger is in contact. Sensor values were simulated as Boolean contacts. To simulate
wrist movement, we teleported the wrist to specified poses. This dramatically reduced the
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time required, which would otherwise involve motion planning and moving the joint of an
arm.
We repeated the MCTS and action execution iterations until rewards in all simulations
are depleted to 0, which typically takes 7–9 iterations. When all rewards are depleted, there
is only one node in the tree; this happens because we do not allow repeated visits to nominal
absolute poses, as they do not provide new observations.
4.5.1 Baseline Comparison
To illustrate the need for an active selection, we created a baseline. It uses the same training
data as the tree search, except it selects poses to move to at uniform random. Fig ?? shows
example poses chosen by the baseline and the tree policy for the cup; poses from the latter
are more intuitive and capture the global shape better.
Fig. 15 and Table 2 show the 3D histograms and distances obtained by each method.
Fig. 17(a) shows the progression of recognition through the iterations, in the form of distance
to true class. We tried linear SVM, nearest neighbor (NN) with inner product distance, and
NN with histogram intersection distance, of which the inner product performed the best.
Tree policy performed better for all objects except teapot, which was correct in iterations
1–3 but diverged to mug in 4–9. This is reasonable as teapot, mug, and cup have similarities
in the handle. Sphere was recognized by neither; the cause is evident in Fig. 15, as both
were unable to capture the lowest bins in l0.
Fig. 19 shows wrist poses selected around the objects, and Fig. 20 shows contact points
obtained in the physics engine by the two methods. Comparing Figs. 17(a), 19, and 20,
even though the baseline sometimes recover a better object appearance, its recognition can
still be wrong, e.g. bottle, mug. Tree policy recovered better contact cloud and recognition
for cup, bowl, toilet paper. The only object that the baseline did better in all three was the
teapot, most likely because tree policy tends to select poses at the bottom of the object,
but the teapot’s top half provide identifying information.
Even though the baseline’s poses are more evenly distributed, they do not result in
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better recognition, other than teapot. Fig. 15 shows that baseline histograms are more
distributed, whereas tree policy’s histogram bins are concentrated in the area lit up in the
true histograms. Note that even though some baseline distances in Table 2 are closer, e.g.
cup, toilet paper, its recognition in Fig. 17(b) is incorrect, meaning it is closer to some other
class. This means that the tree policy correctly imposes a bias on the wrist poses selected
- poses that result in high recognition certainty, as enforced by P(yT 6= y) in the objective.
cup teapot bowl bottle mug tlt ppr sphere
Baseline 0.227 0.160 0.375 0.237 0.121 0.224 0.317
Tree 0.137 0.266 0.354 0.097 0.078 0.299 0.326
Table 2: Test-time histogram distances ∈ [0, 1] to ground truth histogram from training. Distances
are from the last common iteration in Fig. 17(a). Columns correspond to Fig. 15.
4.5.2 Recognition Performance
Fig. 17(b) shows recognition in the form of inner product distance to true class, for different
iterations and simulations for one object. Distances decrease as iterations increase, since
the action executions provide increasingly descriptive histograms at the root of new trees.
The error bars show means and variances in distances to all objects. The difference
between the error bars and distances to true class indicate that recognition converges early
on, in as few as 2 iterations. That is 10–31 poses, average 25 poses across all simulation
settings shown. The number of available actions at each node is 1063, pooled across all 7
objects’ trained poses. This shows that the tree successfully finds the few essential poses to
fill the most discriminative features in the descriptor.
As simulations per tree increase, distances do not necessarily decrease, nor does recog-
nition accuracy increase. 30–90 simulations perform better than 150–250 simulations. This
can be due to our restriction of visiting a pose only once. As the available poses are ex-
hausted, the tree policy cannot find an edge at some nodes and has to switch to rollout
policy, by design. This is further reflected in the rewards plot in Fig 18. Before 90 sim-
ulations, rewards steadily increase as the tree is more explored; after 90 simulations, deep
troughs appear. The troughs are probably due to exhaustion of unvisited poses with high
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Figure 17: (a). Physics engine results. Distance to true class vs. iteration, for baseline (dashed)
and tree policy (solid). Dots and crosses show hits and misses. Each curve is an object. Tree policy
has more hits and the closest distances. (b). Similar format, for different simulations for mug. Each
curve is a simulation setting. Error bars are mean and variance in distances to all objects.
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Figure 18: Rewards vs. number of simulations for mug; similar for all objects. Each curve is an
iteration. Rewards diminish over iterations as unvisited high-probability poses are exhausted.
Figure 19: End-effector positions selected by random baseline (top) and tree policy (bottom), for
teapot, mug, cup, bowl, and toilet paper.
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Figure 20: Actual contacts obtained in physics engine from baseline (top) and tree (bottom), for
bottle, teapot, mug, cup, and bowl.
probability on a tree path. Similarly, rewards diminish as iterations increase, when fewer
poses are available, eventually collapsing to a one-node tree in the last iteration where
reward is 0.
Table 3 shows per-iteration predictions and distances for the cup. The cup starts as
the third NN and moves up to first NN in iteration 5. It is often reasonably confused with a
mug. The baseline always recognized the cup as a mug in all 9 iterations, for all 3 distance
metrics.
Iter 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Moves 14 14 17 18 7 5 2
Contacts 52 61 52 68 25 22 6
1st NN teapot mug mug mug cup cup cup
1st dist 0.230 0.142 0.127 0.141 0.145 0.135 0.138
2nd NN mug cup cup cup mug mug mug
2nd dist 0.284 0.237 0.174 0.145 0.156 0.158 0.158
3rd NN cup teapot teapot bottle bottle bottle bottle
3rd dist 0.321 0.248 0.229 0.232 0.231 0.225 0.227
Table 3: Tree result on cup. Through iterations, the correct object (cup) moves up from 3rd NN
in iteration 1, to convergence to 1st NN in iteration 7.
4.5.3 Number of Moves for Recognition
Table 4 shows the number of moves per iteration for all objects. Boldface shows the iteration
in which recognition starts being correct, corresponding to Fig. 17(a). Teapot was correct
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in iterations 1–3 and diverged to mug. All other objects stayed correct. These are the upper
bound moves for recognition, as we only ran recognition after each iteration, not after every
move. Most objects were recognized within 16 moves, a large improvement over hundreds
in [317].
Iteration 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
cup 14 14 17 18 7 5 2
teapot 16∗ 13 16 15 8 5 4 1 1
bottle 16 12 18 17 8 5 4 2 1
bowl 15 14 16 16 7 4 3 1
mug 14 14 15 14 11 6 4 1
toilet paper 13 18 15 15 8 5 1
sphere 16 13 17 14 10 6 5 3 1
Table 4: Upper bound number of poses to recognize correctly
4.6 Real robot experiments
(a) (b)
Figure 21: (a). Mug, bottle, jar, bowl, glass, used for real robot experiments. (b). Experiment
setup.
On the real robot, we compare with a greedy baseline instead of random. Fig. 21(b)
shows the experiment setup. We mounted the ReFlex Beta hand on a Baxter. An object
is held fixed on a table. We trained 5 objects (Fig. 21(a)) on the real robot for active
instance-based recognition. Note transparent objects pose significant challenge for vision
systems.
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The mug, bottle, jar, bowl, and glass were each trained with 34, 60, 39, 30, and 50
end-effector poses. With discretization (0.06 meters in translation, 0.05 in quaternion), this
resulted in 138 possible actions at each MCTS node at test time. The goal is to recognize
in considerably fewer poses. This would mean the active selection is able to select poses
with discriminating features.
At test time, we ran MCTS (Sec. 4.4.2) to actively predict a sequence of end-effector
poses. Then, the Baxter arm autonomously moves to those poses, using motion planning
in ROS MoveIt for collision avoidance.
For a baseline, we compared with greedily selecting the immediate minimizer of the
objective, i.e. zero step lookahead, equivalent to horizon=1. For tree policy, we used
horizon=5. This means tree policy had up to 5 poses per iteration; greedy had 1. We used
20 simulations per iteration for both. Both were run until the recognition was correct for
3 consecutive iterations, some further until the distances leveled off. Results are in Table 5
and Fig. 22. Example grasps selected by tree policy are in Fig. 23. A footage with per-move
distances is in the accompanying video.
Object # Iters until Correct # Moves until Correct
T1 T3 G1 G3 T1 T3 T33 G1 G3 G33
jar 1 3 11 20 2 10 10 6 8 14
bottle 1 3 5 26 2 8 8 2 4 12
mug 4 6 3 9 9 12 12 1 3 3
bowl 3 - 9 - 5 8 - 3 5 -
glass 2 - - - 7 - - - - -
Table 5: Number of iterations and moves it took to recognize correctly on real robot. T: tree policy,
G: greedy. T1/G1: first time SVM recognizing correctly; T3/G3: SVM correct 3 times in a row;
T33/G33: all 3 metrics correct 3 times in a row. - denotes never.
Some poses selected by either method were not successfully planned, due to joint limits
and collisions in the workspace. Fig. 22 x-axis is the raw number of poses selected. Table 5
shows the number of successful moves.
Tree policy recognized in significantly fewer iterations and shorter time in most cases.
All objects were first recognized correctly in under 10 moves, significantly fewer than train-
ing. Greedy never recognized the glass correctly, always as mug. Tree policy recognized it
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Figure 22: Real robot results. Distance to true class vs. number of poses, for baseline (dashed) and
tree policy (solid). Dots and crosses show hits and misses. Each curve is an object.
twice in a row and then flip-flopped between glass and mug.
4.6.1 Running Time
The running time for the tree search is directly proportional to horizon T . Each tree
simulation takes 0.5 seconds for T = 20, 0.1 seconds for T = 5, and 0.02 seconds for T = 1.
Times reported are on an Intel Xeon 3.6GHz quad-core desktop simultaneously running the
rest of the experiment software. It can be improved by array access.
Even though the greedy approach (T = 1) took shorter time per iteration, it took many
more iterations before correct recognition (Table 5). The reason is that T = 1 generates
only one pose per iteration, and when the pose is unfeasible due to joint limits or collision,
the iteration is wasted. Overall, the tree policy took significantly shorter time.
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Figure 23: Real robot actions selected by tree policy at test time.
4.7 Conclusion
We described an algorithm for actively selecting a sequence of end-effector poses for the
objective of confident object recognition. We formulated the problem as a MDP and associ-
ated tactile observations with relative wrist poses in training, which allows the next desired
actions to be predicted by observations alone at test time. The method outperforms greedily
selected poses in a physics engine and on a real robot.
An improvement to optimize recognition even more directly is to select actions that
would produce the most salient features in the descriptor. Analysis methods exist for
finding the most discriminative features in a classifier. The histogram descriptor makes
this easy; each feature is simply a bin, which we already use as discretized observations z.
To select the most salient action, simply select zt+1 that maximizes saliency in addition to
recognition confidence.
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Chapter 5
Visuotactile Integration for
Grasping
The integration of vision and touch is a natural progression in development. Infants exhibit
this first in visuomotor coordination (Section 1.1.2), and then in intermodal transfer (Section
1.1.1, 1.1.3). In robotics, visuotactile integration is especially useful for manipulation,
as vision is limited to high-level information, and once the manipulator approaches the
target object, the manipulator’s occlusion of the object prevents vision from closing the
sensorimotor loop.
We venture into the prehensile type of manipulation, or grasping. Section 2.3 gives
an overview of related work on visuotactile integration for tasks related to manipulation,
including localization, recognition, and reconstruction, and grasping. Section 2.4 overviews
related work on perception for grasping and manipulation.
The majority of grasp planners estimate grasps from geometric features alone, derived
from 3D models or visual features. In Zhu et al. [322], we experimented with such a popular
planner, the GraspIt! database Eigengrasp planner [94], for grasping known objects of which
the pose is estimated and refined visually. The grasp planner is trained offline with the 3D
geometry of each known object, and a list of candidate grasps and their corresponding
measures of goodness is saved to a database. At test time, once the object’s identity is
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predicted and its fine pose with respect to the camera estimated by our visual algorithm,
the candidate grasps are retrieved from the database and transformed from the object frame
into the camera frame.
One shortcoming of such grasp planners is that they must make assumptions about
object surface property, such as friction coefficient, which cannot be realistically obtained.
The result is that grasps stable in simulated analysis are unstable or slippery in reality.
In addition, we found that the visual pose estimation has to be within a few centimeters
and a few degrees of accuracy, which cannot always be guaranteed, especially in the depth
direction. An error of this type can only be detected after the grasp fails. Then, a new grasp
would have to be re-computed from the beginning, the object having potentially moved.
However, if the gripper were equipped with tactile feedback, the robot would be able to
collect local surface information about the object and take incremental action with this new
knowledge. This is similar to how humans close the sensorimotor loop with active sensing,
as reviewed in Section 2.2. A new action to improve the grasp with new information can
be in the form of regrasping [51, 204, 215, 52] or refinement without releasing the object
[104, 178, 177, 61, 64, 30, 29]. Moreover, tactile sensing allows advanced probing of local
regions of an object even before the visual estimation, so that the grasp can be determined
with validated object localization and surface property.
We develop a new representation for visuotactile integration for evaluating grasp success
upon a probing contact and before committing to the grasp. We believe that the most
valuable information brought forth by tactile sensing are parts of the scene invisible to the
camera, such as the presence of a surface behind the depth perceived by the camera, and
local surface information such as normals. To evaluate this belief, we separate the tactile
data into those visible and occluded to the camera. We then compare the performance of
the grasp predictor with and without tactile information.
To leverage the advanced efficacy of supervised learning in the visual domain, the repre-
sentation is suitable for feature embedding in a convolutional neural network (CNN), which
then outputs a prediction of grasp success. To assess the tactile modality and to measure
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grasp success, we use an off-the-shelf grasp planner [206] in simulation that returns the
gripper pose, contacts, and a quality measure for each grasp. Any grasp planner satisfying
these conditions will work with our method.
We hope to demonstrate the plausibility of tactile sensing, even sparse contacts, in
improving the evaluation of grasp success. Furthermore, we seek to compare multiple rep-
resentations of visuotactile integration, in order to evaluate the effects of different quantities
and representations. The significance of these projected observations are that, first, tactile
sensors are exclusively either high resolution or affordable. We target the latter type, both
for accessibility and for independence on sophisticated sensors and therefore wider adapt-
ability. Second, since touch is a 3D modality, 2D representations inevitably lose information.
However, because of the exponential growth of CNN parameters and the sparse nature of
touch, 2D image is a compact representation that makes sparse inputs more meaningful.
5.1 Motivation
Vision-based grasping has seen extensive studies [36]. There are two ways in general to
approach data-driven grasping. Traditionally, grasping is done in a pipeline dependent
on the knowledge of the object [206, 94]. First, the object identity and pose are visually
estimated. Then, grasp candidates trained on CAD models by some quality measure are
retrieved and transformed from the object frame into the robot frame. Grasps are executed
in descending quality, while pruning unreachable grasps in terms of inverse kinematics and
collision-aware motion trajectory planning.
For this approach, the grasps are previously trained on CAD models in simulation,
using physics and geometry to infer on grasp quality. It has the disadvantage that grasps
depend on the correct estimation of object identity and pose; if either is wrong, the error
propagates to grasp detection, and the resulting grasps are retrieved from the wrong object
model. A second disadvantage is that it only works for CAD models in the database.
Although objects of similarly shapes can work well in practice, it will not work for any
object in the world. An additional disadvantage is that simulated physics do not transfer
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well to the real world, as it is generally known that friction is difficult to model. Object
and gripper surface material are usually not taken into account, resulting in slippage and
dropping the object in practice.
A second approach is independent of object identity. Given a scene, instead of es-
timating the object identity, the grasp detector is simply given the raw camera input
[214, 192, 137, 193, 145, 175, 234, 151, 171, 66, 315, 235]. Grasp candidates are predicted
by geometry or appearance only. Most of the recent deep-learning-based grasping fall into
this category. The advantage of this approach is that it does not depend on correct object
identity and pose estimation, eliminating the risk of error propagation.
5.1.1 Touch-based grasping
So far, all cases considered above are vision-based grasping. Recently, improvements in
tactile sensing brought touch back into the light for perception [188] and grasping [52, 37,
104, 132, 177, 61, 64, 133, 62]. Most recently, Merzic et al. [204] simulated contact forces
on a three-finger hand in a physics engine and used the contact forces on the nine links of
the finger as feature descriptor to grasp known objects. The 4DOF gripper joint torques
for a grasp are then learned using model-free deep reinforcement learning in a dense neural
network, with a cost function that encourages object pose estimation and grasp success
evaluated by a drop test in simulation. In another use of contact forces, Murali et al.
[215] learned a latent state representation on the time series of fingertip contact forces to
grasp unknown objects. A time series of force magnitude and direction are inputted into
an encoder-decoder network to learn a latent space representation, which is then used to
predict regrasp actions. Actions are repeatedly predicted on new tactile feedback until the
grasp is successful.
Other than exclusively touch-based grasping, touch is also an effective complement to
vision-based manipulation [77, 179, 105, 139]. The latest visuotactile integration leverages
CNNs for their capability of end-to-end derivation from raw sensor readings directly to
prediction [51, 50, 311]. Interestingly, whereas traditional visuotactile integration methods
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inevitably needed to address the spatial correspondence problem, these recent CNN-based
methods do not consider the problem at all. Sensor readings from different spatial frames,
e.g. a fixed tabletop camera and a tactile finger, are presented to the predictor without any
additional information about their relationship.
An overview of related work on perception-based grasping are in Section 2.4, in which
Section 2.4.1 reviews vision-based grasping and 2.4.3 reviews touch-based, or contact-rich,
grasping 2.4.3.1 and nonprehensile manipulation.
5.1.2 Remaining Challenge
The challenge that remains is transferring the model learned in simulation to the real robot.
There has been work on sim-to-real transfer for robotic manipulation, e.g. Inoue et al. [135],
James et al. [137], and Rusu et al. [255], most of which focus on RGB imagery adaptation,
as domain adaptation has been a very active area in computer vision. Most recently, hope is
being placed in the successful transfer of models learned from computer graphics rendering
or photo-realistic synthesis [53, 244], which is becoming increasingly realistic, to real world
camera imagery. Especially in the reinforcement learning and imitation learning areas,
actions can be learned in 3D games, in which corner cases can be created in simulation
without endangering experimenters [161, 304, 243].
While the game setup is useful for applications such as driving, few games emphasize on
object manipulation. Thus, the data collection for robotic manipulation rely on tools from
the robotics community, which are less developed in the photorealistic aspect than tools
motivated by the game or car industry. This poses limits in the type and the reliability of
data collected in simulation for grasping and manipulation. Simulation tools that emulate
realistic tactile sensors are still being developed [219]. The few simulation software [158, 291,
108] equipped with tactile sensors produce naive point contact readings mostly impractical
as a substitution of real sensors for feature learning, as we had observed in our work [317]. It
is difficult for simulated sensors to account for contact friction, sensor hysteresis, distribution
of force on the contact surface, and other factors, due to the limits of dynamic physical
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simulation in general. In addition, there is yet no known effort towards simulating true area
contacts, which is the realistic mode of contact. Instead, all simulated contacts are derived
from point contacts, which is highly unrealistic. For this reason, we expect that our model
learned in simulation will need to be retrained or fine-tuned for the real robot.
5.2 Visuotactile Representation
Our goal of visuotactile grasp prediction addresses two problems: spatial correspondence
between modalities, and representation for learning. An obvious answer is point clouds
[77, 133], which is straight-forward for registration and reconstruction. However, we are
interested in higher-level abstractions. In addition, we hope to leverage the powerful learning
capabilities of 2D convolutional neural networks, which has been tried and tested in many
tasks involving visual input.
We propose a concatenation of 2D image channels. The first channel is the image from a
depth camera. Subsequent channels are probabilistic heatmaps from tactile contacts of one
probing grasp. Upon the enclosing of fingers onto an object, the robot makes one or more
contacts with the object. The positions of contact are transformed from the object frame,
known during training, to the camera frame, as is standard practice in visual servoing:
TCp = (T
O
C )
−1TOp =

x
R3×3 y
z
0 0 0 1
 (5.1)
where C denotes camera frame, O denotes object frame, and p denotes a pose related to
a grasp, which can be of the contact or of the gripper. TCp is the transformation of a contact
point, including the contact location and normal, expressed in the camera frame. TOC is the
transformation of the camera frame with respect to the object frame. These positions are
then projected into the image using the camera intrinsic matrix, which gives the 2D pixel
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coordinates corresponding to a 3D position:
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where K is the intrinsic matrix, (fx, fy) are the focal lengths in pixels, and (cx, cy) is
the camera center in pixels. The 2D coordinates are then obtained by (u/w, v/w). The 3D
contact point is thereby transformed into the 2D image plane. This completes the spatial
correspondence between vision and touch.
The 2D image coordinates of the tactile contacts are used to create probabilistic heatmaps.
The heatmaps are initialized to a matrix of zeros. Pixels corresponding to the contact points
are given nonzero values. The matrix is then convolved with a maximum filter and a Gaus-
sian filter, to create Gaussian blobs at the contact pixels. This has two effects. First, it
helps to account for errors in the exact contact position, which can be caused by inaccura-
cies in the intrinsic matrix due to calibration. Second, it creates denser representation of
the otherwise single-pixel contacts.
Each probabilistic contact heatmap is then concatenated to the depth image as an
additional image channel in the input to the grasp predictor. All image channels are thus
registered to the camera frame. Figure 33 shows example sets of the depth image and the
tactile heatmaps corresponding to a grasp.
For grasp prediction, we use a predictor based on the GQ-CNN implementation from
Dex-Net [193], modified for our data. The output is binary grasp success. Figure 24
describes the network architecture. We used the cross entropy loss as in GQ-CNN.
From input to output, the predictor is expected to learn the visual and tactile features
describing a grasp, and then predict whether the grasp would be successful, before com-
mitting actions beyond a simple contact. If the prediction is positive, the robot can then
proceed to further manipulation. Otherwise, the manipulator can be opened, and another
probing action can be made to obtain new contacts and repredict the outcome.
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Figure 24: Network architecture for visuotactile grasp success prediction, adapted from GQ-CNN
[193].
5.3 Visuotactile Grasp Collection
In order to train such a visuotactile predictor, grasps with corresponding visual and tactile
data must be collected. To our knowledge, no grasping dataset exists that contains cor-
responded visual and tactile data, especially for 6DOF grasps from a perspective view. A
few grasping datasets exist for 2D planar grasps from an overhead camera, but they do not
contain tactile information.
We collected grasps that are visually and tactilely corresponded. To obtain tactile data,
we used an off-the-shelf grasp planner. Any grasp planner from which a quality measure,
gripper pose, and contact positions in object frame can be obtained is suitable for our
method. We chose GraspIt! [206], which is independent of any visual sensors, for its speed.
Visual data is obtained separately, by rendering the objects in an rendering engine. The
tactile and visual data are then combined, by transforming the grasps and tactile contacts
from the object frame into the camera frame. The tactile heatmaps are then generated
as described in Section 5.2. All final data, including tactile contact heatmaps and gripper
poses, are in the camera frame. Registering to the camera frame is standard practice in
visual servoing. This serves to spatially correspond different modalities of data.
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5.3.1 Visual Rendering
For visual data, we chose to use depth images as opposed to colored images, because of
the comparable ease of depth images to transfer to the real-world. While depth imagery
has been shown to be effectively transferred directly from training in simulation to robotic
manipulation in the real world without retraining, e.g. in [67], sim-to-real transfer of RGB
imagery is still an active area of research [135, 137, 255]. The latter usually involves ran-
domization of all parameters in the RGB image generation, including synthetic noise in the
foreground and background, add-on texture, perturbation in color values, etc. to generalize
to a variety of lighting conditions and imperfect shadings in the wild. On the other hand,
depth imagery eliminates the need for such manipulation and only requires accounting for
the camera’s noise profile, which exists [99].
Figure 25: Eight adversarial objects from Dex-Net 2.0 [193], which we used in the grasping experi-
ments. Top: bar clamp, gearbox, nozzle, part1; bottom: part3, pawn, turbine housing, vase. With
the grasp planner we chose, the most difficult objects are part3 and nozzle. The easiest object is
pawn.
For objects, we used the eight adversarial objects from Dex-Net 2.0 [193], which are
challenging to grasp by design (Figure 25). To render the objects, we use BlenSor [99], a
sensor simulation package that provides realistic noise profiles of sensors and is integrated
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into Blender [33], an open-source 3D computer graphics software. Specifically, we used the
simulated Kinect camera with noise to render all the point clouds in our data set. Figure
26 shows an example of the rendered point cloud with and without noise.
Figure 26: Rendered point cloud with the noise profile of the depth camera. Left: no noise. Right:
with noise.
To generate a variety of object orientations in the image, scenes are rendered from
random camera poses in the upper hemisphere above an imaginary plane on which the
object lies. The extrinsic camera pose with respect to the object is saved, for later use in
corresponding to tactile contact data, which will be generated by grasps with respect to the
object frame.
In order to generalize to lens distortion, random perturbations are added to the camera
pose, so that the object is rendered at different locations in the image, including edges
and corners of the image. First, a pose on the upper hemisphere centered at the object
is randomly generated. An example set of poses is shown in Figure 28. Then, a random
perturbation in the range of [−0.08, 0.11] meters is added to the camera position. This range
is empirically chosen so that the object is at least partially visible to the camera. Then, a
random perturbation in the range of [−20◦, 21◦] is applied to the camera orientation. The
result is a set of scenes with the object in various orientations and locations in the image,
at least partially visible if it is at the edge of the image. Occasional scenes that do not
contain the object are discarded.
Post-processing is then performed to convert the point clouds into depth images, scaling
all images by a constant depth range of [0.7, 6.0] meters. Note we did not use BlenSor’s
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Figure 27: Example set of 100 random camera poses on the upper hemisphere centered at the object,
before perturbations.
Figure 28: Sample renders with various object orientations and locations in the image, before crop-
ping. Top to bottom: bar clamp, gearbox, part3, and vase. Note that the RGB images are for
illustration only and not used in the data.
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built-in depth image output, because it scales each image independently by the minimum
and maximum depth values in that image only, thus making depth values incomparable
across images. Using our constant scaling, we are able to make sure that the same value in
two images means the same actual depth.
Then, each 640 × 480 depth image is cropped to a 100 × 100 region centered at the
object. This localizes the object in the image. If the object is at the edge, then the crop
is adjusted accordingly so that it does not go outside the image. In this case, the object
would be off-centered in the crop. The crops are then rescaled to 64× 64. Figure 29 shows
example final depth images. These images are the depth channel input to the predictor.
Figure 29: Example final depth images after post-processing, of the object bar clamp.
5.3.2 Grasp Collection
The grasp collection process is separate from the rendering process, since the grasp planner
we chose is based on CAD model geometry and is not equipped with visual sensors. Being
independent of sensors makes the grasp collection process more rapid. We used the Eigen-
grasp planner in GraspIt! [206] with the default Guided Potential Quality Energy to search
for grasps.
Each object was arranged to lie flat on a planar surface, as it would on a table. In each
planning session, we requested for the top 100 grasps to be returned. If the planner finds
fewer grasps, all of them are returned. Grasps with no contacts are discarded. Depending
on how difficult an object is to grasp, we had to use different settings in the number of
maximum search steps, in order to collect enough grasps. The exact settings are specified
in Section 5.3.4. Figure 30 shows example grasps on the Robotiq three-finger gripper and
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Figure 30: Sample grasps on the three-finger Robotiq (left) and the HumanHand in GraspIt! [206].
the human hand.
For each grasp returned, we executed it and recorded its gripper pose, contact points
on the object, and energy. The gripper pose and contact points are transformed from
the world frame to the object frame to be recorded. Figure 31 shows contact points and
normals collected. We used the energy as a quality measure label to train our grasp success
predictor.
Figure 31: Contact points and contact normals collected on each object. Colors from cool to warm
indicate grasp energy from low to high.
To determine whether a grasp is good, we used a threshold qualitatively chosen. Al-
though more realistic methods could be used to determine grasp success, such as lifting [320]
or dropping [204] in a physics engine, we found such methods to be very time-consuming
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for the collection of large-scale data sets, especially with the overhead of a physics engine
[320]. Thus, we compromised with a simple quality threshold in exchange for several mag-
nitudes of speedup. In [320], a grasp can take several minutes to collect, mostly due to the
bottleneck of the lift test. Here, we are able to collect multiple grasps per second (Table 6),
a significant speedup that makes rapid large-scale grasp collection possible with low cost in
computation time.
To help with effective learning of the predictor, it is important for the data to be
balanced in positive and negative grasp examples. We repeated as many planning sessions
as required to collect a specified number of good and bad grasps, 100 for each. Table 6
summarizes the grasps and contacts we collected and the running time.
Object Good Bad Contacts Time (s)
bar clamp 140 151 826 162
gearbox 182 112 772 167
nozzle 123 146 568 587
part1 117 158 492 176
part3 107 100 537 779
pawn 182 116 857 510
turbine housing 100 185 674 218
vase 151 139 865 212
Total 1102 1107 - 2811
Table 6: Number of positive and negative grasps collected per object and the collection time in
seconds.
5.3.3 Tactile Heatmaps by Ray-tracing
Probabilistic heatmaps representing tactile contacts are generated combinatorially from the
rendered scenes from Section 5.3.1 and the grasps from Section 5.3.2. Gripper poses and
contacts are transformed from the object frame to the camera frame (Equation 5.1) using
the camera extrinsic matrix TOC saved during rendering, which describes the camera pose
with respect to the object. Coordinates of pixels corresponding to the contact points are
found by projecting the 3D contact points into the 2D image using the intrinsic matrix, as
in Equation 5.2.
Part of the value of tactile sensing, as a complementary modality to vision, lies in that
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it can be used to perceive areas invisible to the camera. Our representation seeks to leverage
this characteristic to help evaluate grasps that may be unknown to vision. Such grasps may
have contact points behind the object, i.e. occluded by the camera point cloud.
Figure 32: Ray-tracing from camera center to a contact point, to determine whether the contact is
occluded. Left: Contact point is behind point cloud (occluded). Right: Contact point is in front of
point cloud (visible).
To determine whether a contact point is visible or occluded from the camera, ray-tracing
is used. A ray is projected from the camera center to each contact point. If the ray reaches
the contact point before reaching any point in the camera point cloud, then the contact is
visible. Otherwise, i.e. the ray reaches any part of the camera point cloud before reaching
the contact point, then the contact is occluded. We use the PCL [256] implementation of
ray-tracing based on octrees, with an octree voxel size of 0.002 meters. Figure 32 illustrates
an example each of visible and occluded contacts as determined by ray-tracing.
For each grasp, its contact points are separated into a visible list and an occluded
list. Two separate heatmaps, one with visible contacts, the other with occluded contacts,
are created from a matrix of zeros, by setting the contact pixels to nonzeros and applying
dilation and Gaussian filter to create blobs, as described in Section 5.2.
In order for the camera intrinsic matrix to work properly, projections of 3D contacts
into 2D must start from the original rendered image of dimensions 640 × 480. After the
projections, the heatmaps are cropped and rescaled in the same process as the depth images
in Section 5.3.1, to produce the final image channels that will be input to the predictor.
Figure 33 shows sample triplets of the depth image and the visible and occluded tactile
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heatmaps. Each triplet is for one grasp on the HumanHand.
Tactile heatmaps are generated combinatorially between the rendered scenes and grasps.
In other words, for each rendered scene, all the grasps of the object in the scene are projected
into the scene and the corresponding contact heatmaps calculated. Each grasp gives one
example for the predictor. For s scenes and g grasps, this generates roughly s× g examples
for the predictor. Examples in which both heatmaps are empty, due to contacts being
outside the camera view, are removed.
5.3.4 Running Time
All data were collected on a Dell XPS 15 laptop with a Intel Core i7 2.8 GHz CPU and
16 GB RAM. Each rendering of a scene in BlenSor took 7 seconds. The time is dependent
on the number of occupied points in the point cloud, which is dependent on whether a
background is present and the distance of the camera from the object. We used a 1-meter
distance and no surface behind the object, in order to reduce rendering time. The presence
of a table surface is enforced during grasp collection. In the real world, the table plane
in a depth image can be detected and removed using off-the-shelf plane segmentation. 927
rendered scenes were generated at random camera poses, with roughly 110 scenes per object.
The rendering amounts to 108 minutes, and it is the slowest part of the process.
Figure 28 shows sample rendered images. Even with the object occupying a small part
of the image, the rendering is already the bottleneck. We have thus chosen not to increase
the object resolution, such as by positioning the camera closer to the object.
The amount of time for collecting a specified number of grasps depends on how difficult
the object is to grasp. We had to use a different setting in the number of maximum search
steps for the atypical objects, in order to collect a balanced data set in the number of
positive and negative grasps. For a typical object, we used 70,000 steps. For difficult
objects (nozzle and part3), we used 140,000 steps in order to collect more good grasps.
For easy objects (pawn), we used 40,000 steps in order to collect more bad grasps. During
the grasp collection of the three atypical objects, good (or bad) grasps tend to overwhelm
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Figure 33: Example depth image and tactile heatmaps for bar clamp, part3, pawn, turbine housing,
and vase.
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the grasps generated. To keep the balance, grasps generated beyond the target number
of grasps in the overwhelmed category are discarded, so that the underwhelmed category
can catch up. Thus, these objects required longer time. Table 6 summarizes the grasps we
collected and the running time in seconds. To collect a balanced set of 2209 grasps, it took
47 minutes.
Combinatorially, 927 scenes and 2,209 grasps resulted in 244,918 examples, which took
17 minutes for heatmap generation by ray-tracing. Another 10 minutes are taken to package
the data into a format accepted by the neural network. In total, the entire collection process
from rendering, grasping, to final output took 182 minutes.
5.4 Experiment Results
We compared with the baseline of vision-only input, i.e. depth channel only, without the
tactile channels. In order for the depth image to describe a grasp, we also input the gripper
pose. The pose can be represented as position-only in the form of a 3-vector, or both
position and orientation. For the latter, we experimented with the 7D representation, with
3D position and 4D Quaternion.
So far, we have found the results to be neutral. The prediction performance between
vision-only and vision+touch is not statistically significant enough to conclude whether
the tactile heatmap representation add to grasp success prediction. However, different
alterations to the tactile data do contribute to observable trends in the performance. This
section analyzes the effects of such alterations.
Since the heatmaps are synthetically created, there are options for parameters in the
creation of the heatmap. We explored options in the type of quantity represented by the
blobs in a simplified 4DOF planar parallel grasp setting in [320]. In that preliminary work,
we augmented the adv-synth data set, a subset of Dex-Net 2.0 [193] that contains the 8
objects in Figure 25. In that data set, each depth image is oriented such that the center row
of pixels in the image is aligned with the axis of the grasp. We can thus infer the contact
locations to be at the center row, at the two edges of the object, which can be calculated
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by the gradients in the depth image. Similarly, rough 2D contact normals in the form of
can be calculated from the sign of the gradient. This gave us artificial contact data in the
form of locations and rough normals. We represented this artificial contact data as heatmap
channels with blobs and compared the performance between different values of the blobs,
including constant Gaussians, 2D contact normals as {−1, 1}, and the thickness obtained
by the difference in the depth between the contact point and the background.
In addition to the type of data to represent, other factors such as the number of contacts,
the size of the blobs in the heatmaps, can also have an effect on performance. Moreover, as
is common in neural networks, the hyperparameters in the training of the network can also
play an important role. So far, we have altered little in the GQ-CNN network architecture
and parameters. This is an area for further exploration.
In the results below, we will use shorthand notations to denote input modalities. We
will use v for visual depth image input, t for tactile heatmaps input, and gp# for the gripper
pose in 3D (position xyz) or 7D (position xyz and orientation in Quaternions).
Because the division of training and test data is random, the amount of positive and
negative data in the test set varies by a few percent in each run. This makes it difficult to
observe a trend from the absolute error. Instead, we compare with a sanity error baseline,
which is the smaller portion of positive or negative data in the test set. This is the lowest
achievable error if the network were to always guess the same answer. The effect of different
parameters is more observable if we look at how much each prediction error is below this
sanity error.
5.4.1 Presence of Tactile Data
We compared between vision-only and vision+touch inputs. The vision-only input consists
of the depth image and the 7D gripper pose (tx, ty, tz, qx, qy, qz, qw). The vision+touch input
consists of the depth image, the visible and occluded tactile heatmaps, and the 7D pose.
Over 10 random training and test splits, vision-only input produced an average error of
40.34%, and vision+touch input had an average error of 42.98%.
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5.4.2 Gripper Pose Representation
Within vision-only input, the 7D pose performed better than 3D position alone (Table
9). Since the gripper pose is in camera frame, we also experimented with the x and y
components of the gripper position being expressed in pixel coordinates, which worsened
performance. With grasps collected on the three-finger Robotiq gripper, the prediction error
of v+2Dgp3 is 33%, about 13–14% lower than the sanity error. In the same setting, the
error of v+t+2Dgp3 is 38–39%, 6–7% lower than the sanity error. Table 7 summarizes the
prediction errors below the sanity error, for 3D (xyz or xyzq) and 2D (uvz) representations
of the gripper pose under different input modalities. The most conclusive trend is that the
2D gripper pose representation is not suitable for the v+t input.
Modalities gp3 gp7 2D gp3
v 12.0% 13.4% 14.2%
v+t 10.8% 9.1% 6.9%
Table 7: Error comparison between different representations of gripper pose. Values are errors below
sanity error, which is the smaller portion of positive or negative data in the test set.
5.4.3 Number of Contacts
The number of contacts from a grasp affects the number of nonzero values in the tactile
heatmaps. We experimented with two ways of increasing the number of contacts in the
tactile heatmaps. The first way is to use grippers with different number of fingers. We
collected grasps from a three-finger Robotiq gripper and a five-finger human hand. Increas-
ing the number of fingers increases the maximum number of contacts possible in a grasp.
Typically, only the fingertips produce contacts, due to the constraint of the surface on which
the object lies, which resembles tabletop grasps in reality. Table 8 shows a comparison of
the prediction errors.
Modalities Robotiq Human hand
v+gp7 36.8% 40.3%
v+t+gp7 39.0% 43.3%
Table 8: Error comparison between grippers of different number of fingers.
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A second way to increase the density of nonzero data in the tactile heatmap is to merge
the visible and occluded channels into a single channel of contact heatmap. For blob size
7, separating the channels produced an error of 43.27%, and merging produced 42.98%.
5.4.4 Blob Size
Table 9 shows the effects of different blob sizes in the tactile heatmaps for the five-finger
HumanHand. The performance comparison indicates that the blob radius of 7 results in the
best predictions. This is visually reasonable. Figure 34 shows visual examples of different
blob sizes. We used blob size 7 for the rest of the results and figures.
Modality Blob Radius Prediction Error Below Sanity Error
v+gp3 - 5.5%
v+gp7 - 7.8%
v+t+gp7 3 2.9%
5 3.4%
7 4.4%
9 2.6%
Table 9: Effect of blob size in tactile heatmaps. The sanity error is the smaller portion of the
positive-negative data split, which is the minimum achievable error if the network were to always
guess the same answer.
Figure 34: Examples of blob sizes 5, 7, 9, 11.
5.4.5 Positive and Negative Data Balance
The most difficult objects to grasp are nozzle and part3. The easiest object is pawn. These
objects tend to produce overwhelmingly good or bad grasps, and required different settings
for the maximum steps in the grasp planner (see Section 5.3.2) in order to produce a
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balanced ratio of positive to negative grasp examples.
When the data balance is bad, for example, 25% good grasps and 75% bad grasps, then
the network can achieve 25% error by simply always guessing bad grasps. This makes it
difficult to converge to better performance.
5.4.6 Other Parameters
Contact normals are a valuable form of tactile information. We evaluated the effect on a
simplified 2D data set in [320] and found it to be useful. We leave this as future work for the
current data set. The architecture of the neural network is certain to affect the predictor
performance. We altered little from the GQ-CNN architectural parameters. This is an area
for further investigation.
5.5 Conclusion
We presented a new visuotactile data set of 3D 6DOF multi-finger grasps from a variety
of camera angles with respect to the object. This is novel to the current state of existing
grasping data sets, which are overwhelmingly planar 3DOF or 4DOF two-finger grasps with
images from an overhead camera perpendicular to the grasp. They also do not contain
tactile information. In contrast, we collected tactile contacts that are corresponded to both
the object frame and the camera frame.
The data generation process is rapid, taking 3 hours to generate more than 244,000
examples. The number of examples is combinatorial from the number of rendered scenes
and grasps, and is thus flexible. Moreover, since each part of the generation process is
separate – rendering, grasp planning, and ray-tracing – it is modular and easy to rerun
individual parts, which is useful for testing different parameters, such as blob sizes, image
crop sizes, different grippers, or different camera settings, without recollecting the entire
data set. In fact, we only run grasp planning once, to generate tactile heatmaps for a variety
of different rendered scenes.
This grasp collection method is suitable for collecting large-scale data for training con-
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volutional neural networks. Even though the renders are generated in simulation, we used
a simulation package with the noise profiles of sensors, which has been shown to be effective
for sim-to-real transfer in existing work in the literature.
Secondly, we investigated in a visuotactile representation for grasping that spatially
corresponds between the two modalities, which is not yet done in existing literature that
use deep learning. This compact 2D representation is able to leverage the capabilities of
2D convolutional neural networks. We compared various parameters in this representation
that can affect the performance of the predictor.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
Here, we will pose open-ended questions and discuss progress towards them at the present.
In the end, how effective is sensory substitution (Section 1.1.4) on robots, e.g. replacing
vision with touch? Robots are similar to humans in that, all peripheral sensory systems lead
to the a central cognitive system. When one peripheral sensory system becomes inadequate,
such as due to environmental changes like lighting and visibility, the central system does
not lose the ability to perceive all information given by that modality. Some properties are
invariant across modalities, such as roughness and smoothness, straightness and curviness
[87], and 3D relations [302]. The individual simply needs another sensory system to fill
in the signals via a different modality, although one modality may be more efficient than
another.
To our advantage, robots are not limited to the set of sensory systems that humans
are limited to biologically – one pair of eyes facing forward and one pair of hands. Robots
can be equipped with as many cameras and tactile sensors as mechanically possible, which
is facilitated by the decreasing size of hardware today. The location of sensors also need
not be limited to biological ones. Eye-in-hand has long been a standard case in visual
servoing. Camera-based, or optical, tactile sensors enable eyes in the fingertip or on the
skin. Fingertip optical sensors have been developed, such as GelSight [310], FingerVision
[305], and TacTip [300].
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Literature in human-robot interaction and humanoids [59] support the possibility of
whole-body tactile sensing, such as whole-body multi-axis soft tactile sensors [162, 148],
HEX-O-SKIN [208, 207], and the triangular tiled capacitive module skin [195]. Challenges
faced by networked sensors at this scale include the efficient use of physical space for wiring
for power and communication, network communication, and calibration.
In light of whole-body tactile skin on humanoids, some researchers imagine a future
of whole-body vision, with cameras throughout the robot body [305]. Realistically, could
cameras, in the sense of optical tactile sensors, replace the other types of tactile sensors
completely, substituting for all the quantities measurable by touch? Dahiya et al. [59]
categorized tactile sensors into different types: resistive, capacitive, optical, ultrasonic,
magnetic, piezoelectric, and other categories. Could all of them be replaced by the optical
type?
At the foundation, the peripheral sensory systems of vision and touch are quite differ-
ent. While vision perceives spatial appearance, touch perceives multi-modal signals includ-
ing temperature, force, vibration (texture), and weight. Vision encodes data holistically,
while touch encodes data sequentially [70]. In humans, the interperceptual coordination,
coordination between vision and touch for the purpose of perception, is a non-trivial task.
Camera-based tactile sensors inherently simplify this task, by representing tactile input
in the same form as visual input: images. Force magnitudes and normals can be rep-
resented as a vector field, expressible through multiple image channels [308]. Similarly,
vibration can be broken down into a 3D spatial representation at each time step, similar to
image sequences. This unified video representation makes spatial correspondence between
modalities more straight-forward. Temperature is more difficult to represent in images.
Although thermal cameras exist, the cost is magnitudes higher than RGB cameras.
On the other hand, is improving tactile hardware the only milestone to near-human
tactile perception? Suppose we have perfect hardware that is close to human fingertip
performance, including sensitivity, resolution, speed, power consumption, mountable on
any robot, and every other aspect, is everything else ready? Would we have the software
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capability to process information at this level of detail at the speed it arrives? Would current
algorithms be sufficient for deriving high-level interpretation from the data necessary for
interaction? We briefly examine each.
Temporal tactile information can be especially helpful for complex manipulation after
contact. Spatio-temporal descriptors such as [190] have been designed for object recogni-
tion. Vibration-based material recognition also relies on temporal data [75]. High temporal
resolution is not required for static interactions, but crucial for high-speed dynamic inter-
actions. Computation time must be optimized, by downsampling the data, simplifying the
algorithm, or processing in parallel, e.g. using GPU computing. Downsampling could be
supplemented by data prediction to infer the data dropped, much like predictions in videos
[80], at the expense of longer processing time.
The current trend of memory capacity and data bandwidth, other than on mobile
robots and embedded systems, reassures the capability to handle a large amount of data.
With enough computing power, the increased amount of raw data can be an advantage
rather than an obstacle, as shown by trends in deep learning, which eliminates the need for
handcrafting data and learns directly on raw data. Here, the challenge lies in representing
the data to the network in an effective way. An example of deep learning using the BioTac
is in [119] and GelSight in [311, 50, 51].
Higher-level perceptual tasks, such as reconstruction, localization, and object recogni-
tion, in the tactile modality, are still at an early stage. Such tasks are at the present mainly
driven by vision and executed prior to manipulation. Besides touch, alternative modalities
exist for substituting for vision in the dark, such as infrared [316]. Visuotactile perception
is beginning to attract more attention and is useful particularly immediately before manip-
ulation, for validation and refinement, and during manipulation, for adaptation based on
local information. Grasp adaptation methods that detect in-hand stability and adapt for
a better grasp can compensate for incorrect pre-contact estimates [104]. The incentive of
using touch is the most present during manipulation, for closing the sensorimotor loop.
As seen, even with perfect tactile hardware, challenges in software still exist, before
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the tactile modality can be fully exploited and integrated into the higher-level cognitive
system, which then makes decisions using the knowledge from the combination of all sensing
modalities. These challenges lie in sensory integration, multi-modal representation, and
multi-modal learning and control.
In humans, we have seen in Section 1.1.1 that infants start with tactile sensing with
the mouth, until vision emerges at which time vision becomes the initial modality but
exploration remains intermodal, alternating between vision and touch by the mouth, and
eventually fingering develops, at which time manual actions take over the tactile function
of the mouth. Throughout the development of perception in the first 5 months, the human
infant never gives up the sense of touch to resort to vision alone. In fact, the blind rely
on multimodal perception other than vision [16]. This is presently not the case in robotics.
When it comes to manipulation, we rely almost entirely on visual perception and only use
touch sparingly, if at all. This is due to both hardware and software limitations described
above.
One major sub-challenge of modern multi-modal learning that is largely untouched is
simulation-to-real transfer, especially in the physics and contact domains. The effectiveness
of large-scale learning is conditioned upon large amounts of training data, which is difficult
to obtain on the real robot, due to resources, time, safety, hardware reliability, to name
a few major obstacles. In the visual domain, computer graphics and games have shown
to provide realistic appearances to imagery in recent years. In the physics domain, game
engines fall short, because they are known to prioritize speed and appearance over physical
accuracy.
Even in the robotics community, there is no real solution for simulating friction of
different materials under different contact conditions accurately. Nearly no attention is
paid to simulating tactile sensors beyond simple point contact, which is never the case in
the real world. Very few simulators today come with tactile sensors, and those that do are
far from realistic. Creators of tactile sensors have no incentive for developing simulated
versions. Under the current wave of large-scale data-driven learning, this problem will
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need to be properly addressed, in order for complex manipulation facilitated by visuotactile
learning to become more accessible to the robotics community.
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